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Preface

Read this guide if you are responsible for tasks such as:

n installing and configuring the Oracle Replication Services

n defining and maintaining the Oracle Replication Services environment

Understand the fundamentals of the Oracle server, Oracle SQL, transparent gateways, and 
the Microsoft Windows 95 or Microsoft Windows NT operating system before using this 
guide to install or manage Oracle Replication Services.

Intended Audience
This guide is intended for anyone responsible for installing, configuring, and managing 
Oracle Replication Services.

About This Release of the ORS Installation Guide
This release of the ORS Installation guide (Part Number A51648-03) provides updated 
information in the following sections:

n “Limitations” in Chapter 6

n “Using the WHERE Clause” in Chapter 8

n “AS/400 Replication Considerations” in Chapter 11

All changes in these sections, as well as minor changes in other sections, are marked 
the black vertical bar that you see to the left of this sentence.
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Related Publications
The Oracle Replication Services Installation Guide is included as part of your product 
shipment. 

You might also need Oracle server or other related publications. Throughout this guide, 
Oracle7 and Oracle8 publications are referred to as OracleVn Server publications, where Vn 
is used in place of the Oracle version number. This table helps you find the Oracle7 or 
Oracle8 publication that corresponds with the reference:

Refer to the Oracle Technical Publications Catalog and Price Guide, for a complete list of 
documentation provided for Oracle products. 

For Oracle7 Server Systems: For Oracle8 Server Systems

Oracle7 Server Getting Started for Windows NT Oracle8 Server Getting Started for Windows 
NT

Oracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide Oracle8 Server Administrator’s Guide

Oracle7 Server Application Developer’s Guide Oracle8 Server Application Developer’s 
Guide

Oracle7 Server Concepts Oracle8 Server Concepts

Oracle7 Server Distributed Systems, Volume 1 Oracle8 Server Distributed Systems

Oracle7 Server Messages Oracle8 Server Messages

Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle7 Server Call 
Interface

Programmer’s Guide to the Oracle8 Server 
Call Interface

Understanding SQL*Net Net8 Administrator’s Guide
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Conventions
Examples of input and output for the gateway and Oracle environment are shown in a special 
font: 

> cd /ORACLE/directory

All output is shown as it actually appears. For input, these conventions apply:

Other punctuation, such as commas, quotes, or the pipe symbol (|), must be entered as shown 
unless otherwise specified. In the text, directory and file names, and so on appear in bold. 
Italics in a directory or file name indicate those portions that can vary.

Gateway commands, files, reserved words, and keywords appear in uppercase in examples 
and text. Reserved words and keywords must always be entered as is, and have reserved 
meanings within the Oracle system.

SQL*Plus Prompts
The SQL*Plus prompt, SQL>, appears in SQL statement and SQL*Plus command 
examples. Enter a SQL statement or SQL*Plus command at the prompt. Do not enter the 
text of the prompt, SQL>, in your statement or command.

MS-DOS Prompts
The MS-DOS prompt, >, appears in MS-DOS command examples. Enter a command at the 
prompt. Do not enter the prompt in your command. 

Convention Meaning

example text Keywords or phrases, such as cd and ORACLE, must be entered exactly as 
spelled and in the letter case shown. In this example, cd must be entered in 
lowercase letters and ORACLE in uppercase. 

italic text Italicized uppercase or lowercase, such as directory, indicates that you 
must substitute a word or phrase, such as the name of a directory.

{ item1 | 
item2 }

Curly braces indicate you must enter one of the enclosed items that are 
separated by the vertical line. Do not enter the braces themselves.

[ item1 | 
item1 ] 

Square brackets indicate you can optionally enter one of the enclosed items 
that are separated by the vertical line. Do not enter the brackets themselves.

item ... Ellipses indicate that the preceding item can be repeated. You can enter an 
arbitrary number of similar items.
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Storage Measurements
Storage measurements use these abbreviations:

n K, for kilobyte which equals 1024 bytes

n M, for megabyte which equals 1 048 576 bytes

n G, for gigabyte which equals 1 073 741 824 bytes

Your Comments Are Welcome 
The Oracle Corporation Integration Technologies Division values and appreciates your 
comments regarding our publications. To contact us, use: 

Data Warehouse Technologies
Documentation Manager
Oracle Corporation
500 Oracle Parkway, Mailstop 2op7
Redwood Shores, CA  94065

email: jaudette@us.oracle.com
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Release Information

Information specific to this release of Oracle Replication Services includes:

n Product Set

n Hardware Requirements

n Software Requirements

n Enhancements

n Fixed Bugs

n Known Problems

n Known Restrictions

n Migrating from Previous Versions
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Product Set
The distribution CD-ROM contains Oracle Replication Services, Version 1.4.0.0.0.

Hardware Requirements

Processor
An IBM PC or compatible with a 486 or Pentium-class microprocessor.

Memory
Oracle Replication Services requires a minimum of 8M of memory. 12M of memory is 
recommended. Oracle Forms requires additional memory — see the Oracle Developer/2000 
for Windows Installation Guide.

CD-ROM Drive
A CD-ROM drive is required for installation.

Disk Space
2M of disk space is required for installation, in addition to the disk space required by Or
Forms. More space is needed for run-time files. 

Software Requirements
The system software configuration described in these requirements is supported by Or
Corporation as long as the underlying system software products are supported by their
respective vendors. Verify the latest support status with your system software vendors.

Operating System
Microsoft Windows 95 or Microsoft Windows NT Version 3.51 or 4 is required.

Oracle Server
Either:

n Oracle8 Data Server, Version 8.0.3 or later, with the distributed option, or

n Oracle7 Server, Version 7.2.3 or later, with the distributed option
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Oracle Transparent Gateways
Depending on which non-Oracle database you are replicating to or from, one or more of 
these gateways is required:

n DB2/MVS requires one of these transparent gateways:

– Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA, Version 3.1 or 4.0

– Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2, Version 4.0

n DB2/400 requires one of these transparent gateways:

– Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA, Version 3.1 or 4.0

– Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2/400, Version 3.1 or 4.0

n Sybase requires Oracle Transparent Gateway for Sybase, Version 4.0

n INGRES requires Oracle Transparent Gateway for INGRES, Version 4.0

n Informix requires Oracle Transparent Gateway for Informix, Version 4.0

n Microsoft SQL Server requires Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server, 
Version 4.0

DB2 Database
DB2/MVS Version 2.3, 3.1, 4.1, or 5.1, or DB2/400 Version 3.1 or 3.7 is required.

IBM DPropR (DataPropagator Relational) Capture
To replicate DB2 changed data to Oracle, you must have one of these products:

n IBM DataPropagator Relational (DPropR) Capture for MVS Version 5.1 (IBM 
Replication)

n IBM DPropR Capture for MVS Version 1.2 or 1.2.1

n IBM DPropR Capture and Apply for OS/400 Version 3.1

IBM Replication is synonymous with IBM DPropR Version 5.1. This guide refers to 
DPropR and other products without version numbers, except in cases in which the version 
number is significant.

Ensure all maintenance is current on these products before using them with Oracle 
Replication Services.
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Oracle Developer/2000
Oracle Replication Services requires the Oracle Forms, Version 4.5.7.1.6 component of 
Oracle Developer/2000 Version 1.3.2 for Windows 95 and Windows NT, which is distributed 
with Oracle Replication Services. Note that Oracle Developer/2000 Version 1.3.2 for other 
platforms neither contains the required version of Oracle Forms nor installs it in the required 
directory.

Enhancements
The Oracle Replication Services Version 1.4 release includes these enhancements from 
Version 1.3.1:

n Oracle Replication Services Version 1.4 supports IBM DProp Version 5.1 (IBM 
Replication) as well as IBM DataPropagator Version 1.2.

n Oracle Replication Services supports Oracle restage tables for DB2->Oracle replication. 
Oracle Replication Services optionally copies all DB2 changed data to Oracle restage 
tables before applying the changes to the Oracle target table, rather than reading each 
change from DB2 and applying it to the Oracle target table one by one. Restage tables 
improve replication performance and reduce the time Oracle Replication Services locks 
the DB2 staging tables, thus reducing contention for them.

n IBM DPropR Version 5.1 (IBM Replication) supports partitioning keys. If a DB2 base 
table uses partitioning keys:

n DPropR treats each update to the table as a delete followed by an insert, so before-
images are never needed unless the base table has no columns that can be used as a 
unique key.

n Oracle Replication Services can replicate the table to a partitioned Oracle target 
table.

For information on partitioning keys, see “Conditions Requiring Before Images” on 
page 5-3.

n Oracle Replication Services has been verified to offer production support for IMS to
Oracle replication using IBM DProp NonRelational and DB2 external CCD (consist
change data) tables.

n The enhanced [Create Table], [PL/SQL Generator], [Job Queue], [Job Submittal], a
[Job Scheduling] windows enable you to create tables and generate PL/SQL packa
for multiple refresh groups and to submit, schedule, and manage multiple jobs in th
Oracle job queue.
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n The new [Custom SQL] window enables you to write SQL statements in that you want 
to execute as part of its runtime PL/SQL packages either:

n at the beginning of a job

n at the normal end of a job

n at the abnormal end of a job

n at the beginning of a transaction

n at the beginning of a full refresh

n at the end of a full refresh

You can use these SQL statements to assign the current transaction to a rollback 
segment or to raise an Oracle alert, for example.

n You can use the TRUNCATE command to remove all rows from the Oracle trace log 
table, which is much faster than using the DELETE command.

n When you register a DB2 base table with DProp, Oracle Replication Services 
Administration Utility automatically enables logging on it by issuing an ALTER 
TABLE DATA CAPTURE CHANGES statement.

n When you create an Oracle target (or restage) table with the Create Tables window, 
Oracle Replication Services checks for the existence of the table. If it exists, Oracle 
Replication Services comments the CREATE TABLE statement from the generated 
SQL script, does not try to create the table, and does not generate an error as in previous 
versions. If it does not exist, Oracle Replication Services issues the CREATE TABLE 
statement as part of the generated script to create the table.

n Once you are connected to one Oracle server through the Oracle Replication Services 
Administration Utility, you can connect to another without exiting.

Fixed Bugs
Oracle Replication Services Version 1.4 also fixes these bugs reported in previous versions:

Bug Number Description

601855 ’NOT NULL’ put on every column in flat file script output from Create Tables 
menu.

602901 Unique Constraint violation when an Oracle base table has the same column in
more than one unique index.

619704 Unexpected Full Refresh after Mark Manual Full Refresh of CCD table.
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Known Problems
If you have questions or concerns about known problems, contact Oracle Worldwide 
Customer Support Services. A current list of problems is available online. Contact your local 
Oracle Corporation office for information about accessing this list.

Table Locking Problem with a DB2/400 Table
There is a table locking problem that can occur if you use Oracle Replication Services with 
the Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2/400. When Oracle Replication Services requests a 
DB2/400 table lock, DB2/400 notifies Oracle Replication Services that a lock has been 
obtained, but fails to properly lock the table. This causes concurrency problems which might 
result in data loss or system failure. 

To avoid the table locking problem, apply the IBM Program Temporary Fix (PTF) that is 
appropriate for your version of OS/400:

611246 Ora-01846 when selecting day of week and ORANLS is not 
"NLS_DATE_LANGUAGE=AMERICAN".

610683 Setting DSNZPARM = "DECIMAL POINT IS COMMA" on DB2 causes ORA-
2055: DISTRIBUTED UPDATE FAILED.

567497 PL/SQL: SQL STATEMENT IGNORED when a numeric and a date column 
happen to be next to each other.

569372 ORA-00001 UNIQUE CONSTRAINT VIOLATED not ignored or logged if on an 
update.

564254 SQLCODE -913 TIMEOUT due to CRITSEC LOCK HELD DURING FULL 
REFRESH.

564337 ORA-01031: INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGES WHENTRY TO LOCK 
USER.ORSL$_TABLE.

564332 PLS-00904: INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGES TO ACCESS OBJECT 
SYS.DBMS_PIPE when Refresh Group schema is other than ORSADM.

550275 EXECUTING AS400-1.SQL FROM UTILITIES MENU CAUSES ORA-9100, 
SQL0104, ORA-2063 due to lowercase chars in script.

OS/400 PTF

Version 3.1 sf40458

Version 3.2 sf40618

Bug Number Description
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LONG Datatype
Oracle LONG columns are not supported in target Oracle tables.

Known Restrictions
If you have questions or concerns about these restrictions, contact Oracle Worldwide 
Customer Support Services.

Unsupported Features of IBM DProp Version 5.1
These features of IBM DProp Version 5.1 (IBM Replication) are not supported:

n source view replication

n update anywhere replication

Oracle Replication Services has its own features to support two-way replication, rather than 
supporting DProp’s update anywhere replication.

Maximum Number of Columns
Oracle Replication Services does not limit the number of columns from a base table tha
can replicate to a target table, but this number is subject to other limits:

n The number of columns in a table on an Oracle database is limited and an Oracle t
table is subject to this limit. See your Oracle server documentation for this limit.

n The number of columns that the Oracle Transparent Gateway can transfer at once
limited. See your Oracle Transparent Gateway documentation for this limit.

For DB2->ORACLE (DPROP CD) and DB2->ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD), IBM DPro
Version 5.1 (IBM Replication) creates four columns in the change data table in addition
the columns from the base table. The total number of columns including these four is su
to the limits of the Oracle Transparent Gateway. Oracle Replication Services optionally
creates a column, ORSADM_LOGMARKER, in the target table in addition to the replica
columns from the base table. The total number of columns in the target table including 
one is subject to the limits of the Oracle server.

Version 3.6 sf40620

Version 3.7 sf40619
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Non-alphanumeric Characters in Table Names
Non-alphanumeric characters in table names are supported with these exceptions:

n a period (.) cannot be used in a DB2 base table name because DB2 interprets the period 
as a delineator of a two-part name

n the at sign (@) cannot be used in target table names because Oracle Replication 
Services interprets the @ character to indicate a database link

n a colon (:) cannot be used in a DB2 table name when using Oracle Replication Services 
with the Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA because of a known gateway 
problem

n single (’) and double (") quotes are not allowed in any object name

Oracle Column Name Length Limit
Oracle target table column names are limited to 30 characters.

Base and Target Owner and Table Names (IBM DProp only)
When replicating DB2 tables to Oracle tables using IBM DPropR, relational table name
must not exceed 18 characters. These tables are registered with IBM DPropR, which o
supports table names up to 18 characters.

Refresh Group Name
Refresh group names must not exceed 25 characters. A refresh group defines which b
tables are replicated to a target database in the same job.

DB2 TIME and TIMESTAMP Datatype Considerations
If a DB2 table contains a DB2 TIMESTAMP column, by default Oracle Replication Servi
replicates this table into target tables as CHAR (26), because the Oracle server does n
support TIMESTAMP datatypes. DB2 TIME is replicated as CHAR(10). Use the column
function to map TIME or TIMESTAMP to an Oracle DATE column. See “Column 
Specification” on page 9-21.

DDL Is Not Replicated
Data Definition Language (DDL) is not replicated.

DBNAME in Oracle Control File Must Be Unique (DProp only)
If an installation has Oracle Replication Services replicating to multiple Oracle nodes, t
dbname in the Oracle server control file must be unique.
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Columns in WHERE Clause Must Be Replicated
If a WHERE clause is used for row subsetting, the column name being used in the WHERE 
clause must also be selected as a replicated column.

Oracle Transparent Gateways for ODBC Database Servers
When using Oracle Replication Services to copy tables from one of these gateways to 
Oracle, you must set the ORDER_BY_OFF parameter in the gateway initialization file to 
TRUE:

n Informix for Sun SPARC, Version 4.0

n INGRES for Sun SPARC, Version 4.0

n Microsoft SQL Server, Version 4.0

n Sybase for Sun SPARC, Version 4.0

Migrating from Previous Versions
If you have a previous version of Oracle Replication Services, migrate to Version 1.4 as 
follows:

n If you are running Oracle Replication Services Version 1.3, migrate to Version 1.4 by 
running the migrate_v14.sql migration script. See the instructions in “Scripts for Oracle
Replication Services Installations Migrating from Version 1.3” on page 4-6.

n If you are currently running Oracle Replication Services Version 1.2, follow the 
instructions in the Oracle Replication Services Installation Guide Version 1.3 to migrate 
to Version 1.3, and then migrating to Version 1.4.

You can also deinstall your previous version and then install Oracle Replication Service
Version 1.4. See the instructions in “Deinstalling Oracle Replication Services” on page 
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Introduction

Oracle Replication Service is distributed on the Microsoft Windows NT or Windows 95 
platform. Oracle Replication Services connects to an Oracle server for creating and 
configuring a replication environment. A single Oracle Replication Services installation can 
connect to multiple Oracle servers to manage multiple replication environments.

An Oracle transparent gateway is required to transfer data between an Oracle database and 
an FDS (foreign data store). With Oracle Replication Services you can:

n replicate complete tables from FDSs into Oracle databases, using one of the transparent 
gateways

n replicate changed data from DB2/MVS and DB2/400 tables to Oracle tables using the 
Capture component of IBM DProp (DataPropagator)

n replicate data from other sources, such as an IBM IMS database, to Oracle tables 
through an IBM DB2 database

n copy tables from Oracle-to-FDSs at regular intervals

n copy changed data from Oracle-to-FDSs at regular intervals

n configure a two-way replication environment in which changes are propagated from 
DB2/MVS or DB2/400 tables into Oracle tables. Changes made by applications to these 
Oracle tables can then be propagated back to DB2/MVS or DB2/400 tables.

For information on the Oracle Replication Services product and features, see:

n Product Features

n Product Functions

n Flexible Mapping Alternatives

n Architecture
uction 2-1



 

Product Features
Key features of Oracle Replication Services include:

n a graphical user interface to simplify managing the replication environment

n utilities for managing the replication environment

n automatic error recovery and retry for continuous operation regardless of the availability 
of the FDS

n checkpoint/restart capabilities for replicating large volumes of data

n many-to-one, many-to-many, or one-to-many mapping of base tables to target tables

n row or column subsetting

n transformation of base-table data using Oracle or user-written column functions

n transaction consistency, even when updates are made to multiple base tables

n ability to manage a distributed replication environment from a single installation

n no Oracle software is required on the FDS

Product Functions

Managing IBM DPropR (DataPropagator Relational) Capture
IBM DPropR (DataPropagator Relational) is required only if you replicate DB2 changed 
data to Oracle. Before replicating DB2 data to target Oracle tables you must configure IBM 
Replication or DProp for capturing changes from the base DB2/MVS or DB2/400 tables. 
You can use Oracle Replication Services to create and configure the Capture component.

Oracle Replication Services automatically recognizes and works with both IBM DProp 
Version 5.1 (IBM Replication) and IBM DProp Version 1.2.

Defining and Managing the Replication Environment
Use the Replication Services Administration Utility to define relationships between base and 
target tables. To map base tables, identify the base tables to be replicated to target tables and 
specify the transformations that are required when the data is replicated. All relationships 
defined between base tables and target tables are stored in the Replication Services data 
dictionary.

After you define the replication environment by entering and updating the definitions in the 
Oracle Replication Services data dictionary, Oracle Replication Services uses the 
information to generate PL/SQL packages that contain logic for accessing and distributing 
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the base table data to the target tables. You then submit these PL/SQL packages to the Oracle 
job queue for automatic, scheduled replication of base tables.

The Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility provides facilities for managing the 
execution environment, including the ability to monitor and control the execution of Oracle 
Replication Services jobs and force a full refresh if required.

Creating a Two-Way Replication Environment
In two-way replications, changes from a base table on an FDS are propagated to Oracle. If 
an Oracle application changes the Oracle tables, the changes can be captured 
asynchronously and propagated back to the base tables. 

Copy Management
You can specify the frequency at which Oracle Replication Services takes a snapshot of base 
tables and copies them to target tables. Oracle supports copy management in both directions: 

n from Oracle to an FDS

n from an FDS to Oracle

For example, you can create a job to copy a set of Oracle tables to DB2 nightly, and create a 
job to copy a set of Sybase tables to Oracle weekly. 

Flexible Mapping Alternatives
Oracle Replication Services offers a flexible mapping mechanism for creating a 
heterogeneous replication environment, using refresh groups to define which base tables are 
replicated. This section contains examples showing flexible mapping alternatives.

In these examples, base tables residing on an FDS can be replicated to target tables on an 
Oracle database, or base tables residing in an Oracle database can be replicated to target 
tables on an FDS.

Note: If you use two-way replications, ensure that no update conflicts 
arise. Oracle Replication Services does not provide conflict resolution. See 
“Avoiding Update Conflicts” on page 8-2.
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Single-Table Replication
The most straightforward replication configuration is to replicate a single base table into an 
equivalent target table:

In this example, an inventory table is updated by an application, and the target table on 
another machine is used for decision-support access. The refresh group consists of the 
inventory table and its target table. The Oracle Transparent Gateway does all data 
translations. You can use the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility to change 
table and column names.

Base Tables

Customer Info

CUSTNO     CUSTNAME

101          Company One

102          Company Two

103          Company Three

Target Tables

Customer Info

CUSTNO     CUSTNAME

101          Company One

102          Company Two

103          Company Three
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Multiple-Table Replication
Some replication environments require that multiple target tables be transactionally 
consistent, even when replicated to multiple Oracle databases:

This example has two base tables, one for customer information and another for order 
information. These tables are replicated to multiple databases located at regional sales 
offices. Orders with new customers cannot be replicated without the proper customer 
information also being replicated. In this case, a refresh group includes both base tables and 
their corresponding targets.

Base Tables

Customer Info

21            Product One        101

22            Product One        102

23            Product Two        102

CUSTNO     CUSTNAME

101          Company One

102          Company Two

103          Company Three

Orders

Target Tables

Region 1 Customer Info

21            Product One       101

22            Product One       102

23            Product Two       102

CUSTNO     CUSTNAME

101          Company One

102          Company Two

103          Company Three

Region 1 Orders

Region 2 Customer Info

ORDERNO     ITEMS           CUSTNOORDERNO     ITEMS           CUSTNO
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Consolidating DB2 Data to a Single Oracle Table
You can use Oracle Replication Services to consolidate data from multiple base tables into a 
single target table. This example shows two tables in separate databases that are replicated to 
a single Oracle table:

Other Mapping Features
Other mapping alternatives include the ability to select base table columns and use WHERE 
clause subsetting for filtering rows to the target environment. Also, you can apply Oracle or 
user-written column functions for transformation of data as it is replicated into a target 
database.

Base Table

Customer Info

CUSTNO     CUSTNAME

101          Company One

102          Company Two

103          Company Three

Target Table

Base Table

Customer Info

CUSTNO     CUSTNAME

204          Company Four

205          Company Five

206          Company Six

Customer Info

CUSTNO     CUSTNAME

101          Company One

102          Company Two

103          Company Three

204          Company Four

205          Company Five

206          Company Six
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Architecture
Oracle Replication Services offers one-way and two-way replication of one or more tables 
between Oracle and an FDS for these replication types:   

DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)
DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD) replicates changed data from DB2/MVS to Oracle 
target tables. DProp Capture captures the changes to the DB2 tables.

DB2/400 ->ORACLE (DPROP CD)
DB2/400 ->ORACLE (DPROP CD) replicates changed data from DB2/400 to Oracle target 
tables. DProp Capture captures the changes to the DB2 tables.

DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD)
DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD) replicates changed data from any data source 
(including an IBM IMS database) to Oracle target tables. Third party software captures 
changed data and stages it in DProp external CCD (consistent changed data) tables on DB2.

ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH)
ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH) replicates changed data from Oracle tables to target 
tables on an FDS. 

FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT)
FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT) replicates by moving complete copies of FDS tables to 
an Oracle database. 

ORACLE -> FDS (COPY MGMT)
ORACLE -> FDS (COPY MGMT) replicates by moving complete copies of Oracle tables to 
an FDS. 

Oracle Replication Services supports two-way replication of one or more tables between 
Oracle and an FDS.
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Replicating DB2/MVS and DB2/400 Data to Oracle Using IBM DProp (CD)

IBM DProp
To replicate DB2 changed data to Oracle, you must use either IBM DPropR. You can use it 
in conjunction with Oracle Replication Services to capture and stage changes made to base 
DB2 databases. The Capture component of DPropR reads database logs or journals, then 
places changes in change data tables. These change data tables are stored in the same DB2 
database.

DPropR contains an Apply component for replicating between database systems. Oracle 
Replication Services replaces Apply, so you do not need this component.

IBM uses different facilities to configure DPropR, the most common being IBM Control 
Center. You can use Oracle Replication Services to configure the Capture environment, so 
IBM Control Center is not required, although it can coexist with Oracle Replication 
Services.

         DB2

DProp

Oracle

Replication

Generated DProp

SQL*Net

Replication Packages

Oracle
Replication
Services
Administration
Utility

Staging Tables

DProp
Control Tables

Data Dictionary

Desktop
PC

DB2 Log

Gateway
Transparent 

or local
connection

DProp
Capture

Base Tables

Oracle

Target

Restage
Tables

Tables
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Restage Tables  During replication, data is usually read from DB2 change data tables and 
applied to Oracle target tables one row at a time. Oracle Replication Services also supports 
replication with restage tables. Each Oracle target table can have an associated restage table. 
Oracle Replication Services copies all the changed data to the restage table at once and then 
applies each changed row to the target table one at a time. Restage tables are optional.

Restage tables improve performance in these ways:

n They result in faster data transfer across the network.

n They can significantly reduce the time for which Oracle Replication Services holds 
locks on the DB2 change data tables while replicating data, which may reduce 
contention for the change data tables.

Restage tables also increase disk I/O because each row of changed data is read from the 
restage table and written to the target table one at a time after being read from the base table 
and written to the target table. For this reason, restage tables can degrade performance if the 
disk drives on the computer running Oracle are slow.

Restage tables require storage space in the Oracle database. They must be large enough to 
hold all the changed data being replicated. You can also use restage tables for full refreshes, 
in which case each must be large enough to hold its entire target table. If the amount of data 
copied during change data replication is small compared with the size of the target table, you 
can create a small restage table, but then you cannot use it for full refreshes.

During replication with restage tables, Oracle Replication Services does not perform 
checkpoints (periodic commits), so if you are replicating large amounts of data and want to 
use checkpoints, do not use restage tables.
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Replicating DB2 Data to Oracle Using IBM DProp (EXT-CCD)
Oracle Replication Services usually replicates DB2 tables using IBM DProp change data 
(CD) tables. However, data from other sources, such as an IBM IMS database, can be 
replicated if you first capture the changes from that data source and insert them into an 
external CCD (consistent change data) table on DB2. After an external CCD table is 
populated, Oracle Replication Services can replicate from it to Oracle target tables. You can 
use various software products to populate external CCD tables, such as the Apply 
component of DProp and, in the case of IMS, IBM DPropNR. 

         DB2

DProp CCD

Oracle

Replication

Generated DProp

SQL*Net

Replication Packages

Oracle
Replication
Services
Administration
Utility

Staging Tables

DProp
Control Tables

Data Dictionary

Desktop
PC

Gateway
Oracle Transparent 

Target Tables 

or local
connection
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Replicating Oracle Data to an FDS
The ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH) replication type enables replication of Oracle 
tables to FDSs using Oracle transparent gateways. After the initial load of the target FDS 
tables, only the rows that are changed in the Oracle base tables are replicated to the FDS 
target tables. 

When you register an Oracle base table, Oracle Replication Services creates a log table and 
trigger on the base table. The trigger fires whenever there is a modification of the base table 
and stores the unique key of the base table row in the log table. When ORACLE -> FDS 
(FAST REFRESH) jobs run, they read the log tables and replicate the base-table rows that 
have been modified. If a base-table row was modified several times, only the last row of 
changed data is replicated.

Foreign Data StoreOracle

Replication

SQL*Net

 PL/SQL Packages

Oracle
Replication
Services
Administration
Utility

Data Dictionary

Desktop
PC

Gateway

 

or local
connection

Target Tables Base Tables 

Oracle
Transparent 

Change Data 
Log 

Trigger 
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Copy Management Between Oracle and an FDS
The copy management feature of Oracle Replication Services copies one or more tables 
from a base location to a target location on a regular schedule. You can use copy 
management to copy a subset of columns and rows, and apply Oracle functions to 
manipulate data.

This example demonstrates copying from Oracle to an FDS:

Foreign Data StoreOracle

Replication

SQL*Net

 PL/SQL Packages

Oracle
Replication
Services
Administration
Utility

Data Dictionary

Desktop
PC

Gateway

 

or local
connection

Target Tables Base Tables 

Oracle
Transparent 
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This example demonstrates copying from an FDS to Oracle:

Foreign Data StoreOracle

Replication

SQL*Net

 PL/SQL Packages

Oracle
Replication
Services
Administration
Utility

Data Dictionary

Desktop
PC

 

or local
connection

Base Tables Target Tables 

Oracle
Transparent
Gateway 
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Two-Way Replication Between Oracle and an FDS
The two-way replication feature replicates one or more tables between Oracle and an FDS. 
In two-way replication, changes to a table on the FDS are replicated to a corresponding table 
on Oracle, and changes made to the table on Oracle are replicated back to the FDS.

Foreign Data StoreOracle

Oracle
Replication
Services
Administration
Utility

Desktop PC

 

Gateway 

DProp CD
Staging Tables

Package-1

Replication
Data Dictionary

Package-2 Gateway 

Log 

Oracle Tables 

FDS Tables 
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Installation

The complete installation process for Oracle Replication Services includes several tasks 
which you must perform before installing Oracle Replication Services from the distribution 
CD-ROM. The installation tasks are:

n Verifying IBM DPropR (DataPropagator Relational) Installation, required only if you 
plan to propagate DB2 changed data

n Installing the Oracle Transparent Gateway

n Installing Oracle Developer/2000

n Installing Oracle Replication Services

After you complete the installation, you must configure Oracle Replication Services before 
you can use it. Configuration are described in Chapter 4, “Configuration”.
llation 3-1
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Verifying IBM DPropR (DataPropagator Relational) 
Installation

Read this section only if you plan to propagate DB2 changed data to an Oracle database.

To propagate DB2 changed data, install the Capture component of IBM DPropR 
(DataPropagator Relational) on the source DB2 system before installing Oracle Replication 
Services. See the IBM DPropR documentation for installation instructions.

Verify the DB2 database contains these tables:

If these tables do not exist, create them by running one of these scripts from the Oracle 
Replication Services Administration Utility:

n for IBM DPropR Version 5.1 (IBM Replication), run dpcntl.mvs provided by IBM

n for IBM DPropR Version 1.2, run capture.sql provided with Oracle Replication 
Services by Oracle Corporation

For more information on running them, see “Additional Installation Scripts for IBM DPro
on DB2/MVS” on page 4-7.

The Capture component on DB2 MVS includes a plan that references the ASN tables. 
plan cannot be bound until the ASN tables have been installed. See IBM DPropR 
documentation for information on binding the plan.

Table 3–1 DB2 Tables for DProp Capture

Tables For DPropR Version 5.1 For DPropR Version 1.2

Control table ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL

Unit-of-work table ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW

Critical section table for 
locking (not for AS/400)

ASN.IBMSNAP_CRITSEC ASN.IBMSNAP_CRITSEC

Pruning control table ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL

Capture control parameter 
table

ASN.IBMSNAP_CCPPARMS ASN.IBMSNAP_CCPPARMS
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It is strongly recommended that you set the COMMIT_INTERVAL column in the 
ASN.IBMSNAP_CCPPARMS table to a value less than the DB2 lock timeout value to 
prevent the Apply component from timing out due to contention with the Capture 
component.

Installing the Oracle Transparent Gateway
Install the transparent gateway for your site as described in the appropriate documentation 
for your system:

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 Installation and User’s Guide

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2/400 Installation and User’s Guide

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA for HP9000 Series 700/800 Installation
and User’s Guide

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA for RS/6000 Installation and User’s Gu

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA for Sun SPARC Installation and User’s
Guide

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for Informix for Sun SPARC Installation and User’s Gu

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for INGRES for Sun SPARC Installation and User’s G

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for Microsoft SQL Server Installation and User’s Guid

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for Sybase for Sun SPARC Installation and User’s Gu

Oracle Replication Services uses two-phase commit. See the gateway documentation for 
information about configuring the gateway so that recovery manager can resolve in-doubt 
transactions. In-doubt transactions that are not resolved can lock the data dictionary, causing 
PL/SQL jobs and the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility to wait until the 
transactions are resolved.

Gateway Requirements
To access DB2/MVS data you must have one of these gateways:

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2, Version 4.0

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA, Version 3.1 or 4.0

To access DB2/400 data on an AS/400 you must have one of these gateways:

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2/400, Version 3.1 or 4.0

n Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA, Version 3.1 or 4.0
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Installing Oracle Developer/2000
Oracle Replication Services requires the Oracle Forms component of Oracle Developer/
2000. Oracle Developer/2000 is distributed with Oracle Replication Services. You must 
install Oracle Developer/2000 before installing Oracle Replication Services. See the Oracle 
Developer/2000 documentation for installation instructions. 

Installing Oracle Replication Services
Before installing Oracle Replication Services, complete the pre-installation tasks described 
previous sections of this chapter. Also, read the README.wri file in the root directory of 
the installation CD.

Install Oracle Replication Services with the Oracle Installer:

1. Insert the Oracle Replication Services CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive.

2. For Windows NT:

Double-click d:\NT\Install\SETUP.EXE, where d is the letter for your CD-ROM drive.

For Windows 95:

Double-click d:\Win95\Install\SETUP.EXE, where d is the letter for your CD-ROM 
drive.

The Oracle Installer creates a new subdirectory called ORS14 in the Oracle home directory 
on your hard disk and installs the Oracle Replication Services program files in it:

n For Windows NT, the path is c:\ORANT\ORS14, where c is the drive on which Oracle 
is installed.

n For Windows 95, the path is c:\ORAWIN95\ORS14, where c is the drive on which 
Oracle is installed.

The Oracle Installer creates the program group Oracle Replication Services, adding the 
Oracle Replication Services icon to the ORS program group.

Verifying Oracle Replication Services Installation
In addition to the Oracle Replication Services product files, verify that the Oracle Installer 
installed the program files and scripts required for configuring Oracle Replication Services 
listed in the following sections “Oracle Replication Services Program Files” and “Oracle 
Replication Services Scripts”.
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Oracle Replication Services Program Files
The Oracle Replication Services distribution CD-ROM includes two program files:

Oracle Replication Services Scripts
The Oracle Replication Services distribution CD-ROM includes the SQL scripts listed here, 
which you must run before the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility can run 
correctly. For details about the installation scripts, see “Running Configuration SQL Scripts” 
on page 4-4.

ors32.dll contains the 32-bit Oracle Forms user exits.

orsgui.fmx contains the Oracle Forms screen images.

Table 3–2 Scripts for New Oracle Replication Services Installations

createdd.sql creates the Oracle Replication Services data dictionary for Version 
1.4.

orsauth1.sql creates the ORSADM user and grants the required authorizations. 
You can change the ORSADM password to one of your choice.

orsauth2.sql grants access to ORSADM tables and views and creates several 
Oracle users and roles.

reptools.sql creates the required PL/SQL procedures and functions.

Table 3–3 Scripts for Migrating Oracle Replication Services

migrate_v14.sql creates new data dictionary tables for Oracle Replication Services 
Version 1.4, grant privileges on them to roles, and adds new 
columns to existing data dictionary tables from Version 1.3.

reptools.sql creates the required PL/SQL procedures and functions.
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Table 3–4 Other Oracle Replication Services Installation Scripts

as400-1.sql is only for AS/400. This script creates views on AS/400 data dictionary 
table and column information.

as400-2.sql is only for AS/400. This script inserts a row into the DUAL table for 
Oracle transparency.

capture.sql is only for MVS customers not running IBM Control Center or 
Datahub. This script creates the tables used by the required Capture 
component of IBM DPropR Version 1.2. Do not use capture.sql with 
IBM DPropR Version 5.1 (IBM Replication).
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Configuration

After installation, you must configure Oracle Replication Services before you can use it. The 
configuration tasks are:

• Configuring the Oracle Server

• Configuring the Oracle Transparent Gateway

• Configuring Oracle Replication Services, including:

• Running Configuration SQL Scripts

• Establishing Oracle Replication Services Environment Settings

• Creating Database Links

• Verifying an FDS Connection

This chapter also describes “Deinstalling Oracle Replication Services” on page 4-18.
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Configuring the Oracle Server
To configure the Oracle server for Oracle Replication Services, add these parameters to the 
Oracle initialization parameter file found in the directory c:\orant\database or 
c:\orawin95\database. Oracle Replication Services uses the Oracle job queue and requires 
these parameters to execute correctly:

• JOB_QUEUE_PROCESSES defines the number of SNP background processes pe
Oracle instance. The default is zero. JOB_QUEUE_PROCESSES must be set to a
non-zero integer for the SNP background processes to run. Oracle Corporation 
recommends one process per job that might run concurrently.

• JOB_QUEUE_INTERVAL sets the interval between the times the instance’s SNP 
background processes wakes up. The default is 60 seconds. The job queue interva
should be smaller than the interval specified for the replication job. See “Full Refres
Options” on page 9-41 for more information.

• JOB_QUEUE_KEEP_CONNECTIONS specifies whether an SNP background proc
closes any remote database connections it creates to execute jobs. If set to TRUE
process keeps the connections open until it is shutdown. If set to FALSE, the proce
closes its connections after all of its jobs have executed. Oracle Corporation 
recommends that you set this parameter to TRUE to improve performance.

• OPEN_CURSORS defines the maximum number of open cursors a client can have
open at any time. Oracle Corporation recommends that you set this to 100 for mos
Oracle Replication Services configurations.

You must set the ORA_NLS environment variable for Oracle Replication Services jobs 
execute correctly. ORA_NLS specifies national language support (NLS) for the Oracle 
server and must be set correctly at the time the Oracle server is started. A typical 
specification for this environment variable is:

ORA_NLS=/$ORACLE_HOME/ocommon/nls/admin/data

For more information about NLS support, see the Oracle8 Server Application Developer’s 
Guide or the Oracle7 Server Application Developer’s Guide.
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Configuring the Oracle Transparent Gateway
This table contains instructions for configuring the Oracle Transparent Gateway to various 
FDSs. 

Oracle Transparent Gateway for: Configuration

DB2, Version 4.0 Bind the plan for this gateway with ISOLATION LEVEL=CS and with the options 
ACQUIRE(USE)/RELEASE(COMMIT).

In the Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 "G4DB2ENV" member of the 
PARMLIB library, set the REPLICATION parameter to YES.

 DB2/400, Version 4.0 Set the Default Character Conversion parameter to *YES by using the 
CHGORATUN utility. See Chapter 11, “AS/400 Considerations”, for a list of 
AS/400 concerns.

EDA/SQL The Oracle Transparent Gateway for EDA/SQL can be used for Copy Managem
replication from the FDS to an Oracle target. The ORDER_BY_OFF parameter 
the gateway initialization file must be set to TRUE. The owner of all source table
must be specified as EDADBA, which is the logical owner of all EDA/SQL 
gateway tables.

IBM DRDA, Version 3.1 and 4.0 For DB2/MVS, the plan for this gateway must be bound with 
DRDA_ISOLATION_LEVEL=CS. 

For DB2/400, remove SET DRDA_DEFAULT_CCSID=nnn from the initsid.ora 
file. The plan for this gateway must be bound with 
DRDA_ISOLATION_LEVEL=CHG.

If you are using the Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA to access DB2/
MVS data, you must grant access to all tables to be replicated through SQL. 
Granting access through RACF alone is not sufficient for remote access.

Informix, Version 4.0 Set the ORDER_BY_OFF parameter in the gateway initialization file to TRUE.

IINGRES, Version 4.0 Set the ORDER_BY_OFF parameter in the gateway initialization file to TRUE.

Microsoft SQL Server, Version 4.0 Set the ORDER_BY_OFF parameter in the gateway initialization file to TRUE

Sybase, Version 4.0 Set the ORDER_BY_OFF parameter in the gateway initialization file to TRUE
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Configuring Oracle Replication Services
This section describes configuring Oracle Replication Services including:

• Running Configuration SQL Scripts

• Establishing Oracle Replication Services Environment Settings

• Creating Database Links

• Verifying an FDS Connection

Running Configuration SQL Scripts
Oracle Corporation provides a series of SQL scripts with Oracle Replication Services to
you configure the replication environment:

• if you are installing Oracle Replication Services for the first time, see “Scripts for Ne
Oracle Replication Services Installations” on page 4-4 

• if you are migrating from Oracle Replication Services Version 1.3 to Version 1.4, se
“Scripts for Oracle Replication Services Installations Migrating from Version 1.3” on
page 4-6 

• if you use DProp on DB2/400, see “Additional Installation Scripts for IBM DProp on
AS/400” on page 4-6

• if you use DProp on DB2/MVS and you do not have either IBM DataHub or Control
Center, see “Additional Installation Scripts for IBM DProp on DB2/MVS” on page 4-

Use SQL*Plus, Version 3.2 or later, to run these SQL scripts.

Scripts for New Oracle Replication Services Installations
The Oracle Replication Services path you use to run these scripts depends on whether
have Microsoft Windows NT or Windows 95:

• if you use Microsoft Windows NT, the path is d:\orant\ors14, where d is the drive 
where Oracle is installed 

• if you use Microsoft Windows 95, the path is d:\orawin95\ors14, where d is the drive 
where Oracle is installed

These steps run the installation scripts on Windows NT. For Windows 95, follow these s
but substitute the Windows 95 path:

1. Edit the orsauth1.sql script to change the password of the ORSADM user to a 
password of your choice.
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2. Use SQL*Plus to log in to the Oracle server database as user SYS. Select SQL*Plus in 
the Oracle program group.

3. Run the orsauth1.sql script:

SQL> @C:\orant\ors14\orsauth1

This script creates the ORSADM user and grants ORSADM the DBA role with ADMIN 
OPTION.

4. Connect as user ORSADM:

SQL> CONNECT ORSADM/orsadmpw @ DBNAME

5. Run the createdd.sql script to create the Oracle Replication Services data dictionary 
tables and views:

SQL> @C:\orant\ors14\createdd

6. Run the reptools.sql script to create the ORSADM.REPTOOLS PL/SQL package, 
which contains procedures and functions needed by Oracle Replication Services:

SQL> @C:\orant\ors14\reptools

7. Run the orsauth2.sql script to establish roles and their accompanying privileges:

SQL> @C:\orant\ors14\orsauth2

This script creates two roles and grants them privileges:

• ORS_ADMIN is the Oracle Replication Services administrator role. Users with 
role have the privileges to create and change refresh groups, generate PL/SQL
packages, and manage Oracle jobs. ORS_ADMIN is granted the DBA role.

• ORS_OPR is the Oracle Replication Services operator role. Users with this role
use the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility to perform Execution
and Utility functions. For example, ORS_OPR users can schedule jobs and reg
tables. ORS_OPR also has query-only privileges on the Oracle Replication 
Services data dictionary.

The orsauth2.sql script creates two Oracle users and assigns them to the roles it 
created, which gives them the privileges assigned to the roles:

• the ORSADM2 user is assigned to the ORS_ADMIN role

• the ORSOPR user is assigned to the ORS_OPR role

See “Roles and Privileges” on page 4-9 for more information.
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Scripts for Oracle Replication Services Installations Migrating from 
Version 1.3
After running the migration scripts described in this section, you should begin using the new 
Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility Version 1.4. Running these scripts do not 
prevent you from returning to Version 1.3 if you choose to.

To run the installation scripts:

1. Use SQL*Plus to connect to the Oracle server as the user ORSADM. Select SQL*Plus 
in the Oracle program group.

2. Run the migrate_v14.sql script to create the additional views and tables required to run 
Oracle Replication Services Version 1.4.

SQL> @C:\orant\ors14\migrate_v14

3. Run the reptools.sql script to create the ORSADM.REPTOOLS PL/SQL package, 
which contains procedures and functions needed by Oracle Replication Services:

SQL> @C:\orant\ors14\reptools

4. You may choose to add restage tables to your existing refresh groups that use 
DB2->Oracle replication. To create restage tables, go to the [Create Tables] window, 
and query for all refresh groups. The refresh groups that use replication types that 
support restage tables will have check the Restage Tables box checked by default. Click 
[Create SQL] and [Execute].

You must then regenerate the PL/SQL packages for these refresh groups. In the 
[PL/SQL Generator] window, select the refresh groups for which you want to regenerate 
PL/SQL, and click [Generate].

Scripts for IBM DProp on DB2/400 and DB2/MVS

Additional Installation Scripts for IBM DProp on AS/400  You must run several 
installation scripts to use Oracle Replication Services with DProp if you have an AS/400 
system. These scripts are not needed if you are running Version 4.0 of the Oracle 
Transparent Gateway for DB2/400 which also has the data dictionary views that are created 
by these scripts.

For Oracle Replication Services to work with the AS/400, run additional AS/400 installation 
scripts: 

1. Review the as400-1.sql script and the as400-2.sql script and modify them for your 
installation, if needed.
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2. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Utilities].

3. From the Utilities Menu, click [Execute SQL Scripts]. The Execute SQL Scripts 
window appears. See “Execute SQL Script” on page 9-63.

4. Select the database link that will access the AS/400.

5. Select the as400-1.sql file from the list of SQL scripts.

6. Click [Execute SQL] to execute the file. This creates the DUAL table and the data 
dictionary views needed.

7. Begin journaling for the DUAL table using the STRJRNPF command.

8. Select the as400-2.sql file from the list of SQL scripts.

9. Click [Execute SQL] to run the file, which inserts a single row into DUAL.

10. If you have more than one database link to the AS/400, you must repeat Steps 4 th
9 for each link.

When running the as400-1.sql script, you might encounter an error indicating “DUAL 
created but not journaled.” This means the whole script has been rolled back. To work 
around this problem, choose one of these solutions:

• set up the default user collection on the AS/400 workstation so that created tables 
automatically journaled

• use ftp to copy the as400-1.sql script to the AS/400 workstation and run it with 
interactive SQL

• in the as400-1.sql script, use the “--” character to comment out the CREATE TABLE 
DUAL statement. Run the script and manually create and journal the user.dual tabl
the AS/400 workstation

Additional Installation Scripts for IBM DProp on DB2/MVS  If you are using DProp 
on DB2/MVS and you do not have IBM DataHub or Control Center, create the tables fo
Capture component by running one of these scripts:

• for IBM DProp Version 5.1 (IBM Replication), run dpcntl.mvs provided by IBM

• for IBM DProp Version 1.2, run capture.sql provided by Oracle Corporation

Note: The user in the database link to the AS/400 system must have 
DBA privileges to run as400-1.sql and as400-2.sql scripts.
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Because the capture.sql script must be run on the DB2 system, you must either copy it to 
MVS using FTP and run it using SPUFI, or run it using the Oracle Replication Services 
Administration Utility. For information on running dpcntl.mvs, see the documentation for 
IBM DPropR Version 5.1 (IBM Replication). 

To run capture.sql with the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility:

1. Start the Oracle Replication Services GUI by double-clicking its icon.

2. Choose Utilities from the Main Menu, then choose Execute SQL Script. (For more 
information on this button, see “Execute SQL Script” on page 9-63.)

3. Enter the database link that accesses the DB2/MVS system. The user named in th
database link must have the authority to create tables in the ASN schema on DB2.

4. Select the capture.sql script by clicking on it, then click [Execute]. The Oracle 
Replication Services Administration Utility sends the SQL statements to the DB2/M
system for execution.

Establishing Oracle Replication Services Environment Settings
Use the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility to view and establish Oracle
Replication Services environment settings:

• You can route output from Registration, Create Target Tables, and PL/SQL Genera
an output file.

• You can disable the PL/SQL Compiler when running the PL/SQL Generator, and w
output to the specified file only.

• You can append the output to existing files. 

These file options are dynamic, so you can enable or disable them anytime while runnin
Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility. If you change an enabled file 
specification, the original file is closed and the new file is opened. See “File Options” on
page 9-60.

Creating Database Links
Oracle database links allow communication through an Oracle transparent gateway. Th
are two types of database links that you can define:

• Private database links for each user (ORSADM, ORSADM2, and ORSOPR). 

Create private database links with the following SQL script:

CREATE DATABASE LINK as400 CONNECT TO a400usr 
   IDENTIFIED BY pwxxxxx USING ’DRDA1’;
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For private database links, the names of the database links must be the same for each 
user.

• Public database links.

Create public database links with the following SQL script:

CREATE PUBLIC DATABASE LINK as400 CONNECT TO a400usr 
   IDENTIFIED BY pwxxxxx USING ’DRDA1’;

Both of these examples appear in the dblink.sql sample script:

In these examples, the DRDA1 descriptor maps to an entry in the Oracle TNSNAMES.ORA 
file. This entry in TNSNAMES.ORA must point to one of the supported transparent 
gateways. 

Use the Verify Connections utility to check the links to the gateway. See “Verify 
Connections” on page 9-61.

Roles and Privileges
You must invoke the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility as either:

• the ORSADM user created and granted the DBA role by the orsauth1.sql script, or

• a user granted the ORS_ADMIN or ORS_OPER role, such as the sample users 
ORSADM2 and ORSOPR, all created by the orsauth2.sql script

The ORS_ADMIN role grants a user access to all administration functions, including 
creating refresh groups and generating PL/SQL run-time packages. The ORS_ADMIN 
has the DBA role by default, and can create any table or procedure. You can edit 
orsauth2.sql to limit privileges (see “Oracle Server Authorization” on page 4-10).

The ORS_OPER role has a subset of ORS_ADMIN privileges. ORS_OPER has read-o
privileges on the Configuration and Generation menus of the Administration Utility men
but has all privileges on the Execution and Utility menu functions, including submitting j
and managing traces.

Note: All database links defined for use by Oracle Replication Services 
must contain an explicit user and password. Anonymous database links 
fail.
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Oracle Server Authorization  The ORS_ADMIN and ORS_OPER roles have all 
required privileges to use Oracle Replication Services, but you might want to create your 
own users and roles, for example, an ADMIN user that can create and access tables only in 
the ADMIN schema. Such an ADMIN user needs at least:

• read/write access to the Oracle Replication Services data dictionary, to define refre
groups. See the orsauth2.sql script for a list of data dictionary tables and views.

• CREATE TABLE system privilege to create the target Oracle tables in the ADMIN 
schema.

• SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE privileges on the target Oracle tables.

• CREATE/DROP/ALTER/EXECUTE ANY PROCEDURE system privileges, if the 
refresh group is not in the ADMIN schema.
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An OPER user needs at least:

• read access to the Oracle Replication Services data dictionary. See the orsauth2.sql 
script for a list of data dictionary tables that have access to ORS_OPER

• EXECUTE privilege on DBMS_REPTOOLS 

The refresh group schema also contains the generated PL/SQL packages for replicatio
can find a SQL statement that creates a sample user ORSUSR in orsauth2.sql. The user 
who owns the schema containing the refresh group needs:

• EXECUTE privilege on DBMS_REPTOOLS

• INSERT privilege on ORSADM.IGNORE_LOG. All PL/SQL packages generated by
Oracle Replication Services must have the ability to write to the error log. Read acc
is not necessary.

• the refresh group schema name acts as package owner for PL/SQL packages bein
generated for replication and must have privileges for the Oracle tables being replic
both to and from. Those privileges cannot be granted using Oracle roles. If the Ora
tables and the refresh group are not in the same schema, the owner of the schema
containing the refresh group must be granted INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE 
privileges on Oracle target tables and SELECT privilege on Oracle base tables.

FDS Security and Database Links 
To control access to FDS resources, ensure the privileges granted your database links
properly for the replication type:

• DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

• DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

• DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD)

• FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT)

• ORACLE -> FDS (COPY MGMT)

• ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH)

Database Links for DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)  To control access to DB2 
resources, provide a different database link for each Oracle Replication Services user. 
users specified in the database links can be granted different privileges on the DB2 ser
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To limit the DProp registration capability to a single ORS_ADMIN user, give that user a 
private database link with:

• privileges on these tables:

• read access to Oracle Transparent Gateway DB2 views. On MVS, these views are
created by the Oracle Transparent Gateway DB2 or Oracle Transparent Gateway f
DRDA installation.

• the authority to create tables in the schema containing the base DB2 tables to be 
replicated. For example, to replicate changes on a table named NEWYORK.SALES
user specified in the database link must be able to create tables in the NEWYORK
schema.

ORS_ADMIN users who do not need registration privileges only need access to the dat
links that are used by a refresh group as specified on the Refresh Group Specification m
(see “Refresh Group Specification” on page 9-13). The schema containing the refresh 
must also have the same database links. The refresh group database link can thus be 
database link or a database link created by both the ORS_ADMIN user and the owner 
schema containing the refresh group. The refresh group database link must have:

• privileges on these tables

Table 4–1

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE

ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_CRITSEC ASN.IBMSNAP_CRITSEC SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL ASN.PCtimestamp CREATE, SELECT, 
INSERT, UPDATE, 
DELETE

ASN.CDtimestamp ASN.CDtimestamp CREATE, SELECT
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:

• read access to the DB2 base tables to be replicated, if automatic full refreshes are 
done

• read access to transparent gateway DB2 views. On MVS, these views are created 
Oracle Transparent Gateway DB2 or Oracle Transparent Gateway for DRDA 
installation.

ORS_OPER users usually do not need access to DB2, and no database link is require
ORS_OPER users do need access to the CURRENT REGISTRATIONS List Tables an
Display Status functions, they must have read access to a database link that has privile
these tables:

ORS_ADMIN or ORS_OPER users who use the Verify Connection menu also must ha
access to a database link with this DB2 authority:

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_CRITSEC ASN.IBMSNAP_CRITSEC SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL ASN.PCtimestamp SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE

ASN.CDtimestamp ASN.CDtimestamp SELECT

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL ASN.PCtimestamp SELECT

ASN.CDtimestamp ASN.CDtimestamp SELECT

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE
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Database Links for DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)  To control access to DB2 
resources, provide a different database link for each Oracle Replication Services role. The 
users specified in the database links can be granted different privileges on the DB2 server. 

To limit the DProp registration capability to a single ORS_ADMIN user, give that user a 
private database link with:

• privileges on these tables: 

• read access to Oracle Transparent Gateway DB2 views. For the AS/400, the script
AS400-1.SQL and AS400-2.SQL supplied with Oracle Replication Services create 
these views. See Chapter 11, “AS/400 Considerations”, for more information.

• the authority to create tables in the schema containing the base DB2 tables to be 
replicated. For example, to replicate changes on a table named NEWYORK.SALES
user specified in the database link must have the authority to create tables in the 
NEWYORK schema.

ORS_ADMIN users who do not need registration privileges only need access to the dat
links that are used by a refresh group as specified on the Refresh Group Specification m
(see “Refresh Group Specification” on page 9-13). The Refresh Group Schema (user) 
also have the same database links. The refresh group database link can be a public da
link or a database link created by both the ORS_ADMIN user and the Refresh Group 
Schema. The refresh group database link needs:

• privileges on these tables:

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE

ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_CRITSEC ASN.CStimestamp SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL ASN.PCtimestamp SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE

ASN.CDtimestamp ASN.CDtimestamp SELECT

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT
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• read access to the DB2 base tables to be replicated, if automatic full refreshes are 
done.

• read access to Oracle Transparent Gateway DB2 views. For the AS/400, the script
AS400-1.SQL and AS400-2.SQL supplied with Oracle Replication Services create 
these views. See Chapter 11, “AS/400 Considerations”, for more information.

ORS_OPER users usually do not need access to DB2, and no database link is require
ORS_OPER users do need access to the CURRENT REGISTRATIONS List Tables an
Display Status functions, they must have read access to a database link with privileges
these tables:

ORS_ADMIN or ORS_OPER users who use the Verify Connection menu also must ha
access to a database link with privileges on these tables:

ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_CRITSEC ASN.CStimestamp SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL ASN.PCtimestamp SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE

ASN.CDtimestamp ASN.CDtimestamp SELECT

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL ASN.PCtimestamp SELECT

ASN.CDtimestamp ASN.CDtimestamp SELECT

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges
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Database Links for DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD)
To control access to DB2 resources, provide a different database link for each Oracle 
Replication Services role. The users specified in the database links can be granted different 
privileges on the DB2 server. 

To limit the DProp registration capability to a single ORS_ADMIN user, give that user a 
private database link with:

• privileges on these tables:

• read access to Oracle Transparent Gateway DB2 views. On MVS, these views are
created by the Oracle Transparent Gateway DB2 or Oracle Transparent Gateway f
DRDA installation.

• the authority to create tables in the schema containing the base DB2 tables to be 
replicated. For example, to replicate changes on a table named NEWYORK.SALES
user specified in the database link must be able to create tables in the NEWYORK
schema.

ORS_ADMIN users who do not need registration privileges only need access to the dat
links that are used by a refresh group as specified on the Refresh Group Specification m
(see “Refresh Group Specification” on page 9-13). The schema containing the refresh 
must also have the same database links. The refresh group database link can be a pub
database link or a database link created by both the ORS_ADMIN user and the owner 
schema containing the refresh group. The refresh group database link must have:

• privileges on these tables:.

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE

ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL ASN.PCtimestamp SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE

schema.CCD_table schema.CCD_table SELECT

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL ASN.PCtimestamp SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE
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• read access to Oracle Transparent Gateway DB2 views. On MVS, these views are
created by the Oracle Transparent Gateway DB2 or Oracle Transparent Gateway f
DRDA installation.

ORS_OPER users usually do not need access to DB2, and no database link is require
ORS_OPER users do need access to the CURRENT REGISTRATIONS List Tables an
Display Status functions, they must have read access to a database link with privileges
these tables:

ORS_ADMIN or ORS_OPER users who use the Verify Connection menu also must ha
access to a database link with privileges on these tables:

Database Links for Copy Management  For FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT) 
replication, and for ORACLE -> FDS (COPY MGMT) replication, the refresh group 
database link requires SELECT privilege on FDS base tables.

 Database Links for ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH)  For ORACLE -> FDS 
(FAST REFRESH) replication, the refresh group database link requires CREATE, INSE
UPDATE, and DELETE privileges on the FDS target tables.

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW SELECT

ASN.IBMSNAP_PRUNCNTL ASN.PCtimestamp SELECT

schema.CCD_table schema.CCD_table SELECT

For DProp Version 5.1 For DProp Version 1.2 Privileges

ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE, DELETE
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Verifying an FDS Connection
The Oracle Replication Services Administration GUI contains a verification utility that can 
be used to help verify that the Oracle server, Oracle Transparent Gateway, and FDS have 
been configured properly. Although this tool cannot verify everything, it is helpful in 
isolating problems. Run the verification utility from the Main Menu -> Utilities -> Verify 
Connection.   

Enter the database link name, specify the replication type for this database link, and click 
[Run Verification].

For DB2/MVS and DB2/400 data sources, this utility verifies that:

• RAW data is not being translated across the database link

• character data is being translated properly

• the DProp control tables exist and can be updated

• the required data dictionary mappings exist

• the ORA_NLS environment variable is set properly on the Oracle server

• two-phase commit is working properly

For all other FDS, the utility verifies that:

• the required data dictionary mappings exist

• the ORA-NLS environment variable is set properly on the Oracle server

Deinstalling Oracle Replication Services
Deinstalling Oracle Replication Services requires these steps: 

Step 1: Deleting PL/SQL Packages
Use the refresh group cleanup utility in the Utilities menu of the Oracle Replication Serv
Administration Utilities to remove all PL/SQL packages from the Oracle server. For eac
existing refresh group, be sure all boxes are unchecked and click [EXECUTE]. This 
removes any job from the Oracle Job Queue and deletes all PL/SQL packages related
refresh group.
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Step 2: Removing the Oracle Replication Services Data Dictionary 
Repository

From SQL*Plus, run the dropors.sql script as the user SYS. This script is located in the 
D:\ORANT\ORS14 directory (the drive may differ depending on where your Oracle 
products are installed). This script removes all Oracle Replication Services objects from 
your Oracle server, including tables, views, users, and roles. 

Step 3: Deinstalling Oracle Replication Services Software
Run the Oracle Installer (from the Oracle Replication Services CD or from the 
ORANT\BIN directory. Select the Oracle Replication Services 1.4 product from the 
"Installed Products" list and click [Remove]. This removes all Oracle Replication Services 
files from your ORANT directory and removes any registry information.
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Using Oracle Replication Services with IBM

DProp (DataPropagator)

Use the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility to configure the replication 
environment for use with IBM DPropR (DataPropagator Relational) by:

n Registering the Base DB2 Tables

n Creating a Refresh Group

n Creating the Oracle Tables

n Generating the PL/SQL Packages

n Submitting Oracle Replication Services Jobs for Execution

n Deleting a Refresh Group

Oracle Replication Services automatically recognizes and works with both IBM DProp 
Version 5.1 (IBM Replication) and IBM DProp Version 1.2. This chapter only uses DProp 
version numbers in cases in which differences between versions are significant.

To use IBM DProp on DB2/400 or DB2/MVS, ensure that you have run the required scripts 
as described in “Scripts for IBM DProp on DB2/400 and DB2/MVS” on page 4-6.

See Chapter 11, “AS/400 Considerations”, for more information about AS/400 
configuration.
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Registering the Base DB2 Tables 
After you determine the base DB2 tables to replicate, use either the Oracle Replication 
Services Administration Utility to register them with DProp Capture. The Oracle Replication 
Services Administration Utility generates and runs SQL statements to register DB2 tables 
with DProp. The Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility automatically enables 
logging on them by setting the DATA CAPTURE CHANGES parameter on them.

A change data table are created for each replicated DB2 table. The change data table 
contains all updates made to the base DB2 table. Add STORAGE parameter to the generated 
CREATE TABLE statement to make the change data table large enough to hold all updates 
made to the DB2 table. For DB2/400, a critical-section table is also created.

See the IBM DataPropagator Relational Guide for more information about how DPropR 
prunes the changes in these tables, so you can estimate the size of these tables.

To register base DB2 tables:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Configuration].

2. From the Configuration Menu, click [Registrations] to see the Base Table Registration 
for Fast Refresh window. Click the DProp replication type:

n DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

n DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

n DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD)

3. Fill in the fields in the DProp Table Management window. See “Base Table Registra
for Fast Refresh” on page 9-7. Click [Options] and fill out the fields in the Registrati
Options screen.

4. Click [Generate SQL]. The generated SQL appears in the Registration SQL field. 
Modify the SQL script, if needed, to add storage constraints.

5. Click [Register Table] to run the SQL scripts.

Note: After registering all DB2 tables, you must reinitialize the DProp 
Capture to pick up new registrations.
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Using IBM DataHub or Control Center
You can use either IBM DataHub or Control Center to register DB2 tables with DPropR, but 
you must not use them to create or maintain subscriptions to Oracle Replication Services. If 
you are using IBM DataHub or Control Center to register the DB2 tables, follow the 
instructions in the IBM Replication Guide and Reference or the IBM DataPropagator 
Relational Guide. Ensure staging tables are set up as non-condensed when registering the 
DB2 table. Ensure that the CD tables contain the attributes:

condensed=N
consistent=T
complete=N

Use the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility to create or maintain Oracle 
subscriptions. In the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility, generating the 
package is the equivalent of the "copy server bind" and requires that the ASN tables are 
accessible through a gateway.

Note that Oracle Replication Services does not support these features of IBM DProp Version 
5.1 (IBM Replication):

n source view replication

n update anywhere replication

DB2 Table Registration and Before Images
DProp can log both before-images and after-images for each change to a table. When 
registering base DB2 tables to DPropR, you must specify whether the Capture component 
should capture before-image values and after-image values.

Conditions Requiring Before Images
If you are using IBM DProp Version 5.1 (IBM Replication), you can specify partitioning 
keys when registering a DB2 base table. Partitioned keys causes the Capture component to 
treat an update to the base table as a delete followed by an insert. If you use partitioning 
keys, Oracle Replication Services only needs before-images to replicate updates to base 
tables that have no columns that can be used as a unique key. Using partitioning keys also 
allows you to replicate the DB2 base table to a partitioned Oracle target table.

If you are using IBM DProp Version 1.2, Oracle Replication Services needs before-images 
to replicate updates to base table columns in either the primary key or the WHERE clause. If 
these columns are never updated, Oracle Replication Services does not need before-images 
of the data. To disable before-images, set the Prefix Char field on the DProp Management 
window to NULL. Performance is improved and less space is required to maintain the 
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change data table. However, for updates to columns either in the primary key or the WHERE 
clause, the old versions or the updated rows remain in the table along with the new.

Primary Key Column Changes
If an application updates the primary key columns of a row, Oracle Replication Services 
requires the before-image of that row or partitioning keys to ensure the change is propagated 
to the correct row of the Oracle target table.

For example, the PARTS table has a primary key defined on DB2 as PARTNO and, because 
of a manufacturing change, an application must change the PARTNO for a part from 1234 to 
5678. Because DPropR logs both the before-image copy, 1234, and the after-image copy, 
5678, Oracle Replication Services can update the row in the Oracle table correctly and can 
generate a SQL statement such as this:

UPDATE parts SET partno=5678 WHERE partno=1234;

This change cannot be replicated to the target Oracle table without the before-image copy of 
the data because the primary key was changed.

Note that if the application were to delete the row for part number 1234 and then insert a 
row for part number 5678, then before-images would not be required. If you are using IBM 
DProp Version 5.1 (IBM Replication), you can register the base table with partitioning keys 
causing the Capture component to treat each update to the table as an delete and an insert, 
making before-images unnecessary.

WHERE Clause Changes
To replicate a subset of rows from the base table, use the Oracle Replication Services 
Administration Utility to specify a WHERE clause. If a DB2 application changes any of the 
columns specified in the WHERE clause so that a row is no longer in the subset after the 
application change, Oracle Replication Services requires the before-image columns or 
partitioning keys to propagate the changes correctly.

For example, a regional sales office has an Oracle database that maintains employee records 
only in a particular region. The WHERE clause specified on the EMPLOYEE table with the 
Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility appears as:

deptno=20

Note: If a DB2 table does not have a unique key (requiring Oracle 
Replication Services to use all the columns of the table as a unique key), 
the before-image is required.
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If an employee changes departments, Oracle Replication Services uses the before-image to 
recognize that this employee record no longer belongs in the regional Oracle table and 
deletes the record from the target Oracle table.

Removing IBM DPropR Registrations
You can use the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility to deregister DB2 tables. 
When you deregister a DB2 table, the row in the Capture control table for the registration is 
deleted and the Capture tables associated with the registration are dropped. Before 
deregistering a table, you must stop the Capture component. To deregister a table:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Utilities].

2. From the Utilities Menu, click [Current Registrations] and select the replication type 
from the list. The Current Registrations window appears. See “Current Registration
on page 9-53.

3. Enter the database link to the DB2 tables to deregister.

4. Click [List Tables] to see a list of the registered DB2 tables and their owners.

5. Select the table to deregister.

6. Click [Deregister Table].

After deregistering you can start the Capture component again.

Replicating DB2 External CCD Tables to Oracle
Oracle Replication Services usually replicates DB2 tables using DPropR change data (
tables. You can replicate data from other sources, such as an IBM IMS database, if you
capture the changes from that data source and insert them into a DProp External Cons
change data (external CCD) table on DB2. After an external CCD table is populated, O
Replication Services can replicate from it to Oracle target tables. You can use various 
software products to populate external CCD tables, such as the IBM DPropR Apply 
component and, in the case of IMS, IBM DPropNR.

Oracle Replication Services assumes that an external CCD table is complete, with a ro
every row in the target table, and can be used for an automatic full refresh or initial load
your CCD is not complete, or if you do not want automatic full refreshes, use the Table 
Refresh window to specify that automatic full refreshes are not allowed. See Chapter 1
“Full Refresh and Initial Load” for more information.
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A condensed CCD table has a unique key on a data column, so that when the same row in 
the data source is modified several times, only the last row of changed data is kept in the 
CCD table. A condensed CCD table requires less data to be moved across the network by 
Oracle Replication Services. Oracle supports condensed CCD tables by default and also 
detects and supports non-condensed CCD tables.

See the IBM Replication Guide and Reference or the IBM DataPropagator Relational Guide 
for descriptions and the layout of external CCD tables.

To replicate an external CCD table:

1. Register it using the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility. If the CCD 
table does not exist, Oracle Replication Services generates a sample SQL script. You 
must modify this script for your purposes.

2. Create a refresh group to replicate one or more external CCD tables.

3. Generate the PL/SQL package for the refresh group.

4. Schedule the refresh group job for execution.

Limitations When Replicating from CCD Tables
n CCD tables do not contain before-images of the changed data. Modifying the primary 

key or updating a field used to subset the replicated data might result in deleted rows 
from the base table remaining in the target table. 

n Oracle Replication Services replication of CCD tables is transactionally consistent, even 
with more than one table in a refresh group, if the CCD tables are populated in a 
transactionally consistent manner. To ensure transactional consistency, refer to the 
documentation of the product you used to populate the CCD tables.

n Oracle Replication Services can replicate non-condensed CCD tables, but does not 
support full refreshes of non-condensed tables. You must specify that automatic full 
refreshes are not allowed for non-condensed CCD tables. 

n CCD tables are not pruned, as are CD tables. Rows that have been replicated are not 
automatically deleted from the CCD tables. Because non-condensed tables can grow 
indefinitely, consider manually pruning the old rows. You can use the [SQL Text] 
window to issue SQL statements that prune.

n Oracle Replication Services does not support DProp internal CCD tables. It is possible, 
however, to register the internal CCD table a second time as an external CCD.

n Oracle Replication Services supports checkpointing, but it is not recommended for 
condensed CCD table replication. Checkpointing of condensed CCD tables might cause 
commits in the middle of transactions, when not all rows in a single transaction have 
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replicated. This results in periods of time in which the tables might not be 
transactionally consistent.

n You can use Oracle Replication Services for replicating CCD tables in the 
FDS-to-Oracle direction of two-way replication. See Chapter 8, “Using Oracle 
Replication Services for Two-Way Replication”.

Creating a Refresh Group
To create a refresh group:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Configuration].

2. From the Configuration Menu, click [Refresh Group Spec]. The Refresh Group 
Specifications window appears.

3. Complete the input fields in this window to create a new refresh group. See “Refres
Group Specification” on page 9-13.

4. Save your input to the data dictionary by selecting Save from the Action pulldown 
menu.

5. Click [Group Options] to override the default options for the refresh group. For 
example, if the refresh group contains at least one target table that uses a column 
function, you can use restage tables for full refreshes of the target tables. To use re
tables for full refreshes, check the Use Restage Table for Full Refresh box. If none 
the target tables use column functions, restage tables would degrade the performa
full refreshes, so Oracle Replication Services does not allow you to use them. You 
create restage tables in “Creating the Oracle Tables” on page 5-8.

6. From the Group Options window, you can also click [Custom SQL] to write SQL 
statements to execute as part of the runtime PL/SQL packages of the refresh group
example, you can write SQL to assign the current transaction to a rollback segmen

7. From the Refresh Group Specifications window, click [Table Specification] to see th
Table Specification window.

8. Complete the input fields in this window to define which base tables are replicated 
target Oracle tables. See “Table Specifications” on page 9-19.

Note: Oracle Replication Services does not support filtering by 
authorization user ID for CCD tables in two-way replication, because an 
authorization user ID is not available in CCD tables.
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9. Save your input to the data dictionary by selecting Save from the Action pulldown 
menu.

10. Click [Column Specification] to see the Column Specification window.

11. Complete the input fields in this window to specify which columns in a DB2 base table 
are replicated or to rename a column after it is replicated to the target Oracle table. See 
“Column Specification” on page 9-21.

12. Save your input to the data dictionary by selecting Save from the Action pulldown 
menu before you generate the PL/SQL packages.

Creating the Oracle Tables
This process creates all the Oracle target and restage tables defined in a refresh group
Before creating the Oracle tables, register the DB2 base tables and define the refresh g
that defines the Oracle target tables.

To create the Oracle tables:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Configuration].

2. From the Configuration Menu, click [Create Tables]. The Create Tables window 
appears.

3. The last refresh groups queried appear. Use the Query option on the toolbar or the
Query function to find other refresh groups. Fill in the fields in the Create Tables 
window. Use the check boxes to create target tables and (optionally) restage tables
you create restage tables, Oracle Replication Services will use them for changed d
refreshes of the associated target tables. See “Replicating DB2/MVS and DB2/400
to Oracle Using IBM DProp (CD)” on page 2-8. Restage tables improve refresh 
performance and reduce the time Oracle Replication Services locks the DB2 stagin
tables reducing contention for them, but require more space in the Oracle database

4. Click [Create SQL] to create the SQL script needed to create the Oracle tables in th
refresh groups you have chosen.

5. Click [Show SQL] to review the SQL output script that was generated and if necess
edit it to add storage constraints. If you generated scripts for multiple refresh group
you can scroll through the scripts.

6. Click [Execute] to execute all the SQL scripts and create the Oracle tables.
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Generating the PL/SQL Packages
After you have created a refresh group and created the target tables you can generate 
PL/SQL packages.

Before generating the PL/SQL packages, ensure that:

n all DB2 base tables exist

n all DPropR tables exist

n all base DB2 tables are registered with DPropR

n the refresh group has been specified

n all target Oracle tables exist

By default, errors encountered when compiling PL/SQL packages are written to a file, 
d:\ORANT\ORS14\orsgen.err, where d is the drive where Oracle is installed. To change 
the name and location of this file, use the File Options window. See “File Options” on p
9-60.

To generate Oracle Replication Services packages:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click [PL/SQ
Generator]. The PL/SQL Code Generator window appears.

2. The last refresh groups accessed appear. If necessary, use the Query option on th
toolbar to find different refresh groups. See “The PL/SQL Generator” on page 9-32

3. Check the Select boxes for the groups for which you want to generate packages.

4. Click [Generate PL/SQL] to generate and compile the PL/SQL scripts for the select
groups. The PL/SQL packages you generate are stored in the Oracle database in t
schema containing the refresh group.

Submitting Oracle Replication Services Jobs for Execution
After the PL/SQL packages have been generated and compiled on the Oracle server th
be submitted to the Oracle job queue.

To submit the Oracle Replication Service jobs for execution:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Execution].

2. From the Execution Menu, click [Job Queue]. The Job Queue Information window 
appears.
Using Oracle Replication Services with IBM DProp (DataPropagator) 5-9
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3. The last refresh groups queried appear. If necessary, use the Query option on the toolbar 
to find different refresh groups. See “Full Refresh Options” on page 9-41.

4. Check the Select box next to each job you want to submit.

5. Click [Submit] to submit the jobs to run. The Job Submittal window appears.

6. To submit the jobs immediately, choose the [Start all immediately] radio button and 
click [Submit All]. Skip to step 11.

7. To schedule the jobs to run at regularly scheduled intervals, choose the [Start at lis
next interval] radio button and click the [Schedule].

8. The Job Scheduling window appears.

9. If you have multiple jobs, you can scroll through to schedule each. Specify when an
how often you want each job to run and click [Set Job]. To schedule all jobs to run 
the same time and interval, click [Set All Jobs]. The Job Submittal window reappea

10. Click [Submit All] to submit all the jobs you scheduled in the Job Scheduling windo

11. The Job Queue window appears. You can click [Status] to see the status of the job
verify that it ran correctly. You also can [Suspend], [Resume], and [Remove] sched
jobs from the job queue in this window.

Deleting a Refresh Group
To delete refresh groups that are no longer needed, use the Oracle Replication Service
Refresh Group Cleanup utility: 

1. From the Main Menu of the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility, click
[Utilities].

2. From the Utilities Menu, click [Refresh Group Cleanup] to see the Refresh Group 
Cleanup window. See “Refresh Group Cleanup” on page 9-57.

3. The last refresh group accessed appears. To find another refresh group to clean up
delete, use the Query option on the toolbar.

4. Select the Cleanup ORS DD check box to delete all the entries in the Oracle Replic
Services data dictionary for this refresh group.

5. Select the Drop Target Tables check box to drop all target tables for this refresh gro

6. If the refresh group contains restage tables, check the Drop Restage Tables box to
all restage tables for this refresh group. This box only appears if the refresh group 
contains restage tables.

7. Click [Execute] to remove the refresh group from the replication environment.
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When you delete a refresh group, Oracle Replication Services:

n removes any jobs for this refresh group from the job queue

n deletes all the PL/SQL packages that were generated for the refresh group

n deletes subscription rows from the DProp Capture tables

n if the Cleanup ORS DD box is checked, removes all of the refresh group entries in the 
Oracle Replication Services data dictionary

n if the Drop Target Tables box is checked, drops all target tables for the refresh group

n if the Drop Restage Tables box is checked, drops all restage tables for the refresh group
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Using Oracle Replication Services for

Oracle-to-FDS Replications

Use the Replication Services Administration Utility to configure the replication environment 
for replicating Oracle tables to an FDS by:

n Registering Oracle Base Tables

n Creating a Refresh Group

n Creating the Target FDS Tables

n Generating the PL/SQL Packages

n Submitting Oracle Replication Services Jobs for Execution
ations 6-1
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About Oracle-to-FDS Replication
The ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH) replication type enables replication of Oracle 
tables to FDS by using Oracle transparent gateways. After the initial load of the target FDS 
tables, only the rows that are changed in the Oracle base tables are replicated to the FDS 
target tables. All target tables in a refresh group are updated in a transactionally consistent 
manner. Oracle Replication Services requires that the Oracle base tables are local tables, that 
is, on the same instance on which Oracle Replication Services is installed, and the table must 
have a unique index defined.

When you register an Oracle base table for replication, Oracle Replication Services creates a 
log table and puts a trigger on the base table. The trigger fires for every modification to the 
base table and stores the unique key of the base table in the log table. When ORACLE -> 
FDS (FAST REFRESH) refresh group jobs run, it reads the log tables and replicates the base 
table rows that have been modified. If a base table was modified several times, only the last 
row of changed data is replicated. 

The log entry is automatically removed (pruned) after all refresh groups that are replicating 
the base table have read the entry. Use the Retention Limit field in the Oracle Registrations 
window to specify a time interval after which Oracle Replication Services automatically 
prunes the log entries. See “Current Registrations for Oracle-to-FDS” on page 9-55.

If log entries are pruned before a refresh group has read them as defined with the Rete
Limit, the refresh group automatically does a full refresh from the base table the next tim
is scheduled to run. See Chapter 10, “Full Refresh and Initial Load”.

To subset replicated data horizontally, use a WHERE clause. To subset replicated data
vertically, select a subset of columns to be replicated. To change replicated data during
replication, specify an Oracle function or a user-written column function.

Limitations
Before you use Oracle Replication Services for replicating Oracle tables to an FDS, tak
note of these limitations:

n Ensure that no applications update the unique-key columns of the Oracle base tab
they do, a new row is inserted into the FDS target table. The old row in the FDS tar
table that contains the old unique key is not automatically deleted, requiring that yo
clean up the table manually.

n The WHERE clause in the Table Specifications window is limited to the syntax that
transparent gateway allows on a DELETE statement. For example, most Oracle co
functions are not currently allowed in the WHERE clause on DELETE statements w
the gateway. Refer to your gateway documentation for more information.
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n Oracle Replication Services does not support checkpointing for ORACLE -> FDS 
(FAST REFRESH) replication.

n If you use a WHERE clause, then the FDS target table is expected to contain only the    
subset specified by the WHERE clause. If this rule is not followed you may lose data. 

Since Oracle-to-FDS replication cannot log the before images of updated rows, any 
update to the source Oracle table not in the subset is treated as a possible  "out of 
subset" update and is deleted from the FDS target table. 

The Oracle source table owns only the rows that are in the WHERE clause subset   
specified in the Oracle-to-FDS refresh group. If you update any other rows in the Oracle   
source table, they will be deleted in the FDS target table because they may have "out of 
subset" updates.

"Out of subset" updates remove a row from a subset. For example, consider replicating  
the EMP table where DEPTNO > 20. If an employee is updated in the Oracle source  
table so that his DEPTNO changes from 30 to 10, then this employee is no longer in the   
replication subset and is deleted from the FDS target table.

If you need to update any rows that are out of the Oracle subset, you must modify them 
in the FDS target table, since the FDS table owns these rows.

 Registering Oracle Base Tables
To replicate data from Oracle to an FDS, you must first register the Oracle tables:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Configuration].

2. From the Configuration Menu, click [Registrations] to see the Oracle Base Table 
Registrations for Fast Refresh window. Click the ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH) 
replication type.

3. Fill in the fields in the Register Oracle Base Table window. See “Registering Oracle
Tables for Replication to FDSs” on page 9-12.

4. Click [Generate SQL]. The generated SQL appears in the Registration SQL field. 
Modify the SQL script if needed; for example, to add size parameters.

5. Click [Register Table] to execute the SQL statements.

Creating a Refresh Group
The Oracle Replication Services data dictionary stores the information that defines you
refresh groups. 
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To create a refresh group:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Configuration].

2. From the Configuration Menu, click [Refresh Group Spec]. The Refresh Group 
Specifications window appears.

3. Complete the input fields in this window to create a new refresh group. See “Refres
Group Specification” on page 9-13.

4. Click [TABLE SPECIFICATION] to see the Table Specification window.

5. Complete the input fields in this window to define which base tables are replicated 
target Oracle tables. For more information see “Table Specifications” on page 9-19

6. Click [COLUMN SPECIFICATION] to see the Column Specification window.

7. Complete the input fields in this window to specify which columns in an Oracle bas
table are replicated or to rename a column after it is replicated to the FDS target ta
For more information see “Column Specification” on page 9-21.

8. Save your input to the data dictionary by selecting Save from the Action pulldown m
before you generate the PL/SQL packages.

Creating the Target FDS Tables
This process creates all the target FDS tables defined in a refresh group. Before creatin
target tables, register the base Oracle tables and define the refresh group for the targe

To create the target FDS tables:

1. From the Main Menu of the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility, click
[Configuration].

2. From the Configuration Menu, click [Create Target Tables]. The Create Target Tabl
window appears.

3. The last refresh groups queried appear. To find other refresh groups, use the Quer
option on the toolbar. See “Create Tables” on page 9-23.

4. Click [Generate SQL] to create the SQL scripts needed to create the target tables i
refresh groups you have chosen. The SQL script appears in the SQL Stmts field.

5. Review the SQL output script that was generated and if necessary, edit it to add sto
constraints. If you generated SQL scripts for multiple refresh groups, you can scrol
through the scripts.

6. Click [Create Table(s)] to execute all the SQL scripts and create the target tables.
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Generating the PL/SQL Packages
After you have created a refresh group and created the target tables you can generate PL/
SQL packages.

By default, errors encountered when compiling PL/SQL packages are written to a file, 
d:\ORANT\ORS14\orsgen.err, where d is the drive where Oracle is installed. To change 
the name and location of this file, use the File Options window. See “File Options” on p
9-60.

Before generating the PL/SQL packages, ensure that:

n all Oracle base tables are registered

n the refresh group has been created

n all target FDS tables exist
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To generate Oracle Replication Services packages:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click [PL/SQL 
Generator]. The PL/SQL Code Generator window appears.

2. The last refresh group accessed appears. If necessary, use the Query pulldown menu on 
the toolbar to find the refresh group you need. See “The PL/SQL Generator” on page 
9-32.

3. Click [Generate] to create the PL/SQL scripts. The PL/SQL packages you generate
stored in the Oracle database and are owned by the schema name defined for the 
group.

Submitting Oracle Replication Services Jobs for Execution
After the PL/SQL packages have been generated and compiled on the Oracle server th
be submitted to the Oracle job queue.

To submit the Oracle Replication Service jobs for execution:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Execution].

2. From the Execution Menu, click [Job Queue]. The Job Queue Information window 
appears.

3. The last refresh groups queried appear. If necessary, use the Query option on the t
to find different refresh groups. See “Full Refresh Options” on page 9-41.

4. Check the Select box next to each job you want to submit.

5. Click [Submit] to submit the jobs to run. The Job Submittal window appears.

6. To submit the jobs immediately, choose the [Start all immediately] radio button and 
click [Submit All]. Skip to step 11.

7. To schedule the jobs to run at regularly scheduled intervals, choose the [Start at lis
next interval] radio button and click the [Schedule].

8. The Job Scheduling window appears.

9. If you have multiple jobs, you can scroll through to schedule each. Specify when an
how often you want each job to run and click [Set Job]. To schedule all jobs to run 
the same time and interval, click [Set All Jobs]. The Job Submittal window reappea

10. Click [Submit All] to submit all the jobs you scheduled in the Job Scheduling windo
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11. The Job Queue window appears. You can click [Status] to see the status of the job and 
verify that it ran correctly. You also can [Suspend], [Resume], and [Remove] scheduled 
jobs from the job queue in this window.

Deleting a Refresh Group
To delete refresh groups that are no longer needed. Use the Oracle Replication Services 
Refresh Group Cleanup utility: 

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Utilities].

2. From the Utilities Menu, click [Refresh Group Cleanup] to see the Refresh Group 
Cleanup window. See “Refresh Group Cleanup” on page 9-57.

3. The last refresh group accessed appears. To find another refresh group to clean up
delete, use the Query pulldown menu on the toolbar.

4. Select the Cleanup ORS DD check box to delete all the entries in the Oracle Replic
Services data dictionary for this refresh group.

5. Select the Drop Target Tables check box to drop all target tables for this refresh gro

6. Click [Execute] to remove the refresh group from the replication environment.

When you delete a refresh group, Oracle Replication Services:

n removes any jobs for this refresh group from the job queue

n deletes all the PL/SQL packages that were generated for the refresh group

n if the Cleanup ORS DD box is checked, removes all of the refresh group entries in 
Oracle Replication Services data dictionary

n if the Drop Target Tables box is checked, removes all FDS target tables for the spe
refresh group
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Using Oracle Replication Services for Copy

Management

Use the copy management feature of Oracle Replication Services to copy one or more tables 
from a base location to a target location on a regular schedule. To use copy management, 
either the base or the target location must be an Oracle server.

This chapter includes the sections:

n About Copy Management

n Configuring Oracle Replication Services for Copy Management, including:

n Creating the Oracle Replication Services Refresh Group

n Creating the Target Tables

n Generating the PL/SQL Packages

n Submitting Oracle Replication Services Jobs for Execution
ment 7-1
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About Copy Management
Use the copy management feature of Oracle Replication Services to copy one or more tables 
from a base location to a target location on a regular schedule, through an Oracle transparent 
gateway. For example, you might want to copy a set of tables from DB2 to Oracle every 
Saturday morning at 3:00 a.m. EST. 

You can use copy management to copy a subset of columns and rows, and apply Oracle 
functions to transform data. 

Two replication types are used specifically for copy management:

n the FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT) replication type enables copying a set of tables 
from an FDS to an Oracle server through a supported transparent gateway

n the ORACLE -> FDS (COPY MGMT) replication type enables copying a set of Oracle 
tables to an FDS 

During copy management, complete snapshots of the base tables are done using the Oracle 
transparent gateway. No locks are held while copies are done. If a refresh group contains 
several base tables, Oracle Replication Services performs a commit between each table it 
copies.

If an error occurs during a copy function, the Oracle job is automatically restarted and the 
remaining tables are copied. The base tables that were copied successfully before the error 
occurred are not copied again during the restart. See “Runtime Errors” on page 13-4 fo
more information.

Note: To use the copy management feature, either the base or target 
location must be an Oracle server. You cannot, for example, use Oracle 
Replication Services to copy tables from DB2 to Sybase.
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Configuring Oracle Replication Services for Copy 
Management

The copy management replication type does not require registration, nor does it require 
DProp resources on the FDS. 

To configure Oracle Replication Services for copy management:

n create the Oracle Replication Services refresh group

n create the target tables

n generate the PL/SQL packages

n submit the Oracle Replication Services job for execution

Creating the Oracle Replication Services Refresh Group
From the Administration Utility main menu:

1. Select Configuration. From the Configuration Menu, select Refresh Group Spec to view 
the Refresh Group Specification window.

2. Enter the Schema Name and Refresh Group Name for this job.

3. Enter the Database Link name that points to the FDS. This name is the location of the 
base tables for FDS-to-Oracle copy management, or the location of the target tables for 
Oracle-to-FDS copy management.

4. Select the Replication Type: FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT) or ORACLE -> FDS 
(COPY MGMT).

5. Enter comments, if any.

6. Click [Table Specification]. In the Table Specification window, specify the contents of 
the refresh group. See “Table Specifications” on page 9-19.

7. Click [Column Specification]. In the Column Specification window, map the base ta
column names to their equivalent target column names. See “Column Specification
page 9-21.

8. Save your changes by selecting Save from the File menu.
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Creating the Target Tables
1. From the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility main menu select 

Configuration. From the Configuration Menu, select [Create Target Tables].

2. Click [Generate SQL]. The generated SQL statements appear. If you choose to, you can 
modify the CREATE TABLE statements. For example, you might add STORAGE 
parameters.

3. Click [Create Tables] in the Create Target Tables window to create the tables you 
defined in the refresh groups.

See “Create Tables” on page 9-23 for more information.

Generating the   PL/SQL Packages
After you have created refresh groups and created the target tables you can generate P
packages.

By default, errors encountered when compiling PL/SQL packages are written to a file, 
d:\ORANT\ORS14\orsgen.err, where d is the drive where Oracle is installed. To change 
the name and location of this file, use the File Options window. See “File Options” on p
9-60.

Before generating the PL/SQL packages, ensure that:

n the refresh groups have been created

n all target FDS tables exist

To generate Oracle Replication Services packages:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click [PL/SQ
Generator]. The PL/SQL Code Generator window appears.

2. The last refresh groups queried appear. If necessary, use the Query pulldown men
the toolbar to find the refresh groups you need. See “The PL/SQL Generator” on pa
9-32.

3. Click [Generate] to create the PL/SQL scripts. Each PL/SQL package you generate
stored in the Oracle database in the schema containing the associated refresh grou

Submitting Oracle Replication Services Jobs for Execution
After the PL/SQL packages have been generated and compiled on the Oracle server th
be submitted to the Oracle job queue.
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To submit the Oracle Replication Service jobs for execution:

1. From the Main Menu of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Execution].

2. From the Execution Menu, click [Job Queue]. The Job Queue Information window 
appears.

3. The last refresh groups queried appear. If necessary, use the Query option on the toolbar 
to find different refresh groups. See “Full Refresh Options” on page 9-41.

4. Check the Select box next to each job you want to submit.

5. Click [Submit] to submit the jobs to run. The Job Submittal window appears.

6. To submit the jobs immediately, choose the [Start all immediately] radio button and 
click [Submit All]. Skip to step 11.

7. To schedule the jobs to run at regularly scheduled intervals, choose the [Start at lis
next interval] radio button and click the [Schedule].

8. The Job Scheduling window appears.

9. If you have multiple jobs, you can scroll through to schedule each. Specify when an
how often you want each job to run and click [Set Job]. To schedule all jobs to run a
same time and interval, click [Set All Jobs]. The Job Submittal window reappears.

10. Click [Submit All] to submit all the jobs you scheduled in the Job Scheduling windo

11. The Job Queue window appears. You can click [Status] to see the status of the job
verify that it ran correctly. You also can [Suspend], [Resume], and [Remove] sched
jobs from the job queue in this window.
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Using Oracle Replication Services for Two-

Way Replication

Oracle Replication Services supports two-way replication of one or more tables between 
Oracle and an FDS. Two-way replication means that changes to a table on the FDS are 
replicated to a corresponding table on Oracle, and that changes made to the table on Oracle 
are replicated back to the FDS.

This chapter includes sections on:

n Two-Way Replication Overview

n Avoiding Update Conflicts

n Using the WHERE Clause

n Full Refreshes in a Two-Way Replication Environment

n Defining Two-Way Replication Relationships, including:

n Create Two New Refresh Groups

n Define the Refresh Group Relationships

n Example: Defining Two-Way Replications
cation 8-1
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Two-Way Replication Overview 
Two-way replication enables replication of one or more tables between Oracle and an FDS. 
For example, the DB2 table EMP can be replicated to the Oracle table EMP, with the 
changes made to the Oracle table EMP being replicated back to the DB2 table EMP. 

Oracle Replication Services places no restrictions on base and target object names. This 
means that you can, for example, replicate changes from SCOTT.EMP on a DB2 system 
with column names EMPNO, ENAME, and SAL to JONES.EMP on Oracle with column 
names EMPLOYEE_NO, EMP_NAME, and SALARY. You can use Oracle column 
functions on one or more of the columns. These functions can be Oracle functions or user-
written PL/SQL functions. 

Avoiding Update Conflicts
Oracle Replication Services does not provide conflict resolution. If one row is updated 
simultaneously on Oracle and on the FDS, it is likely that one of the changes will be lost. To 
avoid conflict, partition the data that is modified on each server so that conflicts do not arise.

One way to avoid update conflicts is to allow updates only to a range of primary key values 
on each server. For example, a DB2 application can be allowed to modify only employee 
records in departments 20 and 30, while applications on the Oracle system are allowed to 
modify employee records in all other departments. In this example, all changes to 
departments 20 and 30 are replicated from DB2 to Oracle, and all other department changes 
are replicated from Oracle to DB2.

Using the WHERE Clause
If you use a WHERE clause in the Oracle-to-FDS refresh group, then the FDS target table 
must contain only the subset specified by the WHERE clause. If this rule is not followed, 
you may lose data.

For more information refer to the section “Limitations” in Chapter 6.

Full Refreshes in a Two-Way Replication Environment
Because full refreshes might cause data loss in a two-way replication environment, Ora
Corporation recommends that you avoid them. For example, a full refresh to a target ta
might cause the loss of changes that have not been replicated in the base table. For Fa
Refresh jobs, Oracle Replication Services specifies by default that no full refreshes are
automatically after the initial load from the master tables has taken place. See Chapter
“Full Refresh and Initial Load”, for information about avoiding full refreshes.
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If a full refresh cannot cause the loss of updates, such as when refresh groups have mutually 
exclusive WHERE clauses, you can override the Oracle Replication Services default of 
disallowing full refreshes. To override the default, access the Runtime Options window and 
click [Table Refresh] to specify Full Refresh. See “Runtime Options” on page 9-37.

Forcing a Full Refresh
If a full refresh is necessary — for example, because the logs on the FDS become corr
— you can force a full refresh. First ensure all changes to the target of the full refresh h
been replicated in the other direction by forcing a run of that refresh group. 

To force a full refresh:

1. From the Main Menu, click [Execution] to see the Execution menu.

2. Click [Full Table Refresh] to see the Full Refresh Options window.

3. Click [Force F/R].

Defining Two-Way Replication Relationships
To define two-way replication:

n create two refresh groups, one for FDS-to-Oracle replication and one for Oracle-to-
replication, using the Refresh Group Specifications window

n define the relationship between the refresh groups, specify where the master datab
tables reside, and specify filter user IDs, using the Two-Way Relationships window

Create Two New Refresh Groups
Use the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility to define two refresh groups,
for FDS-to-Oracle replication, and one for Oracle-to-FDS replication. Refresh groups fo
two-way replication must:

n contain the same tables

n contain reciprocal column functions, that is, if one refresh group contains a column
function to convert data, the other refresh group must contain a column function to 
convert the data back.

Using separate refresh groups enables you to schedule jobs at different intervals. For 
example, you can replicate changes from DB2 to Oracle once a night, and replicate ch
from Oracle to DB2 every hour. Each refresh group is administered and scheduled 
separately, and can use different database links.
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See “Base Table Registration for Fast Refresh” on page 9-7, “Refresh Group Specifica
on page 9-13, and “Create Tables” on page 9-23 for more information. See “Example: 
Defining Two-Way Replications” on page 8-6 for a step-by-step example.

After you have registered base tables, created refresh groups, and created target table
define the refresh group relationships.

Define the Refresh Group Relationships
Use the Two-Way Relationships window to define the relationships between the refresh
groups, specify where master database tables reside, and specify filter authorization us
IDs:

1. From the Main Menu of the of the Replication Services Administration Utility, click 
[Configuration]. The Configuration Menu appears.

2. Click [Two-Way Relations]. The Two-Way Relationships window appears.

3. Fill in the fields in the Two-Way Relationships window. See “Two-Way Relationship
on page 9-28 for details.

4. Click [Filter Authids] and fill in the fields in the Filter Authids window. See 
“Specifying Filter Authorization IDs” on page 8-4 for details.

5. Click [Return] to return to the Two-Way Relationships window.

6. Click [Create Relationship].

Specifying Filter Authorization IDs
Filter authorization IDs prevent changed data from being sent back and forth repeatedl
between databases.

Changes made to DB2 tables are stored in change data tables. Each changed row con
the associated user ID that made the change. When Oracle Replication Services pulls 
changes to Oracle from DB2, it ignores any changes made by the DB2 authorization us
under which it runs. This prevents changes applied to DB2 tables by Oracle Replication
Services from being re-pulled back to Oracle.

Changes made to Oracle tables are stored in log tables on Oracle, with the authorizatio
ID that made the changes. When a job applies changes from Oracle to DB2, it ignores 
rows that were changed by the corresponding Oracle Replication Services job that app
the changes from DB2 to Oracle. The user ID associated with the Oracle Replication 
Services job that applies changes from DB2 to Oracle is the user ID that submitted the
(typically ORSADM).
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You can use copy management or DB2 ->ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD) refresh groups for 
two-way replication, but filter authorization user IDs are not available with these refresh 
groups. If you use one of these refresh groups, you must define them with WHERE clauses 
that ensure changed data is not sent back and forth repeatedly between databases.
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Copy management refresh groups always perform full refreshes that delete rows from the 
target table. When using copy management refresh groups in two-way replication, you must 
define them with a WHERE clause that limits the range of rows deleted in the target tables 
during a full refresh, so that local changes to the target tables are not lost. Data replicated 
from an FDS to an Oracle table is not logged for replication back to the FDS, so no filter 
authorization ID is needed on the Oracle side.

To set filter authorization user IDs:

1. Click [Filter Authids] in the Two-Way Relationships window. The Filter Authids 
window appears, showing the FDS-to-Oracle and Oracle-to-FDS refresh groups.

2. Click [Set Default Filter Authids]. Oracle Replication Services determines the most 
likely authorization user IDs:

n for the FDS, Oracle Replication Services issues a SELECT CURRENT_USER 
FROM DUAL statement to the DB2 system using the database link specified for 
the refresh group

n for the Oracle database, Oracle Replication Services issues a SELECT USER 
FROM DUAL statement on Oracle to determine the currently logged-on user ID

Example: Defining Two-Way Replications
In this example:

n the table USER1.EMP1 on DB2 must initially be loaded into the table USER2.EMP2 on 
Oracle, and then changes made to either table must be replicated to the other 

n the same row in both tables cannot be updated, because the applications on each 
platform modify only employee records for a particular department 

n one database link, DBLINK1, is used for replication in both directions

To configure Oracle Replication Services for this two-way replication:

1. Create the database link DBLINK1 on the Oracle server that points to the Oracle 
Transparent Gateway, specifying the user ID and password in the CREATE DATABASE 
LINK command.
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2. Create the DB2-TO-ORACLE refresh group:

– Register the DB2 table USER1.EMP with DProp, using the Oracle Replication 
Services Administration Utility (see “Registering DB2/MVS and DB2/400 CD 
Tables for Replication to Oracle” on page 9-8). Specify the replication type DB2
MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD).

– Create a refresh group called DB2_TO_ORACLE, specifying the base DB2 table 
USER1.EMP1 and Oracle target table USER2.EMP2, and identifying the columns 
to replicate. Specify the database link DBLINK1, and the replication type DB2/
MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD). See “Refresh Group Specification” on page 9

– Create the target Oracle table USER2.EMP2 using the Oracle Replication Services 
Administration Utility. See “Create Tables” on page 9-23.

3. Create the ORACLE-TO-DB2 refresh group:

– Register the Oracle table USER2.EMP2 using the Oracle Replication Services 
Administration Utility (see “Registering Oracle Tables for Replication to FDSs” o
page 9-12). Specify the replication type of ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH)

– Create a refresh group called ORACLE_TO_DB2, specifying the base Oracle table 
USER2.EMP and DB2 target table USER1.EMP1, and identifying the columns to 
replicate. Specify the database link DBLINK1 and replication type ORACLE -> 
FDS (FAST REFRESH).

No target tables need to be created for ORACLE-TO-DB2 in this example, because the 
DB2 target tables for ORACLE-TO-DB2 are the base tables that already existed for 
DB2-TO-ORACLE.

4. Fill in the fields in the Two-Way Relationships window (see “Two-Way Relationships
on page 9-28). Choosing Foreign Data Store as the location of the master tables e
that when the ORACLE-TO-DB2 job runs it does not perform an initial full refresh o
the DB2 tables, which deletes all rows in the master DB2 table.

5. In the Two-Way Relationships window, click [Filter Authids] to see the Filter Authids
window. Click [Set Default Filter Authids]. See “Filter Authids” on page 9-31. 

In this example, Oracle Replication Services issues a SELECT CURRENT_USER 
FROM DUAL statement to the DB2 system using the database link specified for the
refresh group. For the Oracle entry, Oracle Replication Services issues a SELECT 
USER FROM DUAL statement on Oracle to obtain the currently logged-on user ID

Note: This user ID must be the user ID that submits the job.
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6. Click [Return] to return to the Two-Way Relationships window.

7. Create the two-way relationship by clicking [Create Two-Way Relationship] in the Two-
Way Relationships window.

8. Generate the PL/SQL packages for the refresh groups DB2_TO_ORACLE and 
ORACLE_TO_DB2. See “The PL/SQL Generator” on page 9-32.

9. Submit the jobs separately. See “Full Refresh Options” on page 9-41.
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Using the Oracle Replication Services

Administration Utility

The Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility is an Oracle Forms 
application that provides screens for administering and maintaining the replication 
environment. For more information on using an Oracle Forms application see the 
Getting Started with Forms manual.
Utility 9-1



 

About the Oracle Replication Services Administration 
Utility

Use the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility to administer the 
replication environment:

■ configure the replication environment by registering tables, setting up refresh 
groups, and creating target tables, using the Configuration menu (“The 
Configuration Menu” on page 9-6)

■ generate and compile the PL/SQL code that defines the replication 
environment and enables replication of data to the target database, using the 
PL/SQL Generator menu (“The PL/SQL Generator” on page 9-32)

■ create replication relationships between jobs for two-way replication (“Two-
Way Relationships” on page 9-28)

■ manage Oracle Replication Services jobs, using the Execution menu. (“The 
Execution Menu” on page 9-36)

■ manage the replication environment, using the Utilities menu. (“The Utilities 
Menu” on page 9-52)

To start the Replication Services Administration Utility, double-click the Oracle 
Replication Services icon. This icon was created in the Oracle Replication Services 
program group during installation.

The Oracle Replication Services administration utility can also be invoked manually. 
On Windows NT invoke:

c:\orant\bin\f45run32.exe 
MODULE=d:\orant\ors14\orsgui.fmx USERID=user/passwd@DBNAME

On Windows 95 invoke:

c:\orawin95\bin\f45run32.exe 
MODULE=d:\orawin95\ors14\orsgui.fmx USERID=user/passwd@DBNAME
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The Oracle Replication Services Menus and Windows

Main Menu

Configuration Menu
    
         
   Base Table Registration
          DProp Table Management

    Refresh Group Specification
    Table Specifications

    Column Specification

    Create Target Tables
    Two-Way Relationships

    Filter Authids

Execution Menu

PL/SQL Code Generator

    Runtime Options
    Table Full Refresh

    Job Queue Information
    View Trace Log

 

   Job Submittal

    Full Refresh Options

Utilities Menu
    Current Registrations

     Log Status
     Refresh Group Cleanup
     Trace Log Management
     File Options

     

     Execute SQL Script

 
    Register Oracle Base Table

 

Job Scheduling

    Group Options
Custom SQL

Verify Connection

Registration Options
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Using the Oracle Replication Services Menus
These tips can help you use Oracle Replication Services menus:

■ When you access many of the Replication Services menus, the refresh group on 
which you were last working appears. To work on another refresh group, use 
the Query pulldown menu to select another one. 

■ You must save newly created refresh groups in the Oracle Replication Services 
data dictionary before other menus can access them. To save a new refresh 
group, choose Save from the Action pulldown menu.

■ To query and work on more than one refresh group, open the Query pulldown 
menu and choose Enter. You can use a wild card to enter any refresh group 
information in the window in which you are working. For example, to work on 
refresh groups TEST1 and TEST2, enter TEST% in the Group Name field, then 
open the Query pulldown menu and choose Execute. All refresh groups with a 
group name prefix of TEST are selected. Use the up-arrow and down-arrow 
keys on your keyboard to scroll through the selected refresh groups. The same 
refresh groups appear as selected when you move to other windows to work on 
refresh groups.

■ The help bar at the bottom of the screen gives information about each field you 
select.

■ Object names such as table names are case-sensitive.

■ Several of the menus display the SQL scripts after you click the [Generate SQL] 
button. For example, the Create Target Table menu displays the SQL script used 
to create the target tables. You can modify the scripts directly in the window in 
which they are displayed, or you can select the edit menu. You should modify 
the scripts only to add parameters to the Create Table DDL or change the 
default datatypes for the columns. Do not modify the table or column names in 
these SQL scripts.
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Main Menu

From the Main Menu you can:

■ click [Configuration] to register tables, create and define refresh groups, create 
the target Oracle tables defined in a refresh groups, create target tables, and 
create relationships between two refresh groups

■ click [PL/SQL Generator] to generate replication PL/SQL packages

■ click [Execution] to specify run-time options, manage the job queue, and specify 
full table refreshes

■ click [Utilities] to view current table registrations, clean up refresh groups, 
manage the trace log, execute SQL installation scripts, and verify database links

■ click [Connect] to connect as a different user or to a different Oracle server
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The Configuration Menu
Main Menu > [Configuration]

Use the Configuration Menu to create and define refresh 
groups..

From the Configuration Menu you can:

■ click [Registrations] to register or deregister tables; see “Base Table Registration 
for Fast Refresh” on page 9-7

■ click [Refresh Group Spec] to create and define refresh groups; see “Refresh 
Group Specification” on page 9-13

■ click [Create Tables] to create the target tables and optional refresh tables 
defined in a refresh group; see “Create Tables” on page 9-23

■ click [Two-Way Relations] to define an association between two refresh groups 
for two-way replications; see “Two-Way Relationships” on page 9-28
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Base Table Registration for Fast Refresh
Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Base Table Registration]

Select the type of table to replicate:

■ To register base DB2/MVS tables for use with IBM DProp (DataPropagator), 
select DB2/MVS -> ORACLE(DPROP CD). See “Registering DB2/MVS and 
DB2/400 CD Tables for Replication to Oracle” on page 9-8.

■ To register base DB/400 tables for use with DProp, select DB2/400 -> ORACLE 
(DPROP CD). See “Registering DB2/MVS and DB2/400 CD Tables for 
Replication to Oracle” on page 9-8.

■ To register an external CCD table, select DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD). 
See “Registering DB2 CCD Tables for Replication to Oracle” on page 9-9.

■ To register base Oracle tables, select ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH). See 
“Registering Oracle Tables for Replication to FDSs” on page 9-12.

The list of replication types does not include FDS-to-Oracle or Oracle-to-FDS for 
copy management, because copy management does not require registration. See 
Chapter 7, “Using Oracle Replication Services for Copy Management”.
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DProp Table Management
Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Base Table Registration] > [DProp Table 
Management]

The DProp Table Management window appears when you choose one of these 
replication types from the Base Table Registration for Fast Refresh window:

■ DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

■ DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

■ DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD)

Registering DB2/MVS and DB2/400 CD Tables for Replication to Oracle
Select DB2/MVS -> ORACLE(DPROP CD) to register base DB2/MVS tables for use 
with DProp. Select DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD) to register DB2/400 tables 
for use with DProp.

After registering a new table in the DProp Table Management window, you must 
reinitialize the Capture component to pick up the new registration and begin 
capturing changes for the new table. See the IBM Replication Guide or the IBM 
DataPropagator Relational Guide for details about the Capture component.
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Registering DB2 CCD Tables for Replication to Oracle
To register an external CCD table, select DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD) from 
the Base Table Registration for Fast Refresh window.

Oracle Replication Services usually replicates DB2 tables using DProp CD (change 
data) tables. However, data from other sources can be replicated if you first capture 
the changes from that data source and insert them into a DProp external consistent 
change data (external CCD) table on DB2. After an external CCD table is populated, 
Oracle Replication Services can replicate from it to Oracle tables. See “Replicating 
DB2 External CCD Tables to Oracle” on page 5-5.

When you choose DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD) from the Base Table 
Registration window, the DProp Table Management window appears.

Database Link the database link name of the transparent gateway used to access the DB2 
database.

FDS Schema 
Name

the FDS schema name. Enter the schema name (owner) of the DB2 table to 
register or deregister.

FDS Table Name the FDS table name. Enter the name of the DB2 table to register or deregister. To 
see a list of all tables owned by a schema name, move the cursor to the 
corresponding Table Name field and press the List of Values key (refer to your 
forms documentation to determine which key is the List of Values key). If a 
table is not listed for FDS tables, ensure the database link user has been granted 
access to that table.

Options brings up the DProp Registration Options window.

Generate SQL generates SQL code for registration. The code appears in the Registration SQL 
field. To edit the SQL, click on the SQL and select the Edit menu. This SQL is 
used to register selected DB2 tables. Oracle Replication Services can also write 
or append a SQL script to an output file. See “File Options” on page 9-60.

Register Table registers the selected DB2 table to Oracle Replication Services by executing the 
SQL that appears in the Registration SQL area of the window.

Deregister Table reregisters the selected DB2 table. On MVS you must stop DProp Capture 
before deregistering a table and then restart it.

Display Status queries DProp Capture and reports the status of the Capture tables. See 
“Monitoring the DProp Capture Component” on page 13-7 for more 
information.
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Database Link is the database link name of the transparent gateway used to access the DB2 
database.

CCD Schema Name is the external CCD schema name. Enter the schema name (owner) of the DB2 
CCD table to be registered or deregistered.

CCD Table Name is the FDS CCD table name. Enter the name of the DB2 CCD table to register 
or deregister.

Options brings up the DProp Registration Options window.

Generate SQL generates SQL code for registration. The code appears in the Registration SQL 
field. To edit the SQL, click on the SQL and select the Edit menu. This SQL is 
used to register selected DB2 tables. Oracle Replication Services can also write 
or append a SQL script to an output file. See “File Options” on page 9-60.

Register Table registers the selected DB2 CCD table to Oracle Replication Services. You can 
replicate only DB2 CCD tables that are registered.

Deregister Table deregisters the selected DB2 CCD table.

Display Status queries the Capture component and reports the status of DProp Capture 
tables. See “Monitoring the DProp Capture Component” on page 13-7 for 
more information.
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DProp Registration Options

Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Base Table Registration] > [DProp Table 
Management] > [DProp Registration Options]

Before-Image 
Prefix

is the before-image prefix. The default is NULL. When this value is set to 
NULL, no before-image copies of the data are captured for the base DB2 table. 
See “DB2 Table Registration and Before Images” on page 5-3. 

Replicate RRN is a field for DB2/400 only. It enables you to replicate DB2/400 relative record 
numbers (RRN) of the DB2/400 base table to a column in the Oracle target 
table. See “Replicating Relative Record Numbers” on page 11-2.

Partition Key 
Change

captures updates as two rows in the change data table with ascending values 
for IBMSNAP_INTENTSEQ. Partitioning keys is supported for DProp Version 
5.1.
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Registering Oracle Tables for Replication to FDSs
Select ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH) from the Base Table Registration for Fast 
Refresh window. The Register Oracle Base Table window appears:

 

Schema Name is the schema name (owner) of the Oracle table to register or deregister.

Table Name is the name of the Oracle table to register. Database links to remote Oracle base 
tables are not supported.

Retention Limit defines the time, in minutes, that the log table rows are kept (the log table contains 
the base table changes). Rows older than this retention limit are pruned, causing a 
full refresh for any subscriptions (FDS tables) that have not had these changes 
applied. The default value for the retention limit is zero. When the retention limit 
is zero, pruning occurs only when all subscriptions have had these changes 
applied.

Generate SQL generates SQL code for registration. The code appears in the Registration SQL 
field. This SQL is used to register selected Oracle tables. To edit the SQL, click on 
the SQL and select the Edit menu (you might want to add storage constraints to 
the log table, for example). Oracle Replication Services can also write or append a 
SQL script to an output file. See “File Options” on page 9-60

Register Table registers the selected Oracle table to Oracle Replication Services.
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Refresh Group Specification
Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Refresh Group Spec]

Use the Refresh Group Specification window to create new refresh groups. After 
you fill out this window, save the input to the data dictionary by selecting Save 
from the Action pulldown menu.
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Schema Name is the schema name (owner) of the refresh group.

Refresh Group is the name of the refresh group being defined.

Database Link is the database link name of the transparent gateway used to access the 
FDS. The Schema name (user) must have access to the database link.

Rep type is the type of replication that applies to this refresh group. Choose one from 
this list:

■ DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)
Replicates changed data from DB2/MVS to Oracle target tables. IBM 
DProp capture component is used to capture the changes to the DB2 
tables.

■ DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)
Replicates changed data from DB2/400 to Oracle target tables IBM 
DProp capture component is used to capture the changes to the DB2 
tables.

■ DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD)
Replicates changed data from any data source to Oracle target tables. 
Changed data is captured by third party vendor software and staged in 
external CCD tables on DB2.

■ FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT)
Replicates by moving complete copies of FDS tables to an Oracle 
database.

■ ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH)
Replicates changed data from Oracle tables to target tables on an FDS.

■ ORACLE -> FDS (COPY MGMT)
Replicates by moving complete copies of Oracle tables to an FDS.

Comments comments you provide about the refresh group being defined. You can use 
this information to help manage the replication environment, particularly if 
you create many refresh groups. You can Query refresh groups using this 
information on many of the forms.

Group Options brings up the Group Options window, where you can specify special 
options for this refresh group.

Table Specification brings up the Table Specification window, where you define the base and 
target tables in this refresh group. Before clicking this button, save your 
input to the data dictionary by selecting Save from the Action pulldown 
menu.
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Group Options
Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Refresh Group Spec] > [Group Options]

Use Restage Tables for Full Refresh
Check this box to use restage tables for full refreshes. This is the default. If you 
check this box, Oracle Replication Services uses restage tables if:

■ you have created restage tables (see “Create Tables” on page 9-23), and

■ Oracle Replication Services determines restage tables will improve performance

Restage tables must be large enough to hold every row that is replicated to the 
target tables during a full refresh. Do not check this box if your restage tables are 
not large enough to hold every row in the target table.

This option is only available for these replication types.

■ DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

■ DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

■ DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD)
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Do Not Hold Locks During Replication
For ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH) replication, check this box to replicate 
without holding locks on the replication logs. Oracle Replication Services holds 
these locks by default to provide transactional consistency among multiple tables in 
the same refresh group.

These locks prevent applications from updating the logs, which prevents them from 
updating base tables. Replicating without holding locks allows an application to 
update base tables while they are being replicated, but transactional consistency 
among multiple target tables in the same refresh group is not guaranteed. Changed 
data is never lost, but two target tables in a refresh group can be inconsistent 
(changes to one have been applied, but changes to the other have not) until the next 
replication applies the rest of the changed data.

Another side effect of not holding these locks is an update made to a base table in 
the same second replication starts may be replicated to the target table twice, once 
in the current replication and once in the next. If your target tables are read-only, 
applying a change twice is no different from applying it once. If you run ORACLE -
> FDS (FAST REFRESH) without holding these locks, the target tables must be read-
only.

Custom SQL
Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Refresh Group Spec] > [Group Options] > [Custom 
SQL]
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Use the Custom SQL window to specify any SQL or PL/SQL statements that you 
want to execute as part of the refresh group’s runtime PL/SQL packages. Separate 
menu items enable you to specify different SQL to execute at:

Table 9–1 Custom SQL Execution Times

Time Description

Beginning of Job executes at the beginning of the Oracle Replication Services 
runtime PL/SQL job. Custom SQL can refer to these PL/SQL 
variables:

■ this_schema: schema containing the refresh group

■ this_group: name of refresh group

■ this_job: current job number on the Oracle job queue

Normal End of a Job executes at normal termination of the Oracle Replication 
Services runtime PL/SQL job. Custom SQL can refer to these 
PL/SQL variables this_schema, this_group, and this_job.

Abnormal End of Job executes at abnormal termination of the Oracle Replication 
Services runtime PL/SQL job. Custom SQL can refer to the PL/
SQL variables this_schema, this_group, and this_job. Be sure 
your Custom SQL does not cause an exception because the 
original error message may be lost.

Beginning of Transaction executes at beginning of the Oracle Replication Services 
transaction. Custom SQL can refer to these PL/SQL variables:

■ this_schema, this_group, this_job

■ refresh_type: ’FULL’ for full refreshes or ’FAST’ for changed 
data refreshes

You can assign a different rollback segment to the transaction 
depending on the refresh type:

IF refresh_type = ’FULL’ THEN
     SET TRNASACTION USE ROLLBACK SEGMENT rb21;
ELSE
     SET TRANSACTION USE ROLLBACK SEGMENT rb1;
ENDIF;
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For example, you can use this SQL statement at the beginning of a transaction to 
assign the transaction to a specific rollback segment:

SET TRANSACTION USE ROLLBACK SEGMENT rb21;

You must end your statements with semi-colons. You may specify any number of 
SQL or PL/SQL statements, up to 2000 characters per menu item. To write more, 
write your code in a stored procedure and call the procedure from the Custom SQL 
window.

The SQL statements are embedded directly into the replication PL/SQL job, they 
run with the same privileges as the replication job.

Beginning of Full Refresh executes at beginning of a full refresh. You can use this Custom 
SQL to replace the standard Oracle Replication Services full 
refresh. Consider using stored or external procedures or Oracle 
alerts to schedule your own automatic full refresh, then set the 
PL/SQL variable FR_DONE := TRUE. When FR_DONE is 
TRUE, Oracle Replication Services updates all control tables to 
indicate a full refresh was done and then skips it’s normal full 
refresh.

Custom SQL can refer to these PL/SQL variables:

■ this_schema and this_group

■ base_schema: schema containing the base table

■ base_table: name of the base table

■ base_dblink: database link for the base tables located on the 
FDS

■ target_schema: schema containing the target table

■ target_table: name of target table

■ target_dblink: database link for remote target tables

End of Full Refresh executes at the end of the full refresh. Custom SQL can refer to 
the PL/SQL variables this_schema, this_group, base_schema, 
base_table, base_dblink, target_schema, target_table, and 
target_dblink.

Table 9–1 Custom SQL Execution Times

Time Description
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Syntax errors in Custom SQL statements result in PL/SQL compilation errors when 
you generate the replication job, so Oracle Corporation recommends you first 
generate your replication job without Custom SQL. After you successfully generate 
the replication job, then add Custom SQL and regenerate. Note that any changes to 
your Custom SQL require you to regenerate.

You can specify PL/SQL exception handlers. Unhandled exceptions cause the 
runtime replication job to terminate with an error and start the normal error retry.

Table Specifications
Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Refresh Group Spec] > [Table Specifications]

Use the Table Specifications window to specify the contents of a refresh group and 
map base tables to target tables. Specify the schema name and the table name of 
registered tables in the Base Table columns. In the Target Table columns, specify the 
tables into which the base tables are to be replicated.

Base tables are defined in the columns on the left, and target tables in the columns 
on the right. For DB2-to-Oracle replication, for example, the DB2 base schema name 
and table name are defined in the FDS Base Table columns, and the Oracle target 
table is defined in the Oracle Target Table columns.
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Schema Name is the schema name (owner) of the refresh group.

Group Name is the name of the refresh group being defined.

Base Table Schema Name: Enter the schema name of the base table to be replicated. 
For DB2/400, you can enter a COLLECTION name or a DB2/400 Library 
Name in the Schema Name field to see a list of all tables in that object.

Table Name: Enter the name of the base table to be replicated. To see a list 
of all tables owned by a schema name, press the List of Values key (refer to 
your forms documentation to determine which key is the List of Values 
key). If a table is not listed for FDS tables, ensure the database link user 
has been granted access to that table. 

Target Table Schema Name: Enter the schema name of the table that is the target of the 
replication.

Table Name: Enter the name of the table that is the target of the 
replication. If the target is on a remote system, specify the database link in 
the target table name, using an at sign (@); for example, TABLE@linkname.

WHERE Clause is used to qualify the changes that are replicated into the target table, to 
allow replication of a subset of the data from the base table. The WHERE 
clause specified must use the base column names and Oracle’s WHERE 
clause syntax.

Column functions (including user-written functions) are supported and 
can reference multiple base table columns. For FDS->Oracle replication, 
using column functions not support by the FDS and the gateway causes 
Oracle Replication Services to fetch all rows from the base table to the 
Oracle database and then filter them with the WHERE clause, which 
decreases performance.

Subqueries are not supported. Columns used in the WHERE clause must 
be chosen for replication in the Column Specification window.

[Column Specification] is used to go to the Column Specification window, where you map base-
column names with their equivalent target-column names. Before clicking 
this button, save your table specifications in the data dictionary by 
selecting Save from the Action pulldown menu. If you are defining a new 
table for replication, an alert message requests column information from 
the database catalog. Select Yes to list column names from the database 
catalog. 
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Table Unions
You can use the Table Specifications window to specify table unions, in which 
Oracle Replication Services replicates several base tables into one target table. To 
define a table union, enter two or more rows with the same target and different base 
tables. This replicates all the specified tables into the single target table specified. 
The common target table must be specified each time with the same columns.

If the union target table needs to be refreshed automatically, you must specify a 
WHERE clause that defines the subset of the delete on the target table for each base 
table. See Chapter 10, “Full Refresh and Initial Load”.

Column Specification
Main > Configuration > [Refresh Group Spec] >Refresh Group Specification > 
[Table Specification] > [Column Specification]

Use the Column Specification window to map the base-column names and their 
equivalent target-column names. In this window you can exclude columns from the 
base table, or create new names for the replicated target columns. You can also use 
column functions to transform the data on a column basis.

If this is a new table being defined for replication, an alert message requests column 
information from the database catalog. Select Yes to list column names from the 
database catalog. You do not need to type all the column names in. After the 
column names appear, you can delete columns that you do not want replicated by 
selecting the Remove command from the Record menu.

Save your input in the data dictionary by selecting Save command from the Action 
pulldown menu.
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Columns that are used as a unique key require a ”Y” in the Unique Key column. 
Oracle Replication Services uses the unique key to perform updates and deletions of 
rows.

Schema Name is the schema name of the refresh group.

Refresh Group is the name of the refresh group being defined.

Restage Table is the name of the restage table associated with the target table. If the 
refresh group was created without restage tables, "None" appears. You 
cannot rename a restage table with this field. Restage tables are named 
and created in the Create Table window.

Base Table Name is the base table name.

Target Table Name is the name of the target table.

Base Column Name is the name of the base column. Only valid existing columns of the base 
table can be specified.

Target Column Name is the name of the target column. By default, the target column name is the 
same as the base column name. If a different name is required, enter a new 
name over the existing target column name.
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Create Tables
Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Create Tables]

Use this window to create the target tables defined in a specified refresh group. You 
can also optionally create restage tables that will be used for DB2/MVS->ORACLE 
(DPROP CD), DB2/400->ORACLE (DPROP CD), and DB2->ORACLE (DPROP 
EXT-CCD) replication. If your target and restage tables already exist, you can skip 
this window.

Unique Key Indicates whether a column is part of a unique key. Specify a column as a 
unique key by entering ”Y” in this field. By identifying the column(s) that 
comprise a unique key to Oracle Replication Services, performance can be 
improved. When Replication Services generates UPDATE SQL statements 
for replicating changes, it uses these columns. If you do not specify a 
unique key, Oracle Replication Services uses the composite of all columns 
in the table to uniquely identify a row.

Column Function specifies an Oracle column function or a user-written PL/SQL column 
function used to transform the data from the base column as it is used to 
update the target table. The function arguments must reference the base 
column name, be preceded by a colon, and contain no other columns. 
Valid syntax is:

column_function(:fds_column_name, ’ other arguments’,...)

Example: If a DB2 table contains a DB2 TIMESTAMP column, by default 
Oracle Replication Services replicates this table into a target table as 
CHAR (26), because the Oracle server does not currently support a 
TIMESTAMP datatype. You might want to replicate DB2 TIMESTAMP 
columns to an Oracle DATE column (microseconds are lost). For example, 
if T1 is a TIMESTAMP column on DB2, you specify:

TO_DATE (SUBSTR(:T1,1,19),’YYYY-MM-DD-HH24.MI.SS’)

Functions cannot be applied to base columns that are also referenced in 
the WHERE clause on the Table specification menu. Column functions are 
applied during automatic full refreshes, and affect the performance of a 
full refresh. See Chapter 10, “Full Refresh and Initial Load”.
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Before creating the target tables, verify that:

■ the base tables have been registered (if using change data)

■ the refresh group that defines the target Oracle tables has been created

If the target system is a system other than Oracle, Oracle Replication Services 
assumes it to be a database compatible with DB2. If your database is not DB2-
compatible, you might need to modify the SQL statements to conform to your 
database.

If the target tables have a column function applied to them when replicated, Oracle 
Replication Services uses the correct datatype (as returned from the function) to 
define the column in the table. 

You can have Oracle Replication Services write or append Create Target Tables SQL 
scripts to an output file, then you can edit the file manually and run it using 
SQL*Plus. See “File Options” on page 9-60

If a table that you specified to create already exists, Oracle Replication Services 
writes a comment into the script and does not generate a CREATE TABLE 
statement.

For restage tables, Oracle Replication Services generates an UPDATE statement to 
add an entry to the Oracle Replication Services data dictionary as well as the 
CREATE TABLE statement.

You cannot create target tables from the Oracle Replication Services Administration 
Utility in these cases:

■ if a target table is to reside on a remote Oracle server through a database link

■ if the SQL code generated exceeds Oracle Forms’ 60K buffer

Note: The Create Table window can only generate Oracle or DB2 
syntax DDL. For other FDSs, the DB2 syntax scripts can be written 
to a file, manually converted to the FDS syntax, and then manually 
moved and executed at the FDS. Only the gateways that can access 
DB2 support remote execution of Oracle Replication Services DDL 
at an FDS.
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When you click [Create Table(s)] the SQL is generated and written to a file, such as 
c:\ORANT\ORS14\orstar.sql. You can edit this file and then run it using 
SQL*Plus. To change the name and location of this file, use the File Options 
window. See “File Options” on page 9-60.

If the target Oracle tables are both local and remote, [Create Table(s)] creates the 
local ones and writes the SQL statements for the others to the file.

If the target Oracle tables reside on multiple remote Oracle systems, the SQL script 
file must be edited and split up by the system. Comments are created in the 
generated SQL script that assist with identifying which SQL statements should be 
run at a particular system. Restage tables are always local, even if their associated 
target tables are remote.

By default, target tables for FDS -> ORACLE (FAST REFRESH) contain a 
ORSADM_LOGMARKER column, which contains the timestamp of the update at 
the FDS. You can use remove this column by editing the generated SQL script.

 

Create Table SpreadSheet
The multi-column, multi-row display on the window is the Create Table 
spreadsheet. It consists of a scrollbar, select column, column headers and rows and 
columns that display the information relevant to generating target and restage 
tables for Refresh groups.
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The Create Table spreadsheet lists the Refresh Groups you have queried on. To enter 
a new query pull down the Query Item on the Menu Bar and select Enter. Enter 
your query on the first line of the Create Table spreadsheet. Then pull down the 
Query Item on the Menu Bar and select Execute, or simply press F8. You may query 
on any of the columns except the Select, Restage and Target columns.

Scroll Bar  Scrolls the display of refresh group entries up and down

Select Column  Use this to select the refresh groups that you wish to take action 
on. Notice the Select All and Deselect All checkboxes at the bottom of the window. 
You may use these checkboxes to automatically select and deselect all or none of the 
refresh groups on the spreadsheet. You may individually select/deselect refresh 
groups by clicking on the select box next to the desired Refresh Group.

Column Headers  The top line of the Create Table spreadsheet consists of darker 
colored column headers.

Table 9–2 Create Table Spreadsheet Columns

Column Description

Schema Schema name of the refresh group. Click on the column header to sort by group 
in ascending order or double-click to sort by group in descending order

Group Refresh group name. Click on the column header to sort by group in ascending 
order or double-click to sort by group in descending order.

DBLINK Database link name that the Replication services uses to connect to the foreign 
data store. Click on the column header to sort by group in ascending order or 
double-click to sort by group in descending order

Type Replication type used in this refresh group. This field is scrollable: you may use 
the ’home’, ’end’ and right and left arrow keys to view the contents.

Comments Description comments entered for the refresh group when it was created. 
Oracle Replication Services writes information in this column about the 
outcome of SQL generation or execution. Click on the column header to sort in 
ascending order or double-click to sort in descending order.

Restage Check this box for each item for which you want to create restage tables. Click 
on the column header to toggle all the checkboxes in the column off and on. 
This column is only available for replication types for which restage tables are 
supported.

Target Check this box for each item that you wish to create target tables for. Click on 
the column header to toggle all the checkboxes in the column off and on.
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Selection Controls
The selection controls consist of two checkboxes at the bottom of the window 
labeled Select All and Deselect all. In order to select all the refresh groups click in 
the box next to the select all. To cause all the refresh groups to be de-selected, click 
in the checkbox marked Deselect all. The Controls may already be checked but you 
may have to check them again, if you have done any activity since last using the 
control. By default all refresh groups are deselected, after a query - except if that 
query only retrieves one record.

To select a refresh group, move your mouse to the select column. That is the column 
that appears under the box labeled ’select’ at the top of the page. In the box next to 
the row containing the schema name/group name you would like to act on, Click 
the mouse. A check mark or an ’X’ should appear in the box. That Refresh Group is 
now selected. When you press an action button, the action will be carried out on 
that selected refresh group. Refresh groups that have not been selected will not be 
acted upon, even if the cursor is on that line.

Action Buttons

SQL Statements
Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Create Tables] > [SQL Statements]

The SQL Statements window shows the text of the generated SQL script that creates 
the tables specified in the Create Tables window. You can use this window to edit 
the script, for example, to change the storage parameters or tablespaces for the 
tables. If you have multiple refresh groups with generated SQL, you can scroll 
through them with the arrow keys.

Table 9–3 Create Table Spreadsheet Action Buttons

Button Action

GENERATE Click to generate the CREATE TABLE statements for the selected refresh 
groups. The CREATE TABLE statements generated depend on the selection of 
the Restage or Target columns for each Refresh Group.

SHOW SQL Click to display the SHOW SQL window for the selected refresh group.

EXECUTE Click to execute the generated SQL. You must first Generate the SQL that will 
create the Target/Restage tables for each selected Refresh Group.

RETURN Returns to the CONFIGURATION menu.
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 Two-Way Relationships
Main Menu > [Configuration] > [Two-Way Relations]

To define two-way replication relationships you first create two refresh groups, one 
for FDS-to-Oracle replication and one for Oracle-to-FDS replication, using the 
Refresh Group Specifications window. See “Create Two New Refresh Groups” on 
page 8-3.

After you create the refresh groups for replication, use the Two-Way Relationships 
window to define the relationship between the refresh groups, specify where the 
master database tables reside, and specify filter authorization user IDs.

Note: Two-way replication is possible only between an FDS and 
the Oracle system containing the Oracle Replication Services data 
dictionary. You cannot, for example, create a two-way replication 
environment between DB2/MVS and a remote Oracle database.
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For more information see Chapter 8, “Using Oracle Replication Services for Two-
Way Replication”.

FDS to Oracle specifies the FDS-to-Oracle refresh group. Click [List] to see the currently 
defined refresh groups of this type. Click the name of a refresh group, then 
click [Select]. The schema name and group name appear. Instead of using the 
[List] button, you can type in the schema and group names.

Oracle to FDS specifies the Oracle-to-FDS refresh groups. Click [List] to see the currently 
defined refresh groups of this type. Click the name of a refresh group, then 
click [Select]. The schema name and group name appear. Instead of using the 
[List] button, you can type in the schema and group names.

[Filter Authids] is used to go to the Filter Authids window. Specify the authorization user IDs 
to filter. Filter authorization IDs prevent changed data from being sent back 
and forth repeatedly between databases.

See “Specifying Filter Authorization IDs” on page 8-4 and “Filter Authids” 
on page 9-31.

Master Tables on: specifies the location of the master data tables: Foreign Data Store, Oracle, or 
Neither. Master Tables are the source for the initial loads.

Select "Neither (no initial load)" only if you manually loaded the data from 
one database to another. For example, you might have very large database 
tables on DB2 that you loaded into Oracle manually. If you select "Neither" 
for the location of the master data tables, Oracle Replication Services does 
not perform an initial Full Refresh from the base to the target database.

[Create Relationship] is used to create the replication relationships after you have defined refresh 
groups, filter authorization user IDs, and the location of the master data 
tables.
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Filter Authids 

Main Menu > Configuration > [Two-Way Relations] >Two-Way Relationships > 
[Filter Authids]

Use this window to specify the authorization user ID to filter that prevents data 
from being sent back and forth repeatedly between databases. See “Specifying Filter 
Authorization IDs” on page 8-4.

Note: Specify only the FDS filter authid. The Oracle authid is not 
required and there is no line for it in the dialog box. There is no 
requirement to submit jobs only while logged on as a particular 
Oracle user.
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The PL/SQL Generator
Main Menu > [PL/SQL Generator]

The PL/SQL Generator window generates the PL/SQL code that defines the 
replication environment. Before generating the PL/SQL Packages, verify that:

■ all base tables exist

■ all DPropR tables exist (DProp only)

■ all base tables are registered with DProp (DProp only)

■ all target tables exist

■ the Oracle Replication Services data dictionary is populated

■ two-way relationships are defined if necessary

FDS to Oracle is the schema and refresh group name containing the FDS-to-Oracle 
replication.

Oracle to FDS is the schema and refresh group name containing the Oracle-to-FDS 
replication.

[Set Default Filter 
Authids]

is used to set the default authorization user IDs. Oracle Replication Services 
determines the most likely authorization user IDs:

■ For the FDS, Oracle Replication Services issues a SELECT CURRENT 
USER FROM DUAL statement to the FDS using the database link 
specified for the refresh group.

■ For the Oracle database, Oracle Replication Services issues a SELECT 
USER FROM DUAL statement on Oracle to determine the currently 
logged-on user ID.

You can override the default authorization user IDs if necessary. For example, 
if you create the two-way replication relationship as the ORSADM2 user ID, 
that is the default authid. If you plan to submit the jobs under ORSOPR 
instead of ORSADM2, enter the user ID ORSOPR for the Oracle authid to 
override the default.

[Return] to the Two-Way Relationships window.
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Generate Spreadsheet
The multi-column, multi-row display on the window is the Generate spreadsheet. It 
consists of a scrollbar, select column, column headers and rows and columns that 
display the information relevant to generating PL/SQL code for Refresh groups.

The Generate spreadsheet lists the Refresh Groups you have queried on. To enter a 
new query pull down the Query Item on the Menu Bar and select Enter. Enter your 
query on the first line of the Generate spreadsheet. Then pull down the Query Item 
on the Menu Bar and select Execute, or simply press F8. You may query on any of 
the columns except the select column.

Scroll Bar
Scrolls the display of refresh group entries up and down

Select Column
Use this to select the refresh groups that you wish to take action on. Notice the 
Select All and Deselect All checkboxes at the bottom of the window. You may use 
these checkboxes to automatically select and deselect all or none of the refresh 
groups on the spreadsheet. You may individually select/deselect refresh groups by 
clicking on the select box next to the desired Refresh group.
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Column Headers
The top line of the generate spreadsheet consists of darker colored column headers. 
Click a column header to order the display ascendingly by its values or double-click 
to order them descendingly.

Selection Controls
The selection controls consist of two checkboxes at the bottom of the window 
labeled Select All and Deselect all. In order to select all the refresh groups click in 
the box next to the select all. To cause all the refresh groups to be de-selected, click 
in the checkbox marked Deselect all. The Controls may already be checked but you 
may have to check them again, if you have done any activity since last using the 
control. By default all refresh groups are deselected, after a query - except if that 
query only retrieves one record.

To select a Refresh Group, move your mouse to the Select column. In the box next to 
the row containing the schema name/group name you would like to act on, Click 
the mouse. A check mark or an ’X’ should appear in the box. That Refresh Group is 
now selected. When you press an action button, the action will be carried out on 
that selected Refresh Group. Refresh Groups that have not been selected will not be 
acted upon, even if the cursor is on that line.

Table 9–4 PL/SQL Generator Spreadsheet Columns

Column Description

Schema Schema name of the refresh group.

Group Refresh group name.

DBLINK Database link name that the Replication job uses to connect to the FDS.

Type Replication type of this refresh group. This field is scrollable: you may use the 
’home’, ’end’ and right and left arrow keys to view the contents.

Comments Description comments entered for the refresh group when it was created. After 
generating PL/SQL, Oracle Replication Services writes either ’successful’ or 
’*error*’ in this column.
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Action Buttons

Naming Convention for Generated PL/SQL Packages
The PL/SQL Generator produces PL/SQL Packages. The naming convention for 
these packages is:

schema.group$APxx

where:

Out-of-Memory Error Message
If the code generated exceeds available memory, you receive an out-of-memory 
message when you try to generate PL/SQL scripts for a refresh group. If this 
happens:

1. From the Main Menu, click [Utilities]. At the Utilities Menu, click [Options] to 
see the File Options window.

2. Click [Disable PL/SQL Compilation].

Table 9–5 PL/SQL Generator Action Buttons

Button Action

GENERATE Click to generate the PL/SQL statements for the selected refresh groups. The 
statements generated depend on the selection of the refresh groups. If the PL/
SQL compiler detects errors during generation, an error listing is written to 
C:\ORANT\ORS14\orsgen.err. You can change the name and location of this 
file by using the File Options window. See ’FILE OPTIONS’ on page 9-47.

Detected errors include SQL syntax errors in the generated PL/SQL (for 
example, if you entered a WHERE clause that referenced a column that does 
not exist.) The error listing includes the PL/SQL error messages followed by 
the complete PL/SQL source code with line numbers that match the error 
messages.

Oracle Replication Services writes information about the outcome of 
generating PL/SQL to the Comments column.

RETURN Returns to the CONFIGURATION menu.

schema is the schema name of the refresh group.

group is the name of the refresh group.

xx is a generated qualifier for a specific package.
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3. Enable Generated PL/SQL Output by clicking the Enable check box.

This writes the PL/SQL output to a file. You can then compile the PL/SQL 
packages by invoking the file from SQL*Plus Version 3.2 or later.

The Execution Menu
Main Menu > [Execution]

Use the Execution Menu to manage the execution of Oracle Replication Services 
jobs. From the Execution Menu you can:

■ click [Runtime Options] to specify the commit frequency and trace level for a 
refresh group

■ click [Job Queue] to manage the job queue and the execution environment and 
to see information about the job queue

■ click [Full Table Refresh] to force a full refresh of a target table, or to mark a 
table as refreshed outside the Oracle Replication Services
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Runtime Options
Main Menu > [Execution] > [Runtime Options]

Use this window to specify the commit frequency and trace level for a specific 
refresh group. Changes to runtime options take effect the next time a job runs after 
the options are saved.
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Schema Name the schema containing the refresh group.

Refresh Group the name of the refresh group you are working on.

Database Link the database link name of the transparent gateway used to access the FDS.

Comments displays comments about the refresh group.

Commit Frequency the number of rows of changed data that are replicated to the target tables of a 
refresh group before they are committed. When the commit frequency is 
reached, a commit is performed at the next transaction border, to ensure 
transactional consistency at all times.

Commit frequency is only available for DB2/MVS->ORACLE (DPROP CD) 
and DB2/400->ORACLE (DPROP CD) replication. The commit frequency is 
not used for full refreshes. You cannot specify commit frequency for a refresh 
group containing restage tables; the commit frequency appears as 0.

Committed changes in the base tables are applied to the target tables in the 
order in which they were made. However, they are not normally committed to 
the target tables until all changes in the change data table have been applied. 
Specifying a commit frequency commits changes and records them 
periodically. If a communication error occurs during replication, the 
transaction is rolled back to the last commit point. Oracle Replication Services 
retries and restarts from the last commit point.

The default value is zero which means that all available changed rows are 
applied to the target table before committing, which is usually sufficient. If 
many changed rows are being replicated with each interval, set the commit 
frequency to a value that causes an occasional commit. You can specify any 
integer in the range 0 to (10**32)-1.Note that committing too frequently can 
affect performance because cursors must be reopened after the commit.

Trace Level specifies the level of debug trace information that is written to the 
ORSADM.TRACE_LOG table while DB2 changes are being replicated to target 
Oracle tables:

■ 0, no trace information

■ 1, minimal statistical information (used for initial testing)

■ greater than 1, use when requested by Oracle Worldwide Customer 
Support Services (trace level settings greater than 1 affect performance)

Table Refresh brings up the Table Full Refresh window, to specify full refreshes.
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Full Table Refresh
Main Menu > [Execution] > [Runtime Options] > [Full Table Refresh]

Use this window to specify if full table refreshes are allowed on a per-table basis for 
a refresh group. See Chapter 10, “Full Refresh and Initial Load”.

Save changes to this window to the data dictionary by selecting the Save command 
from the Action pulldown menu.
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Schema Name is the schema name of the refresh group.

Refresh Group is the name of the refresh group.

Schema Name column contains a list of the schema names associated with a refresh group.

Table Name column contains a list of the tables contained in a refresh group. If the table is on a 
remote system, the database link is included in the table name, using an at 
sign (@).

Full Refresh column identifies whether full refreshes are allowed for the specified target table. 
Enter 1 to allow full refreshes for the target table. Enter 0 to disallow full 
refreshes for this table. Enter 2 to allow only one full refresh, the initial load; 
after the initial load this value is set to zero to prevent further full refreshes.

To override the specification in the Full Refresh column and force a full 
refresh of a table for a single run, click [Force F/R] in the Full Refresh 
Options window. Subsequent runs return to the behavior specified in this 
column. See “The Utilities Menu” on page 9-52.
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Full Refresh Options
Main Menu > [Execution] > [Full Table Refresh] > [Full Refresh Options]]

Use this window to select options for a full refresh of a target Oracle table or to 
indicate that a manual full refresh has been done.

See Chapter 10, “Full Refresh and Initial Load”, for more information on full refresh 
options.
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Job Queue Information
Main Menu > [Execution] > [Job Queue]

Use this window to manage Oracle Replication Services jobs in the Oracle job 
queue. Background processes, called SNP background processes, execute the Oracle 
Replication Services jobs. For more information about the SNP processes and the 
Oracle Job Queue, see the Oracle8 Server Administrator’s Guide or the Oracle7 Server 
Administrator’s Guide.

Schema Name is the schema name of the refresh group.

Refresh Group is the name of the refresh group to specify for a full refresh.

Schema (Owner) is the schema name (owner) of the target table to refresh.

Table Name is the target table to refresh.

Last Diff. Seq is the sequence number last processed for the refresh group.

Log Marker is the date and time of the last update to this target table.

[Force F/R] is used to indicate in the data dictionary that the next update on the target 
table is an automatic full refresh. Subsequent runs (after the full refresh) 
resume normal behavior.

Forcing a full refresh can help performance if, the last time changes were 
applied to the target tables, the number of changes made to the base DB2 table 
far exceeded the number of rows in the table. Forcing a full refresh is also 
useful if the target table has been corrupted and you need to restore it.

If you force a full refresh for a table that has been set with a Full Refresh value 
of zero (“Full Table Refresh” on page 9-39), an automatic full refresh is still 
performed once. Subsequent runs of applying changes return to the normal 
behavior of not allowing automatic full refreshes.

[Mark Manual F/R] is used to mark that a full refresh is being done or is not needed.

For refresh groups that support replicating changed data, [Mark Manual F/R] 
indicates that changed data is captured from this point on.

This function is not needed if automatic full refreshes are supported for this 
refresh group (see “Runtime Options” on page 9-37). Click [Mark Manual F/
R] only before performing a manual full refresh.
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Auto Refresh Controls

Auto Refresh CheckBox  This check box activates/deactivates Autorefresh mode. 
When window is in autorefresh mode Oracle Replication Services automatically 
requeries the job queue to get the latest status. The requery is performed according 
to the frequency specified in the adjoining text box.

Auto Refresh Text Box  This is where the interval in seconds that autorefresh waits 
until refreshing the window. Enter a number from 1 - 999.

Server Sysdate  In the upper right hand corner of the window appears the sysdate 
of the server which Oracle Replication Services is connected to.

Job Queue Spreadsheet
The multi-column, multi-row display on the window is the job queue spreadsheet. 
It consists of a scrollbar, select column, column headers and rows and columns that 
display the content of the job queue.
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The job spreadsheet lists the jobs you have queried on. To enter a new query pull 
down the Query Item on the Menu Bar and select Enter. Enter your query on the 
first line of the job spreadsheet. Then pull down the Query Item on the Menu Bar 
and select Execute, or simply press F8. You may query on any of the columns except 
the select column.

Scroll Bar  Scrolls the display of job entries up and down

Select Column  Use this to select the jobs that you wish to take action on. Notice 
the Select All and Deselect All checkboxes at the bottom of the window. You may 
use these checkboxes to automatically select and deselect all or none of the jobs on 
the spreadsheet. You may individually select/deselect jobs by clicking on the select 
box next to the desired job.

Column Headers  The top line of the job spreadsheet consists of darker colored 
column headers. Each column header will order the display by its values when 
clicked. It will do a reverse sort when double-clicked.

Table 9–6 Job Queue Spreadsheet Columns

Column Description

Schema Schema name of the refresh group. This Schema name owns the PL/SQL 
packages. You may click on the column header to sort by schema in ascending 
order. You may double-click on the column header to sort by schema in 
descending order.

Group Refresh Group name. You may click on the column header to sort by group in 
ascending order. You may double-click on the column header to sort by group in 
descending order.

Status Current Status of the refresh group. You may click on the column header to sort 
by status in ascending order. You may double-click on the column header to sort 
by status in descending order. Valid status are:
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FAILED n Job has failed (where n is the number of failures). To process 
the job, either remove and schedule it again or suspend and 
resume it. If an SNP process fails to execute a job, it waits one 
minute before retrying the job. If this attempt fails, it waits two 
minutes. Each time a failure occurs, the retry time is doubled 
until this time exceeds the Interval time. After this occurs, the 
SNP process retries every Interval. If after 16 attempts the job 
has not executed successfully, the job is marked suspended and 
manual intervention is required.

All errors are logged to the ALERT and trace files defined. See 
Chapter 13, "Troubleshooting", for more information about 
ALERT and trace files. After a job is marked suspended, you 
can use the RESUME function to run the job. See the Oracle7 
Server Administrator’s Guide for information about using the 
job queue, start date, and interval.

FAILED RETRY System is retrying a previously failed job.

NOT QUEUED Job is not currently queued to run. Job must be scheduled in 
order to run.

QUEUED Job is queued to run at time indicated in NEXT DATE column

REMOVED
RUNNING

Job is in running status but is being dequeued.

RUNNING Job is running

SUSPENDED Job has been suspended. User must push Resume to re-
activate. The Next Date will show 00:00:00 01-01-00 for a job 
that is suspended or that the system is attempting to suspend.

Next Date Next Time/date job will run. You may click on the column header to sort by date 
in ascending order. You may double-click on the column header to sort by date 
in descending order. Suspended jobs show a date and time of 00:00:00 01-01-00.

Last Date Last Time/date job ran successfully. You may click on the column header to sort 
by date in ascending order. You may double-click on the column header to sort 
by date in descending order.

Table 9–6 Job Queue Spreadsheet Columns

Column Description
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Selection Controls
The selection controls consist of two checkboxes at the bottom of the window 
labeled Select All and Deselect all. In order to select all the jobs click in the box next 
to the select all. To cause all the jobs to be de-selected, click in the checkbox marked 
Deselect all. The Controls may already be checked but you may have to check them 
again, if you have done any activity since last using the control. By default all jobs 
are deselected, after a query - except if that query only retrieves one record.

To select a job, move your mouse to the select column. That is the column that 
appears under the box labeled ’select’ at the top of the page. In the box next to the 
row containing the schema name/group name you would like to act on, Click the 
mouse. A check mark or an ’X’ should appear in the box. That job is now selected. 
When you press an action button, the action will be carried out on that selected job. 
Jobs that have not been selected will not be acted upon, even if the cursor is on that 
line.

Action Buttons

Table 9–7 Job Scheduling Action Buttons

Button Action

Submit Click to display the Job Submittal window. Use the Job Submittal window to 
schedule and submit (or resubmit) jobs for execution. All jobs selected that have 
not failed will be acted upon. Before you reschedule a failed job, you must 
remove it.

Remove Click to remove the selected jobs from the job queue. You can remove suspended, 
queued, or failed jobs. If you remove a running job, Oracle Replication Services 
first prompts you to interrupt the job. The job runs to completion but it is 
removed from the job queue so that it will not run again.

Suspend Click to suspend the selected jobs. Acts on queued or suspended jobs that have 
been selected. An attempt will be made to suspend a running job, but generally 
the system is unable to do so. While the attempt is made, the NEXT_DATE 
column will show 00:00:00 01-01-00.

Resume Click to resume running selected suspended jobs immediately.

Trace Click to go to the View Trace Log window which shows the trace log for the 
current or last job.

Return Returns to the EXECUTION menu. AutoRefresh will be cancelled.
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Job Submittal Information
Main Menu > Execution > Job Queue > Job Submittal

Use this window to submit and schedule Oracle Replication Services jobs in the 
Oracle job queue. On the Job Queue window you selected jobs and pressed the 
Submit button. This window displays your selection’s next Interval start time and 
the how often the job is currently scheduled to run. To change or create scheduling 
information you may press the Schedule button to go to the Scheduling screen. To 
submit the job you press the Submit All button. Your selections may be submitted to 
run immediately or at the indicated intervals.

Job Submittal SpreadSheet
The multi-column, multi-row display on the window is the spreadsheet. It consists 
of a scrollbar, select column, column headers and rows and columns that display the 
jobs you have selected for submittal and/or scheduling.

This spreadsheet lists the jobs you selected on the previous window.

Columns are not sortable or queryable.

Scroll Bar  

Scrolls the display of selected jobs up and down
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Column Headers  

The top line of this spreadsheet consists of darker colored column headers. These 
column headers will not sort the data.

.

Submit Controls
The submit controls consist of two radio buttons at the bottom of the window.

Table 9–8 Job Submittal Columns

Column Description

Schema Schema name of the refresh group this job belongs to.

Group Refresh Group name this job belongs to.

Next Interval Using the interval information saved for this job in the data dictionary, 
Oracle Replication Services calculates the start time based on SYSDATE. You 
may override this column to any date and time value you choose using the 
format YYYY-MM-DD-HH24:MI:SS.

Runs Every... The frequency with which this job is to run that has been saved in the data 
dictionary. You must press the Schedule button to update this information.

For jobs that have no scheduling information in the data dictionary, this 
column shows **NEEDS SCHEDULING**. You cannot submit such a job 
until you first schedule it in the Job Scheduling screen.

Table 9–9 Job Submittal Control Buttons

Button Action

Start at listed
next interval(s)

Choose this radio button to have all your jobs started at the time indicated 
in each jobs entry on the spreadsheet. You can modify the Next Interval 
column to start your jobs whenever you want using the format YYYY-MM-
DD-HH24:MI:SS.

Start all
immediately

Choose this radio button to have all your jobs started at the time indicated 
in the text box to the immediate right of the radio button in the format 
YYYY-MM-DD-HH24:MI:SS. The default value in the text box is the current 
SYSDATE on the server.
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Action Buttons

Job Scheduling
Main Menu > [Execution] > [Job Queue] > [Job Submittal] > [Schedule]

Use the Job Scheduling window to schedule Oracle Replication Services jobs in the 
Oracle job queue by specifying the frequency and the time and day for the job to 
run. For example, you can specify a frequency of every two weeks at 14:00 on 
Tuesday. You may scroll through the entire set of jobs selected for submittal by 
using the arrow keys on your keyboard.

Table 9–10 Job Submittal Action Buttons

Button Action

Schedule Click to display the Job Interval window. Use the Job Scheduling window to 
schedule the frequency and time of a job.

Submit All Click to submit the selected jobs to the job queue based on the Submit Control 
radio button you have chosen, the jobs will either be submitted at indicated 
intervals or immediately at the date/time indicated.

Return Returns to the JOB QUEUE window.
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Table 9–11 Job Scheduling Window Items

Item Description

Record Count Record i of n message at the right top of the window indicates 
the record number of total number of records that are selected 
for job submittal. Use the arrow keys to scroll through the 
records.

Schema Column Schema name (owner) of the job.

Group Column Refresh Group name of this job.

Run Replication Job every Specify the frequency information for your job to run, in 
Minutes, Days, Weeks, or Months. For example, you can 
specify that the job runs:

■ every 5 minutes

■ every 120 minutes (2 hours)

■ every 3 days at 14:00 (2 PM)

■ every 1 week at 1:00 on Saturdays (1 AM Saturday 
morning)

■ every 1 month at 23:00 on the last day of the month

Create Interval Click after specifying the frequency information in the Run 
Replication Job field. Oracle Replication Services creates the 
required interval function based on SYSDATE. When a 
replication job starts, Oracle Replication Services uses the 
interval to calculate the next time the job is to start. You can 
create your own interval function by entering it in the field 
next to the [Create Interval] button.

Set Job Press this button to save the scheduling information in the data 
dictionary for only this job. You may scroll through the other 
jobs by using the arrow keys on your keyboard.

Set All Press this button to save the currently displayed scheduling 
information in the data dictionary for all the jobs currently 
selected for submittal. This button then returns you to the Job 
Submittal window.

RETURN Returns to the Job Submittal window.
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View Trace Log 
Main Menu > [Execution] > [Job Queue] > [Trace]

View Trace Log shows the trace log for a specified job number. Use the scroll bar on 
the left side of the window to scroll down the rows of trace entries in the table.

 

Trace entries appear in reverse chronological order.

Note: Trace entries are not visible until the job commits.

Schema Name is the schema name (owner) of the job.

Refresh Group is the name of this refresh group.

Job # is the job number of the trace log you are viewing.

Date column is the date and time of the entries in the trace log for a specific job.

Trace Entry column is the data entered in the trace log for a specific job.
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The Utilities Menu 
Main Menu > [Utilities]

Use the Utilities Menu to manage the replication environment. From the Utilities 
Menu you can:

■ click [Current Registrations] to view the current tables registered to Oracle 
Replication Services, or remove table registrations

■ click [Refresh Group Cleanup] to clean up the replication environment

■ click [Trace Log Management] to view the trace log or delete trace entries

■ click [Options] to see the File Options window

■ click [Execute SQL Scripts] to execute SQL scripts including those used to 
complete the installation for AS/400 or create DProp capture tables

■ click [Verify Connection] to verify that the transparent gateway is configured 
correctly for Oracle Replication Services
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Current Registrations
Main Menu > [Utilities] > [Registrations]

Select a the replication type to register:

Current Registrations for DB2
Use the Current Registrations window to see current DB2 tables registered with 
DProp Capture: 

■ DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

■ DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD) 

■ DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD)

You can also use this window to see the status of a table or deregister a table.
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Database Link is the database link to the DB2 database.

Rep type is the replication type: 

■ DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD)

■ DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROPCD)

■ DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD).

FDS Schema (owner) is the FDS schema name. In this case it is the DB2 base table’s schema name. 
This schema name owns the packages generated.

FDS Table is the FDS table name. The name of the DB2 table being replicated.

[List Tables] is used to list the current tables registered to the selected database link.

[Display Status] is used to query the Capture component and reports status of DProp tables. 
See Chapter 13, “Troubleshooting”, for more information.

[Deregister Table] is used to deregister the selected DB2 table. On MVS you must stop DProp 
Capture before deregistering a table and then restart it.
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Current Registrations for Oracle-to-FDS
Use the Current Registrations window to see current Oracle tables registered for 
replication:

Base Schema is the schema name of the currently registered Oracle tables.

Base Table is the table name of the currently registered Oracle tables

Retention Limit defines the period, in minutes, that the log table rows are kept (the log table 
contains the base table changes). Rows older than this retention limit are 
pruned, causing a full refresh for any subscriptions (FDS tables) that have not 
had these changes applied. The default value for the retention limit is zero. 
When the retention limit is zero, pruning occurs only when all subscriptions 
have had these changes applied.

[Log Status] is used to see the Log Status window, which contains information on change 
data logs. See “Log Status” on page 9-56.

[Deregister Table] is used to deregister the selected table.
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Log Status
Main Menu > [Utilities] > [Current Registrations] > Oracle to FDS > Oracle 
Registrations > Log Status

Schema is the schema name of the Oracle base table and the log table.

Base Table is the name of the Oracle base table.

Log Name is the table name of the log table for the base table.

Log Oldest is the date and time of the oldest row in the log table.

[Count Log Records] is used to see the current number of rows in the log table. This function 
performs a full table scan on the log table to count the records.

Subscriptions: displays one row for each refresh group that replicates this Oracle base table. 
Rows appear in least-recently run order.

Last Run is the date and time the refresh group ran successfully.

Schema Name is the schema name of the refresh group.

Group Name is the name of the refresh group.

Target Schema is the schema name of the FDS target table for this subscription.
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See Chapter 13, “Troubleshooting”, under the section “Monitoring ORACLE -> FDS 
(FAST REFRESH) Replication” on page 13-7.

Refresh Group Cleanup
Main Menu > [Utilities] > [Table Refresh] > [Refresh Group Cleanup]

Use this window to: 

■ remove the associate job from the Oracle job queue

■ drop the associated PL/SQL packages

■  remove all entries for this refresh group from the Oracle Replication Services 
repository if the Cleanup ORS DD box is checked

■ drop target tables and restage tables if Drop Target Tables box is checked        

■ drop restage tables if the Drop Restage Tables box is checked

When you delete a refresh group, Oracle Replication Services:

■ removes any jobs for this refresh group from the job queue

■ deletes all the PL/SQL packages that were generated for the refresh group

■ deletes subscription rows from the DProp Capture component tables

■ optionally removes all of the refresh group entries in the Oracle Replication 
Services data dictionary

■ optionally drops target tables and restage tables for the specified refresh group

■ optionally drops restage tables for the specified refresh group and removes 
corresponding entries from the Oracle Replication Services data dictionary

Dropping target tables automatically drops restage tables.

See “Deleting a Refresh Group” on page 5-10 for more information.

Target Table is the name of the FDS target table for this subscription.

[Manual Prune Log] is used to delete log table rows that were inserted at or before the specified 
date and time. To select the date and time, click on a subscription row. This 
deletes all log rows already processed by the selected refresh group 
subscription. You can set the date/time field to NULL, to prune all current 
log table rows. 

Manual pruning is not normally necessary. Avoid manual pruning because it 
causes full refreshes. See Chapter 10, “Full Refresh and Initial Load”.
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Schema Name is the schema name of the refresh group

Group Name is the group name of the refresh group

Database Link is the database link to the gateway you use to access DB2 data

Comment displays any comments associated with the refresh group

Cleanup ORS DD deletes entries for this refresh group from the data dictionary when this box 
is checked. If unchecked, entries are not deleted, which is the default.

Drop Target Tables drops target tables for the refresh group. Checking this box automatically 
checks the Drop Restage Tables box.

Drop Restage Tables drops restage tables for the refresh group.
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Trace Log Management 
Main Menu > [Utilities] > [Trace Log Management]

Use this window to view and manage the trace log. Use the up-arrow and down-
arrow keys on your keyboard to scroll through trace logs.

 

[Execute] is used to remove the refresh group from the replication environment. If you 
checked the Cleanup ORS DD box, [Execute] deletes all entries in the data 
dictionary for this refresh group. If you checked the Drop Target Tables box, 
[Execute] deletes all tables for this refresh group

When you clean up a refresh group, Oracle Replication Services:

■ deletes all PL/SQL packages generated for the refresh group

■ deletes subscription rows from the Capture component tables

■ removes jobs for this refresh group from the job queue, if the Cleanup 
ORS DD box is checked

■ drops target tables, if the Drop Target Tables box is checked

■ drops restage tables, if the Drop Restage Tables box is checked

Note that dropping target tables automatically drops restage tables as well.
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File Options
Main Menu > [Utilities] > [File Options]

Use the File Options window to route Oracle Replication Services output to a file. 

File Options are dynamic. The options can be enabled or disabled at any time while 
running the Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility. If you change an 
enabled file specification, the original file is closed and the new file is opened.To 
access this window:

Job Number job number of the trace log to view.

Date:Time: starting time for the run job.

Trace Header displays the refresh group schema and group names.

[Display Job Trace] shows the trace log for the specified job.

[Delete Job Entries] deletes the trace data for the specified job.

[Delete All Entries] deletes all entries in the trace log starting at or before the specified date. You 
can specify a date in the format YYYY-MM-DD-HH24:MI:SS.

[Truncate Trace Table] quickly removes all rows from the trace table.
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Verify Connections
Main Menu > [Utilities] > [Verify Connection]

Use this tool to verify that the Oracle server, the gateway, and the FDS server are 
configured correctly for replication. 

[Verify Connection] verifies that:

■ character data is being correctly translated

■ RAW or FOR BIT DATA is not being translated

■ the Oracle server has access to loadable character-set translation tables

■ tests access to gateway views on an FDS

Registration SQL: is the pathname of the file to which SQL scripts generated by the 
registration functions are written if Enable is checked.

Create Target Tables SQL: is the pathname of the file to which SQL scripts generated by the 
Create Target Tables functions are written if Enable is checked.

Generated PL/SQL: is the pathname of the file to which PL/SQL code generated by the 
PL/SQL Code Generator functions are written if Enable is checked.

PL/SQL Compilation Errors: is the pathname of the file to which errors during PL/SQL 
compilation are written. PL/SQL source code with matching line 
numbers are also written to this file.

Utility Trace Output: is the pathname of the file to which trace records generated by the 
Oracle Replication Services Administration Utility are written if 
Enable is checked.

Enable specifies that Oracle Replication Services writes to the output file.

Append specifies that new output is appended to the existing file. If 
unchecked, the existing file is overlaid by new output.

Disable PL/SQL Compilation specifies that the Generate PL/SQL function writes the PL/SQL code 
to the file but does not compile it.
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To use the [Verify Connection] tool for DProp verification, you must have write 
access to the cd_cntl table. For DProp, [Verify Connection]:

■ tests access to the control table:

■ for DProp Version 5.1, ASN.IBMSNAP_REGISTER 

■ for DProp Version 1.2, ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL

■ verifies that the gateway can successfully perform a two-phase commit, 
including Oracle and DB2 in the same transaction

Oracle-to-FDS replication does not require verification.

If the transparent gateway two-phase commit function is not working properly, it 
might indicate that the ORACLE2PC table is not owned by the same user as the 
package owner. Oracle returns the ”-2054 transaction in doubt” message when the 
replication job attempts to commit the work. If the ORACLE2PC fails, rebind the 
package or change the owner of the ORACLE2PC table.

If a problem persists after using the Verify Connection utility, refer to Chapter 13, 
“Troubleshooting”. 
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Execute SQL Script
Main Menu > [Utilities] > [Execute SQL Scripts]

Use this window to execute SQL scripts including the install scripts on the FDS. 
DDL is supported.

Note: Only DDL statements and INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE 
statements are supported. SELECT and DESCRIBE statements are 
not supported.
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Database Link is the database link name to the gateway to the FDS on which to execute the SQL 
script. Database links to other Oracle systems are not supported. The only 
supported gateways are the transparent gateways for DRDA, DB2, and DB2/400. 
To execute the script locally, leave this field empty.

SQL script files displays the available SQL scripts for Oracle Replication Services. Select the SQL 
script file you want to execute and click [Execute SQL].

Other is used to specify SQL script files other than the ones listed. Specify the SQL 
script file pathname in this field and click [Execute SQL].

[Execute SQL] is used to execute the selected SQL script file.
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Full Refresh and Initial Load

Oracle Replication Services performs a full refresh automatically and does not require 
manual intervention. With large base tables, however, you might want to avoid a full refresh 
of the target tables.

This chapter includes sections on:

n When Full Refreshes Occur

n Full Refresh and the WHERE Clause

n Full Refreshes Without Oracle Replication Services

n Full Refreshes and Transaction Consistency
nitial Load 10-1
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When Full Refreshes Occur
A full refresh occurs when all base table data, or a specified subset of the data, is copied 
from the base table to the target table. A full refresh is normally required only when the base 
table is copied to the target table for the first time. An initial load of the base table data is 
needed before changes to that data are automatically replicated to the target database.

There are situations other than an initial load where a full refresh is required. For example:

n For a DB2 base table, if transaction rates on the base DB2 table are high enough that the 
DB2 change log begins to wrap, and changes made to the DB2 database might be lost, 
then a full refresh is done automatically. To avoid this, ensure the DB2 logs are large 
enough to hold the changed data.

n If communications are down between the gateway and the system, the capture 
component can begin deleting changed data rows before Oracle Replication Services 
has replicated the changes. In this situation a full refresh is done automatically. To avoid 
this, ensure the capture retention-time parameter is set to a value high enough that the 
capture does not delete changed data rows before Oracle Replication Services has 
replicated the changes. For Oracle-to-FDS replications, see the retention limit field in 
the Oracle Registrations window. See “Current Registrations for Oracle-to-FDS” on 
page 9-55. For FDS-to-Oracle replications using IBM DProp (DataPropagator), see
descriptions of the Capture component in the IBM DProp documentation.

Full Refresh and the WHERE Clause
WHERE clauses are applied on automatic refreshes. Automatic full refreshes delete ro
from the target table that belong in the subset, and then pull down the subset rows from
source tables. If you change the WHERE clause in a subscription, you must manually d
any rows from the target table that no longer belong in the subset, or you can delete all
and repopulate with a full refresh.

Full Refreshes Without Oracle Replication Services
There might be situations where a full refresh is performed by a utility other than Oracle
Replication Services. If another utility performs a full refresh, ensure a zero is entered i
Full Refresh field on the Table Full Refresh window for the table that is not to be refresh
by Oracle Replication Services. If a zero is entered in this field and a full refresh is requ
while Oracle Replication Services is replicating changed data, a message notifies you t
manual full refresh is required.
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 13-9 
After a full refresh has been performed by another utility, you must specify that the full 
refresh is complete by clicking [Mark F/R Complete] in the Full Refresh Options window. If 
this is an initial load of the target table, the job can be started after the table has been loaded. 
If a full refresh is needed while the job is replicating changed data, clicking [Mark F/R 
Complete] causes Oracle Replication Services to retry and continue. See “The Utilities
Menu” on page 9-52.

You can also use the Custom SQL window to write your own full refresh PL/SQL progra
and schedule it to execute at the beginning of a full refresh. See “Custom SQL” on pag
9-16.

Full Refreshes and Transaction Consistency
During a full refresh by Oracle Replication Services, the base tables are not locked from
being updated. Updates made to base tables during a full refresh might not appear in t
target table immediately. The changes appear in the target tables during the next replic
interval.

To avoid these transaction inconsistencies for FDS-to-Oracle replications using IBM DP
configure the Capture component to require full refreshes only for initial loads. See “Wh
Full Refreshes Occur” on page 10-2.

To avoid transaction inconsistencies for initial loads, either execute full refreshes while 
updates are occurring on the base table, or manually lock the base tables while the full
refresh is executing.

Inserts into the base table made during a full refresh might get copied during the full re
and might also be seen as changed data. Oracle Replication Services ignores these du
insert errors and logs them in the orsadm.ignore_log table. See “Ignored Error” on page
for more information.
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AS/400 Considerations

This chapter contains sections on:

n AS/400 Replication Considerations for Oracle Replication Services

n Replicating Relative Record Numbers
rations 11-1
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AS/400 Replication Considerations
When using Oracle Replication Services on the AS/400 platform:

n When configuring the Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA for the AS/400 or 
the Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 for the AS/400, the ORACLE/ORACLE2PC 
table installed with the gateway must be journaled with the same journaler as the base 
tables being replicated.

n Turn on journaling for base DB2/400 tables. Use IMAGE(*BOTH) if before-images are 
required. See “DB2 Table Registration and Before Images” on page 5-3 for more 
information.

n If the system or gateway (TG4DB2400) authorization user id fields in the Filter Auth
window are set up with a ccsid of 65535, these fields will appear in the ORS 
administration utility in hexadecimal format instead of character format. This proble
will also occur in the generated PL/SQL scripts with the following code:

ibmsnap_authid != ’...’

Remember to change the hexadecimal values back to character values before   
proceeding. 

n Capture for AS/400 creates all the necessary ”ASN” tables when it is installed. You
not need to run the capture.sql script that is provided to create these tables.

n Registration authority can be granted with the AS/400 utility grtdpraut.

n DProp registration can also be done with utilities supplied by IBM. To register a bas
table, enter:

addprcape basfile (lib/file) PREFIX(X) IMAGE (*BOTH)

When registering a table using the AS/400 ADDDPRCAPE command, you must 
specify a prefix character if before-images are required.

Replicating Relative Record Numbers
For replication between DB2/400 and Oracle, you can replicate the DB2/400 relative re
numbers of the DB2/400 base table to a column in the Oracle target table. This might b
necessary if your DB2/400 base table does not have a unique key and there are duplic
records. The relative record number is used as the unique key.

To replicate relative record numbers, check the Replicate RRN box in the DProp 
Registrations Options window. When you create a refresh group to replicate this base t
the column IBMSNAP_RRN appears in the Column Specification window. This column
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entry is required for replicating relative record numbers, but you can rename the target 
column. You can also use a column function to manipulate the datatype of the target column.
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To replicate relative record numbers:

n you must specify the same database link in the DProp Table Management window (see 
“DProp Table Management” on page 9-8) and the Refresh Group Specification win
(see “Refresh Group Specification” on page 9-13)

n you must use the Oracle Replication Services Administration tool to register DB2/4
for DProp (do not use tools such as DATAHUB)

If the base table is reorganized, Oracle Replication Services performs a full refresh the
time the refresh group job is run.

Two-Way Replication of Relative Record Numbers
To enable two-way replication between DB2/400 and Oracle using relative record numb
you must specify that the master tables are on the FDS when creating the two-way 
relationship. This is required so that the initial load is done from the DB2/400 table to ob
the DB2/400 relative record numbers and insert them into the Oracle tables. See Chap
“Using Oracle Replication Services for Two-Way Replication”.

Two-way replication using relative record numbers supports only updates and deletes t
Oracle tables. Inserts into the Oracle tables are replicated to the DB2/400 table, but 
subsequent updates to the inserted record are not replicated correctly because the rela
record number that DB2/400 assigned is not available to Oracle Replication Services. T
avoid this problem, do all inserts directly to the DB2/400 tables only.
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DB2/MVS Considerations

This chapter describes characteristics of Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 
Catalog Views that affect the use of Oracle Replication Services.
erations 12-1



 

Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 Catalog Views   
Currently, customers of the Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 run SQL scripts 
that create data dictionary view mappings between Oracle and DB2. These views 
allow Oracle applications and tools to access DB2 catalog information. Two views in 
particular, ALL_CATALOG and ALL_TAB_COLUMNS, can cause problems for 
customers wanting to use Oracle Replication Services.

These views attempt to ensure that only authorized DB2 users can view catalog 
information. To do this, it maps SYSIBM.SYSTABLES and SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS 
entries with the SYSIBM.SYSTABAUTH authorization table. This requires that:

■ The DB2 customer is using DB2 security.

■ No Secondary User mapping occurs.

■ The DB2 user mapped to Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 is explicitly 
granted access to a table outside its own schema.

This can cause problems for customers that use Secondary Users or other security 
products, such as RACF. One way to circumvent this problem is to modify the 
G4DDVIEW.SQL scripts shipped with the Oracle Transparent Gateway for DB2 so 
there are no references to the SYSTABAUTH tables (by removing the "EXISTS" 
predicates). Drop the old views and then rerun the SQL script.

Note: This allows users of the transparent gateway to have access 
to table and column information in the SYSTABLES and 
SYSCOLUMNS catalog that they would not ordinarily have. These 
users do not have access to the actual data, only the catalog 
information. On some secure DB2 systems, however, this might not 
be acceptable.
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Troubleshooting

This chapter contains information for determining and resolving problems that might occur 
in the Oracle Replication Services environment.

This chapter includes sections on:

n Table Specification Error

n PL/SQL Compile Errors

n Replication Errors

n Runtime Errors

n Cursor Usage

n Monitoring the DProp Capture Component

n Monitoring ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH) Replication

n Oracle Replication Services Storage Usage

n Ignored Error
shooting 13-1
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Table Specification Error
If you encounter an error during table specification, verify that the ORA_NLS environment 
variable is set correctly in the Oracle server, Version7.2 or later, to correct the problem.

The ORA_NLS environment variable specifies NLS support for the Oracle server. This 
environment variable must be set correctly at the time the Oracle server is started for the 
Oracle Replication Services to execute correctly. A typical specification for this environment 
variable is:

ORA_NLS=/$ORACLE_HOME/ocommon/nls/admin/data

For more information on National Language Support see the Oracle8 Server Application 
Developer’s Guide or the Oracle7 Server Application Developer’s Guide.

PL/SQL Compile Errors
During the PL/SQL code generation, if a PL/SQL compile error is encountered, an error 
listing is written to c:\ORS_HOME\orsgen.err. You can change the name and location of 
this file by using the File Options window. See “File Options” on page 9-60. 

The error listing lists the PL/SQL compile errors, followed by the PL/SQL source listing
with line numbers that match the errors reported. 

When trying to resolve the compile errors, first solve the first compile error reported. Of
that also solves the compile errors following the first error. Check the source line numb
reported for the compile error and attempt to determine the cause of the error.

The most common PL/SQL compile error is caused by a table that is not accessible du
compilation. The PL/SQL compiler reports this error as:

PLS-00201 ‘table_object’ MUST BE DECLARED

There are several possible causes for this error:

n the object does not exist

For example, you might not have created your target table yet, or a base table might 
have been dropped since you registered it for replication.

n the user ID specified on the database link to the FDS does not have proper authorization 
at the FDS

Ensure the database link user has been granted access to the tables that you are 
replicating. See Chapter 12, “DB2/MVS Considerations” for a discussion of DB2 
security.
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n the owner of the schema containing the refresh group does not have access to an Oracle 
base or target table

Oracle Replication Services generates PL/SQL packages in the same schema as the 
refresh group. Therefore, the owner of this schema must have explicit privileges to the 
Oracle tables involved in replication. PL/SQL packages get the privileges that were 
granted explicitly to the owner but do not get privileges granted to the owner using 
Oracle Roles. 

For example, if your Oracle target tables are in SCOTT’s schema, the refresh group can
also be in SCOTT’s schema because the refresh group would then have access to
target tables in the same schema. The refresh group can also be in the schema ow
either by ORSADM or by any user that has been granted INSERT/UPDATE/DELET
ANY TABLE privileges or by any user that has been explicitly granted explicit INSER
UPDATE, and DELETE privileges on the target tables.

Replication Errors
If replication between DB2 and Oracle is not occurring after a replication job has been 
submitted, verify that:

n the gateway considerations have all been met. For more information see “Installing
Oracle Transparent Gateway” on page 3-3.

n the job queue interval on SNP is smaller than the interval on Oracle Replication 
Services job. Oracle Replication Services job cannot be run until the SNP interval i
reached. For more information see “Configuring the Oracle Server” on page 4-2.

n JOB_QUEUE_PROCESSES is greater than zero. For more information see 
“Configuring the Oracle Server” on page 4-2.

n the Oracle recovery manager can commit in-doubt transactions through the gatewa
Replication Services jobs or the Replication Services Administration Utility cannot 
complete replication if a table is locked. Oracle Replication Services uses two-phas
commit. If the job fails because of a communication error, the data dictionary might
locked because of an in-doubt transaction. For more information about in-doubt 
transactions, refer to the documentation for the gateway you are using.

In-doubt transactions can also be resolved manually using Oracle Enterprise Mana
For more information about Enterprise Manager see the Oracle Enterprise Manager 
Concepts Guide.
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n Updates to the base table are not made while running under the Authorization ID that 
was specified as a Filter Authorization ID for two-way replication. If the refresh group 
in question is being used for two-way replication and a Filter Authid is specified, 
changes made by this Authorization ID will not be replicated.

The following refers to IBM DProp (DataPropagator) only. Verify that:

n DProp Capture has been started or has not been terminated. See DB2 job log for 
termination errors. See “Monitoring the DProp Capture Component” on page 13-7.

n the DB2 base table on MVS has been created with DATA CAPTURE CHANGES

n the AS/400 base table is journaled

n that the DB2 and DProp maintenance is current

n DProp Capture is initialized properly. After registering a new table, it is necessary t
reinitialize the Capture component to pick up the new registration and begin captur
changes for the new table. For more information see the IBM Replication Guide and 
Reference or the IBM DataPropagator Relational Guide.

For DProp, also note that:

n If you do not see changed data in the target tables as soon as expected, it is possi
not enough changes on the DB2 server have occurred to flush the log buffer. 

n After registering a base table for replication, the Capture component does not capt
changed data unless a refresh group including the base table has been created, 
generated, and run once for the initial load. After the initial load, Capture will start 
capturing changed data.

Run the Verify Connections utility to further troubleshoot replication errors. See “Verify 
Connections” on page 9-61.

See the following sections for monitoring information.

Runtime Errors
Oracle Replication Services normally requires no monitoring, but it cannot recover 
automatically from certain error conditions. For example, Oracle Replication Services m
not recover correctly if the communication line from the source DB2 table is disconnect
or if an "out of extents" error occurs on the target Oracle tables.
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These tips can help you verify that Oracle Replication Services is running correctly:

n If a job encounters an error, it terminates, performs a ROLLBACK, and automatically 
retries. To see these types of errors, see the Failure Count column on the Job Queue 
Information window. Jobs that exceed the maximum retry count (16) show a status of 
Suspended in the status field of the Job Queue Information window.

n Errors encountered while running Oracle Replication Services jobs are available in the 
alert and snp.trc files (the same information is in both files.)

Alert files contain error information and are shared by all Oracle processes. The global 
alert file is usually of the format alert_sid.log and is typically found in the 
ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/log directory.

SNP trace files contain internal errors detected by the Oracle job queue process. These 
files are usually in the ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/log directory. Each file of the 
background process trace files start with snp and a file extension of .trc. For details, 
refer to your platform-specific Oracle documentation.

n The Last Date field on the Job Queue Information window shows the last time a job was 
completed successfully. See “Full Refresh Options” on page 9-41.

n When a replication job completes, the date/time is recorded in the Oracle Replicati
Services data dictionary and can be seen in the Log Marker field on the Full Refres
Options window. See “The Utilities Menu” on page 9-52.

n You can turn on tracing for a refresh group by setting the Trace Level field in the 
Runtime Options window. Trace entries cannot be seen until the job commits. See 
“Runtime Options” on page 9-37.

n You can view trace output by selecting Display Job Trace in the Trace Log Manage
window. For more information see “Trace Log Management” on page 9-59.

n For FDS-to-Oracle replications using DProp, target Oracle tables optionally contain
column named ORSADM_LOGMARKER.This column is updated with the log marke
from the FDS every time Oracle Replication Services updates a row. To determine 
a table was last updated, enter these commands from SQL*Plus:

$ SQLPLUS ORSADM/ORSADMPW
SQL> SELECT MAX(ORSADM_LOGMARKER) FROM target_table
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Cursor Usage
The PL/SQL packages generated by Oracle Replication Services use many Oracle cursors 
and gateway cursors when the jobs run. If a job exceeds the Oracle or the gateway cursor 
limit, you receive the error message:

ORA-01000 maximum open cursors exceeded

If the database link name is listed in the error message, the cause is a gateway cursor 
shortage, otherwise it is an Oracle server cursor shortage.

To support more Oracle cursors you can increase the OPEN_CURSORS parameter in the 
Oracle initsid.ora file. Most gateways currently support a maximum of 100 cursors, though 
the Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM DRDA allows you to increase this number at 
install time (refer to the documentation for the Oracle Transparent Gateway for IBM 
DRDA).

Use these guidelines to estimate the maximum number of cursors that might be needed:

DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD):

maximum_Oracle7_cursors = 7 + (10 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);
maximum_gateway_cursors = 2 + (5 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);

DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD):

maximum_Oracle7_cursors = 6 + (9 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);
maximum_gateway_cursors = 1 + (6 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);

DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD):

maximum_Oracle7_cursors = 6 + (11 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);
maximum_gateway_cursors = 1 + (6 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);

Note: With Oracle Server Version 7.3.2.2 and later versions, cursor 
usage by PL/SQL packages is significantly less. Both Oracle server 
cursors and gateway cursors are re-used by PL/SQL. Instead of using the 
guidelines below, simply allow for three Oracle server cursors and two 
gateway cursors for each table in a refresh group. With Oracle Server 
Version 7.3.2.2. and later versions, the Oracle server allocates the cursors 
only if they are used, so specifying too many Oracle server cursors is not a 
concern.
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FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT):

maximum_Oracle7_cursors = 7 + (2 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);
maximum_gateway_cursors = (1 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);

ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH):

maximum_Oracle7_cursors = 12 + (10 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);
maximum_gateway_cursors = (5 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);

ORACLE -> FDS (COPY MGMT):

maximum_Oracle7_cursors = 7 + (4 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);

maximum_gateway_cursors = (2 * number_of tables_in_refresh_group);

The actual cursor usage at runtime is variable and depends on many factors. Usually, this 
estimate far exceeds the actual cursor usage.

Monitoring the DProp Capture Component
To see status information from the DProp Capture tables, click [Display Status] on the 
Current Registration window (see “Current Registrations” on page 9-53) or DProp Table
Management window (see “Base Table Registration for Fast Refresh” on page 9-7).

If the output of this command indicates that cd_oldest_change=NULL, the Capture 
component has not captured any changes for this source table. Capture components m
not capture changes to a source table until actual updates are made to the source table
an Apply component of DProp has been started. If the output does not indicate any 
prune_limit_seq values, an Apply component has not run successfully or the Capture 
component was coldstarted.

Monitoring ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH) Replication 
From the Main menu, click Utilities -> Current Registrations -> [select] ORACLE -> FDS
(FAST REFRESH) to see a list of Oracle base tables currently registered. Select a bas
and click Log Status. On entry to the Log Status window, the existence of the base tabl
trigger used for replication has been automatically verified. The Log Status screen disp
row for each refresh group that needs the changed data for this base table. This row is 
seen until the refresh group has run successfully. The Last Run field displays that last 
successful job run. You can hit the [Count Log Records] button to display a count of log
records that have not been pruned yet.
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Oracle Replication Services Storage Usage
The schema ORSADM contains all the Oracle Replication Services data dictionary tables, 
so they are created in the default tablespace for the user ORSADM, which by default is 
SYSTEM. The actual storage needed for these tables is minimal. You can put the tables in a 
different tablespace by modifying the scripts that create them or by changing ORSADM’s 
default tablespace.

PL/SQL code generated by Oracle Replication Services is stored in the SYSTEM 
tablespace. The size of these packages is determined by how many tables and column
being replicated in a single refresh group. For example, package text of 50K would be 
needed to replicate EMP and DEPT.

The target tables on the Oracle server are created by ORSADM, so they reside in 
ORSADM’s default tablespace of SYSTEM. The SQL script to create these tables is 
displayed on the CREATE TABLE menu and can be modified to add a TABLESPACE 
specification. The size of the target tables is dependent on what is being replicated. If t
is no vertical or horizontal subsetting of the data, make the target tables the same size 
DB2 base tables. The CREATE TABLE options allow you to add parameters to all table
that Oracle Replication Services creates, making it easier to put target tables in a differ
tablespace.

Rollback segment storage (RBS tablespace) has the same considerations as any othe
applications. You must have a rollback segment that is large enough to handle all the u
that a refresh group might apply in the time interval that it runs. For example, if a single
DB2 table is being replicated and that table is updated approximately 1 000 times per h
and the refresh group is scheduled to run every two hours, you need a rollback segmen
can handle more than 2 000 rows modified in the target table.

Each restage table must be large enough to hold all the changed data for the associate
table that has been captured since the refresh group was last replicated, which is typic
less than the size of the target table and about the size of the DB2 change data table. I
are using restage tables for full refreshes, each restage table must be large enough to h
entire target table. Note that Oracle Replication Services inserts rows into a restage tab
during replication and then truncates it when replication is complete.

If Oracle Replication Services is used to do the initial load of the Oracle target table, th
rollback segment that can handle the inserts for the whole DB2 table is required. For th
reason, you might choose to do the initial load manually using SQL LOADER which do
not require the rollback segments.

If a Full Refresh of a target table is required any time after the initial load, then a rollbac
segment large enough to handle twice the size of the DB2 table is needed. This is beca
the same transaction, all the rows in the target table are first deleted and then all the ro
from the DB2 table are inserted.
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Ignored Error
The Oracle Replication Services job continues to run after it encounters an insertion of a 
duplicate key.

When Oracle Replication Services tries to insert a row into a target table and receives the 
error:

ORA-0001 unique constraint violated

it writes a record to the row orsadm.ignore_log and then continues processing until a commit 
is completed. Oracle Replication Services does not roll back when it encounters a duplicate 
key error.

The orsadm.ignore_log row contains a complete image of the duplicate row as the 
ROW_DATA column. The ROW_DATA column is a single LONG column containing all the 
duplicate row columns converted to character and concatenated. The orsadm.ignore_log row 
also contains columns that identify the schema, group, and table that encountered the error.

Here is an example of the orsadm.ignore_log row:

orsadm.ignore_log (                                               
schema_name         varchar(30),   -- refresh group schema      
group_name          varchar(25),   -- refresh group             
orcl_schema_name    varchar(30),   -- target schema             
orcl_table_name     varchar(30),   -- target table              
orcl_dblink         varchar(128),  -- target database link      
fds_schema_name     varchar(30),   -- source schema (owner)     
fds_table_name      varchar(30),   -- source table              
errno               number,        -- Oracle error number       
errtext             varchar2(512), -- Oracle error text         
type                char(1),       -- type of operation (I,U,D) 
jobno               number,        -- job queue job number      
row_data            long           -- row encounting error      
)

Warning: Avoid doing a full refresh of a target table after the initial 
load. For more information, see Chapter 10, “Full Refresh and Initial 
Load”.
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A

Terminology

This appendix defines the Oracle Replication Services terms used in this book
ology A-1



 

Term Definition

apply component Software that is responsible for reading the change data tables 
and making the equivalent changes to the target tables. The 
apply component for Oracle Replication Services is the PL/SQL 
job generated for a refresh group.

base table The table to be replicated.

before-image A copy of a row of base-table column data before it was 
modified.

Capture component Software that is responsible for detecting changes to the base 
tables that are registered and logging them in a change data 
table or log.

changed data Rows in a base table that were modified. Changed data might 
contain both a before-image and an after-image of the modified 
row. With IBM DProp Capture, changed data is read from the 
DB2 logs and is written to change data (CD) tables on DB2. With 
Oracle base tables, triggers write the changed data to log files.

checkpoint A checkpoint or commit is done after a specified number 
(commit frequency) of rows have been replicated. The commit is 
done at the next transaction border to ensure continuous 
transactional consistency. A checkpoint allows replication to 
restart at this point after a failure.

condensed tables A condensed change data table is a DProp CCD table with a 
unique-key data column, so that when the same row in the base 
table is modified, only a single row of changed data is kept in 
the CCD table.

copy management Refers to the process of copying a set of base tables to a target 
location on a regularly scheduled interval. Because copy 
management copies the entire source table, it does not require 
any capture software.

critical section table A DProp control table that is used for coordination (locking) 
between the capture and apply components. The table contains 
no rows.

deregistration The removal of a registration. Deletes all resources created by a 
registration.
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fast refresh A fast refresh occurs when only changed data is applied to the 
target table. When configuring for DB2-to-Oracle replication 
with IBM DProp, fast refreshes occur after the initial full refresh. 
With Oracle-to-FDS, a fast refresh applies the changes written to 
the log table.

foreign data store (FDS)  Refers to a data source other than Oracle; for example, DB2.

full refresh The process of copying all rows or a specified subset from the 
base table to a target table. Also referred to as a complete refresh. 
See Chapter 10, “Full Refresh and Initial Load”.

initial load A full refresh that is done to initialize replication so that the 
target table starts in sync with the base table.

pruning The removal of rows from a change data table or log. Automatic 
pruning is normally done after the changed data rows are 
applied to all target tables needing them.

pruning table An IBM DProp control table used to keep track of changed data 
that has been applied to target table. Contains a row for each 
subscription currently active. Also referred to as a PC table.

registration The process of specifying that a base table is to be replicated 
using changed data. Registration creates all resources needed by 
a capture component to enable it to capture changes made to a 
base table. There is only one registration done per base table 
regardless of how many refresh groups (subscriptions) might be 
reading the changed data.

restage table A local Oracle table used in DB2->Oracle replication to which 
Oracle Replication Services writes changed data from the DB2 
base table before applying it to a target table. A restage table can 
reduce replication time and contention for the DB2 change data 
table.

retention limit A specified period of time that determines how long changed 
data is retained. When the retention limit is exceeded, changed 
data is pruned even if it has not been applied to the target tables.

source table The table that is the source of the replication data. For fast 
refreshes, the source table is the change data table or log. For 
copy management and full refreshes, the source table is the base 
table.

Term Definition
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staging table Same as a change data table. A table that contains rows that 
were changed in a base table. Staging table rows are pruned 
when all subscribers have read them.

subscription A user of the changed data captured for a base table 
(registration). Each base table specified in a refresh group in the 
Table Specification menu is a subscription to the changed data 
for that base table. The changed data for a single base table can 
have many subscribers (refresh groups) that need the changed 
data.

target table A replicated copy or subset of a base table.

Term Definition
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Apply component

definition, A-2
Apply, DataPropagator Relational, 1-3, 2-8
AS/400

and DataPropagator, 11-2
Registration authority, 11-2
replicating relative record numbers, 11-2
replication considerations, 11-2

AS400-1.SQL, 3-6
AS400-1.SQL script, 4-6
AS400-2.SQL, 3-6
AS400-2.SQL script, 4-6
ASN tables, 3-2, 5-3
ASN.IBMSNAP_CD_CNTL, 3-2
ASN.IBMSNAP_CRITSEC, 3-2
ASN.IBMSNAP_UOW, 3-2
Authorization

IDs for two-way replication, 8-4
Oracle server, 4-10
specifying Authids, 9-31
user ID and CCD tables, 5-7
user IDs for two-way replication, 9-31

B
Base tables

definition, A-2
Oracle and unique-key columns, 6-2
registering DB2, 5-2

Before images
and DB2 table registration, 5-3
and partitioning keys, 1-4, 5-3

and primary key columns, 5-4
definition, A-2
prefix char field, 9-11

C
Capture component, 5-2

definition, A-2
capture.sql, 3-2, 3-6
CCD tables

and DB2 replication, 5-5
condensed, 5-6

CD tables
and DB2 replication, 2-10
condensed, 5-3
definition, A-2

Changed data
and DataPropagator, 1-3
definition, A-2
propagating, 3-2

Change-data tables
See CD Tables, 2-10

Checkpoint
and restage tables, 2-9
definition, A-2
not supported for Oracle-to-FDS, 6-3

Column Function, 9-23
Column Specification window, 9-21
Columns

mapping source and target, 9-21
Commit frequency, 9-38
Condensed tables

CCD, 5-6
CD, 5-3
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definition, A-2
Configuration Menu, 9-6
Configuring the Oracle server, 4-2
Copy management

configuring for, 7-3
creating target tables, 7-4
creating the refresh group, 7-3
database links for, 4-17
definition, A-2
error handling, 7-2

Create Target Tables window, 9-23
createdd.sql, 3-5
Creating a refresh group

for DB2-to-Oracle, 5-7
for Oracle-to-FDS, 6-3

Creating refresh groups, 9-13
for two-way replication, 8-3

Creating target tables
FDS, 6-4
for copy management, 7-4
Oracle, 5-8

Current registrations
DB2 -> Oracle DPROP EXT-CCD, 9-53
ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH), 9-55

Current Registrations window, 9-53
Cursor usage, 13-6
Custom SQL window, 9-16

D
Data Definition Language

See DDL, 1-8
Database links

and security, 4-11
copy management, 4-17
creating, 4-8
DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD), 4-16
DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD), 4-14
DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD), 4-11
Oracle-to-FDS Fast Refresh, 4-17
private, 4-8
public, 4-9

DataPropagator
about, 2-8
CD tables, 2-10

configuring the replication environment for, 5-1
registering DB2 base tables, 9-8
requirements, 1-3
verifying installation, 3-2

DATE, 1-8
DB2

catalog views, 12-2
current registrations

DB2 -> Oracle DPROP EXT-CCD, 9-53
DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD), 9-53
DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD), 9-53

database links
DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD), 4-16
DB2/400 -> ORACLE (DPROP CD), 4-14
DB2/MVS -> ORACLE (DPROP CD), 4-11

database requirements, 1-3
deregistering tables, 5-5, 9-53
gateway requirements

DB2/400, 1-3
DB2/MVS, 1-3

registering tables
DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD), 9-9
DB2/400, 9-8
DB2/MVS, 9-8
DB2/MVS -> ORACLE(DPROP CD), 9-8

replication and CD tables, 2-10
replication considerations, 12-2
replication types, 2-7
TIMESTAMP, 1-8

DB2 TIMESTAMP, 9-23
DB2/400

table locking problem, 1-6
DB2TIME datatype, 1-8
DBNAME, 1-8
DDL, 1-8
DDL restrictions, 1-8
Deinstallation

Oracle Replication Services, 4-18
Deleting a refresh group

DB2, 5-10
Oracle-to-FDS, 6-7
Refresh Group Cleanup window, 9-57

Deleting an Oracle-to-FDS refresh group, 6-7
Deleting target tables, 9-57
Deregistering DB2 tables, 5-5, 9-53
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Deregistration
definition, A-2

Developer/2000, 1-4, 3-4
Documentation

required, ii
dpcntl.mvs, 3-2, 4-8
DPROP Table Management window, 9-10
dropors.sql, 4-19
Dropping target tables, 9-57
Duplicate key, 13-9

E
Environment settings, 4-8
Errors

alert files, 13-5
duplicate key, 13-9
ignored, 13-9
in-doubt transactions, 13-3
orsadm.ignore_log, 13-9
out of extents, 13-4
out of memory, 9-35
replication, 13-3
runtime, 13-4
runtime errors, 13-4
SNP trace files, 13-5
table specification, 13-2
turning on tracing, 13-5
two-phase commit problems, 9-62

Execute SQL Script window, 9-63
Executing SQL packages, 5-9, 6-6, 7-4
Executing SQL scripts, 9-63
Execution Menu, 9-36
External CCD table, 5-5
External CCD tables

DB2-to-Oracle replication with, 2-10
registering, 9-9

F
Fast refresh

definition, A-3
FDS

definition, A-3
replicating Oracle tables to, 2-11, 6-2

verification utility, 4-18
FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT)

about, 2-7, 7-2
database links for, 4-17

FDS connection
verifying, 4-18

FDS Security and database links, 4-11
File Options window, 9-60
Filter Authids window, 9-31
Filter authorization IDs, 8-4
Foreign data store

See FDS, A-3
Full refresh

and transactional consistency, 10-3
definition, A-3
forcing, 9-42
forcing in two-way replication, 8-3
in a two-way replication environment, 8-2
specifying options, 9-41
when it occurs, 10-2
with restage tables, 9-15
without Oracle Replication Services, 10-2

Full Refresh Options window, 9-41

G
Gateway

for ODBC, 1-9
installing, 3-3
requirements

DB2, 4-3
DB2/400, 4-3
IBM DRDA, 4-3
Informix for Sun SPARC, 1-9, 4-3
INGRES for Sun SPARC, 1-9, 4-3
Microsoft SQL Server, 1-9, 4-3
Sybase for Sun SPARC, 1-9, 4-3

Gateway requirements, 3-3
Generating PL/SQL

for copy management, 7-4
for DB2, 5-9
for Oracle-to-FDS, 6-5
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H
Hardware requirements, 1-2
hexadecimal values, 11-2

I
IBM Control Center, 5-3
IBM DataHub, 2-8, 5-3
IBM Replication

DataPropagator
IMS

replication from, 1-4, 2-10, 5-5
In-doubt transactions, 13-3
Initial load, 10-2

definition, A-3
Installation

Developer/2000, 3-4
Oracle Replication Services

Windows 95, 4-4
Windows NT, 4-4

Oracle Transparent Gateway, 3-3

J
Job Queue Information window, 9-42
Job Scheduling window, 9-49
Job Submittal Information window, 9-47
JOB_QUEUE_CONNECTIONS, 4-2
JOB_QUEUE_INTERVAL, 4-2
JOB_QUEUE_PROCESSES, 4-2
Journaling, 11-2

L
Log Status window, 9-56
LONG datatype, 1-7

M
Main Menu, 9-5
Managing Oracle Replication Services jobs, 9-36
Managing the Replication Environment, 9-52
Managing the Trace log, 9-59
Mapping source and target columns, 9-21
Mapping tables for replication, 2-3

Mark Manual F/R, 9-42
Menu

Configuration, 9-6
Execution, 9-36
Main, 9-5
Utilities, 9-52

Migrating from Version 1.2 to 1.3, 1-9, 4-6
Multiple table replication, 2-5

N
National language support, 4-2, 13-2
NLS, 13-2

O
ODBC

supported gateways, 1-9
OPEN_CURSORS, 13-6
ORA_NLS, 4-2, 13-2
ORACLE -> FDS (COPY MGMT)

about, 2-7, 7-2
ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH)

about, 2-7, 2-11
configuring the replication environment, 6-1
current registrations, 9-55
database links for, 4-17
monitoring, 13-7
registering tables, 9-12
replication, 6-2

Oracle Job Queue, 9-42
Oracle Replication Services

architecture, 2-7
features, 2-2

Oracle tables
registering for replication to FDS, 6-3

Oracle Transparent Gateway
DB2 catalog views, 12-2
installing, 3-3
requirements, 1-3

ORACLE/ORACLE2PC, 11-2
Oracle7 server requirements, 1-2
ORDER_BY_OFF, 1-9, 4-3
ORS administration utility

hexadecimal values, 11-2
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ORS_ADMIN, 4-9, 4-10, 4-12, 4-13, 4-14, 4-15, 4-16
ORS_NLS, 4-2
ORS_OPER, 4-9, 4-10, 4-13, 4-15
ORS32.DLL, 3-5
ORSADM, 4-4
ORSADM_LOGMARKER, 13-5
ORSADM2, 4-9
orsauth1.sql, 3-5
ORSGUI.FMX, 3-5
ORSOPR, 4-9
orsquth2.sql, 3-5
Output, sending to a file, 9-60

P
Partitioning keys, 1-4, 5-3
PL/SQL

13K forms buffer, 9-24
compile errors, 13-2
generating, 9-32
generating for copy management, 7-4
generating for DB2, 5-9
generating for Oracle-to-FDS, 6-5
naming conventions for, 9-35
submitting jobs for DB2, 5-9, 6-6, 7-4

PL/SQL Code Generator, 9-32
preface

Send Us Your Comments, i
Prefix Char field, 9-11
Pre-installation tasks, 3-1
Primary key, 9-23
Privileges and roles, 4-9
Problems

in this release, 1-6
Product publications, ii
Product set, 1-2
Pruning

definition, A-3
Pruning table

definition, A-3

R
Refresh group

creating, 9-13

creating for copy management, 7-3
creating for DB2-to-Oracle, 5-7
creating for ORACLE -> FDS, 6-3
creating for two-way replication, 8-3, 9-28
deleting, 9-57
deleting a DB2, 5-10
deleting an Oracle-to-FDS, 6-7
name length, 1-8
specifying, 9-19

Refresh Group Cleanup window, 9-57
Refresh, fast

definition, A-3
Register Oracle Base Table window, 9-12
Registering tables

base DB2, 5-2
DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-CCD), 9-9
DB2 DPROP CD to Oracle, 9-8
Oracle, 6-3
ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH), 9-12

Registration
definition, A-3

Relative record numbers
replicating for DB2/400, 11-2
two-way replication for DB2/400, 11-4

Remote target tables, 9-24
Removing DataPropagator registrations, 5-5
Replicating tables

DB2 CCD to Oracle, 5-5
Oracle-to-FDS, 6-2

Replication
errors, 13-3
multiple-table, 2-5
single-table, 2-4
types, 2-7

Replication Services Administration Utility
about, 9-2
menus and windows, 9-3
starting, 9-2

Replication type, 2-7, 9-14
FDS -> ORACLE (COPY MGMT], 7-2
ORACLE -> FDS (COPY MGMT), 7-2
ORACLE -> FDS (FAST REFRESH), 2-11, 6-2

reptools.sql, 3-5
Requirements

DB2 database, 1-3
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DB2/400 gateway, 1-3
DB2/MVS, 1-3
Developer/2000, 1-4
gateway, 3-3

DB2, 4-3
DB2/400, 4-3
IBM DRDA, 4-3
Informix for Sun SPARC, 1-9, 4-3
INGRES for Sun SPARC, 1-9, 4-3
Microsoft SQL Server, 1-9, 4-3
Sybase for Sun SPARC, 1-9, 4-3

hardware, 1-2
operating system, 1-2
Oracle transparent gateway, 1-3
software, 1-2

Restage tables, 1-4, 2-9
and full refreshes, 9-15
dropping, 5-11
storage, 13-8

Restrictions
in this release, 1-7

Retention limit
definition, A-3

Roles and access privileges, 4-9
Routing output to a file, 9-60
Runtime errors, 13-4
Runtime options window, 9-37

S
Scripts

additional for DPROP, 4-6
AS400-1.SQL, 3-6
AS400-2.SQL, 3-6
capture.sql, 3-6, 4-7, 11-2
createdd.sql, 3-5
dropors.sql, 4-19
for migration, 4-6
for new installations, 4-4
installation, 3-5
orsauth1.sql, 3-5
orsauth2.sql, 3-5
reptools.sql, 3-5
running the installation SQL scripts, 4-4
Windows 95 installation, 4-4

Windows NT installation, 4-4
Send Us Your Comments

boilerplate, i
Single table replication, 2-4
SNP, 4-2, 9-42, 13-5
Software requirements, 1-2
Source table

definition, A-3
SQL scripts

executing, 9-63
SQL Statements window, 9-27
Staging table

definition, A-4
Storage measurements, iv
Submitting a job

DB2, 5-9, 6-6, 7-4
Subscription

definition, A-4

T
Table Full Refresh window, 9-39
Table specification errors, 12-2, 13-2
Table Specifications window, 9-19
Table unions, 9-21
Tables

base table definition, A-2
creating target, 9-23
deregistering DB2, 9-53
dropping target, 9-57
Oracle base tables and unique-key columns, 6-2
registering DB2 -> ORACLE (DPROP EXT-

CCD), 9-9
registering DB2 base, 5-2, 9-8
registering DB2 DPROP CD to Oracle, 9-8
registering DB2/400, 9-8
registering DB2/MVS, 9-8
Registering ORACLE -> FDS (FAST 

REFRESH), 9-12
restage, 1-4, 2-9
viewing registered, 9-53

Target table
creating, 9-23
definition, A-4
dropping, 9-57
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FDS
creating, 6-4

Oracle
creating, 5-8
remote, 9-25

TIMESTAMP, 1-8, 9-23
TIMESTAMP datatype, 1-8
Trace level, 9-37, 9-38
Trace Log Management window, 9-59
Tracing, 9-51, 9-59, 13-5
Transaction consistency

full refresh, 10-3
Transparent gateway for ODBC, 1-9
Troubleshooting

alert files, 13-5
duplicate-key errors, 13-9
ignored errors, 13-9
in-doubt transactions, 13-3
out-of-extents error, 13-4
replication errors, 13-3
runtime errors, 13-4
table specification error, 13-2
turning on tracing, 13-5

Truncating
trace log table, 1-5

Two-phase commit
and Oracle Replication Services, 3-3
problems, 9-62

Two-Way Relationships window, 9-28
Two-way replication

about, 8-2
and CCD tables, 5-7
authorization IDs, 8-4
avoiding update conflicts, 8-2
creating refresh groups, 8-3
creating relationships, 9-28
DB2/400 relative record numbers, 11-4
defining, 8-3
diagram of, 2-14
full refresh in, 8-2
specifying authorization IDs, 9-31

U
Unique-key columns, 6-2

Utilities Menu, 9-52

V
Verify Connections window, 9-61
Verifying an FDS connection, 4-18
View Trace Log window, 9-51
Viewing registered tables, 9-53

W
WHERE clause

and before images, 5-3
and column specification, 9-23
and full refresh, 10-2
and table specification, 9-20, 9-23
and table unions, 9-21
limitation, 6-2
restrictions, 1-9
subsetting replicated data, 2-6, 5-4, 6-2
using, 6-3, 8-2

Window
Column Specification, 9-21
Create Target Tables, 9-23
Current Registrations, 9-53
DPROP Table Management, 9-9
Execute SQL Script, 9-63
File Options, 9-60
Filter Authids, 9-31
Full Refresh Options, 9-41
Job Queue Information, 9-42
Log Status, 9-56
Refresh Group Cleanup, 9-57
Refresh Group Specification, 9-13
Register Oracle Base Table, 9-12
Runtime Options, 9-37
Table Full Refresh, 9-39
Table Specifications, 9-19
Trace Log Management, 9-59
Two-Way Relationships, 9-28
Verify Connections, 9-61
View Trace Log, 9-51

Windows 95
installing Oracle Replication Services, 3-4

Windows 95 installation, 4-4
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installing Oracle Replication Services, 3-4

Windows NT installation, 4-4
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